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This information is offered as a guide and resource. Parents and children all have unique

dynamics. Not every child will experience the same results from using the activities in this

book. Not every parent will be successful doing learning activities at home. No claims or

guarantees regarding the results of doing these activities is expressed or implied.

Parents just starting out will find the Quick Start Guides on pages 9 & 10 helpful. You will

have better success if you take the time to read and understand the information in the early

sections before you start doing activities with your child.

The key to doing Montessori at home is to try different materials and activities, always

looking for those that excite your child’s interest and hold her attention – that is when the

magic starts to happen!
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Foreword

Being a Montessori preschool teacher and director was the most rewarding, fun work of my

life. Seeing so many young children – the coolest people around - expressing their joy in

learning and discovery is a remarkable experience. The Montessori prepared environment is a

magical place where children thrive. So many parents expressed thrilled amazement at how

fast their children were growing and learning - and how excited and eager they were doing it!

Montessori schools are wonderful; but not all children can attend one. The home is another

ideal place to do Montessori early learning. Your child is closely bonded with you: your face,

voice, manner, and habits. Doing learning activities expands this relationship in beautiful,

powerful ways. Why should teachers have all the fun?

I invite you to use this book to start a new adventure in early learning. With some time and

effort, you can help your child develop a strong, efficient brain and a positive, confident selfimage. You can give your child a great head start for success in school and life.

There is a lot of information here, but it is easy to begin. Use the Quick Start Guides on the

following pages. I put two of them in so you would be sure to find a way to start that works for

you! The first section of the book tells you how to be successful doing early learning activities at

home. The activities sections guide you through making and using the activities with your

child. There are links throughout the book to web sites and videos that support and extend the

activities and your home early learning efforts. As you do more activities, you will develop your

own ‘teaching style’, just as Montessori teachers do. Please email me if you find non-working

links, as I am constantly maintaining them. Me email is [email protected].

The best approach is to try activities until you find those that excite interest and hold your

child’s attention. Learning to concentrate is a skill; but a particularly important skill for little

ones. Concentration promotes strong brain architecture and makes learning anything easier.

When you help a young child - whose brain is already on overdrive - learn to focus attention,

development takes a quantum leap.

Be patient, be positive, and encourage your child’s efforts!
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Using your Montessori At Home! eBook

Navigation

The page numbers in the Table of Contents match the page numbers at the top left on the PDF

toolbar, making navigation and printing easier. Plug in a page from the Table of Contents and

that is where you will go.

To move through the book you can use your mouse wheel, grab the slider at right & go up or

down, hit the up and down arrows to move 1 page at a time, or type in page numbers in the box

at the top left and hit Enter. Click on the page symbols at the top left under the printer symbol

and you can show thumbnails of all the pages. Scroll down and click on a page to go there.



Links

You will find many links to sites and videos that expand and support the information and

activities. Links sometimes change or go dead. If you find non-working links, please email

me at [email protected]. I appreciate the help!



Printing

You can print a page or group of pages, by entering the page number, or the range of pages you

want to print, in your printer setup. The PDF file and ebook page numbers match to make this

easier.

The Printouts start on page 253. A good plan is to always have these items ready:



















67 lb. card stock in white and bright colors

110 lb, Index in white and a couple of colors. You may want to buy this a few sheets at a

time as larger packs are expensive.

Large and small Index Cards

Black and colored felt tip markers

Paper trimmer

Glue sticks

Cold laminating sheets if you want to make materials last longer, or a copy shop can

laminate things for you

Plastic or other sturdy, attractive envelopes to put printed materials in
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Montessori At Home! Quick Start Guide #1



Here is the absolute simplest, easiest way to start:

1. Sit down with your child at the computer and look over the

Practical Life and Sensorial sections.

2. Help your child find an activity that she expresses an interest in

and you think probably matches up well with his current abilities.

Make sure it is an activity using materials you already have or can

get on a quick shopping trip – no mail order!

3. Involve your child in gathering, and shopping for if necessary, the

materials for the activity.

4. Sit down with your child and do the activity together. Let her then

work independently with it if she wants to.

5. If your child really likes that one, keep it on a tray or in a box where

he can use it whenever he wants to. Low shelves work well.

6. Keep trying more activities the same way, always looking for those

that generate interest and hold your child’s attention.
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Montessori At Home! Quick Start Guide #2



Read pages 20-60

Choose an activity with your child

The Ages and Activities Chart (p. 40) will give you ideas on a starting activity. Take a look at

these activities in the book with your child & let her help decide which one to do first. It is

usually best to start with a Practical Life or Sensorial activity.



Starting out: your first activity

Here is an easy way to begin. A variation of this method worked well for me in starting three

new Montessori preschools. It can work the same way for you at home.

Pick an activity. Follow the activity directions. Involve your child in gathering materials and

putting the activity together in its own nice container. If you go shopping, take your child. If

possible make a label, for example: Julie’s Nuts & Bolts, and tape it to the container.

Start the Activity Cycle (p. 41) right from the beginning by having your child lay out a table

mat or floor rug to make a work space; and carry the activity to it.

Demonstrate the activity for your child (p. 62).

Let your child work with the activity as long as he likes. Assist as needed, but as little as

possible. When your child is done, make sure she puts everything back into the container and

puts on the lid, if it has one.

If you have a shelf or other place set up already, have your child carry the material there and

decide where to put it and then set it there. Say, “This is where we will keep this activity.” If

you do not have a shelf for activities yet, that’s ok, just have your child set it somewhere safe

in their room.

Have your child put the rug or mat away where you two have chosen to store these items.

Follow these steps with each new activity . You will gradually build up a selection of



learning materials, customized to your child’s current skill levels and interests, each with its

own place on the shelf. Your child will know where each one goes and how the process of

using the activities works.



Soon you will have a great home Montessori school.

People will be asking you how you did it!
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“Children are human beings to whom respect is due, superior to us by

reason of their innocence and of the greater possibilities of their future.”

Maria Montessori



Welcome to a new adventure in early learning: Montessori at Home! This book was written to

support and encourage parents who want to help their young children develop more of their true

potential during their formative early years. There are many approaches to helping young

children learn. Children are incredibly adaptable and have no bias about how information is

presented. Their minds are on „absorb‟ all the time.

This book contains activities and materials used in Montessori preschools, adapted for use in the

home. There are over 20,000 Montessori schools worldwide. Through having attended,

enrolled a child in, or knowing someone whose child has attended a Montessori preschool, many

parents are aware of the Montessori name, and perhaps know a bit about what goes on in a

Montessori school. In order for you to see where the ideas in this book originated, what follows

is a brief description of a Montessori preschool in operation.
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A Montessori school is a Prepared Environment just for

children. Sets of low shelves are arranged to create

different work areas within a larger space. There are

child sized tables and chairs, and rugs for working on the

floor. The children have access to a water supply. On the

shelves are a variety of interesting materials the children

are eager to work with.



Children ages 2-6 share the space. They freely choose

the materials they want to work with, and whether they

Los Altos Montessori School, Palo Alto, CA

want to work alone or with other children. The teacher

circulates, helping children as needed, working with children with some activities, suggesting

activities when appropriate, and insuring that the children follow simple rules for using the

environment and interacting. The teacher is not the center of attention.

To use a material, a child first creates a work area by setting out a table mat or a small floor rug.

The material is brought to the work area, used, and put back in the same spot on the shelf in a

condition ready for the next child to use. This is called the Activity Cycle.

The materials are roughly divided into areas such as practical life skills, sensorial experience,

science, geography, language, music, and math. The materials are sequential in difficulty,

allowing children of different ages and abilities to all find materials appropriate for them all the

time. Children usually work with the materials for two to three hours each day.

If you have the chance to observe a Montessori school in session, I recommend it. You will

immediately see why these environments are so appealing to young children. You will also get

some great ideas! Here is a great Montessori school video: What Do We Do All Day?



The Benefits of Early Learning Activities

The years from birth to about six are the most formative period of a human being‟s life. At no

other time are we more open and sensitive to experiences and information coming from our

environment. The experiences young children have from birth to age six literally mold their

brains and their personalities.

Early learning is not primarily about reading, writing, and math, or pushing children to become

young geniuses. The principal benefits of the activities described in this book happen within the

child. Skills such as reading and using numbers are byproducts of strong brain development

and a positive, confident self-image.

Kids also need to PLAY (a lot!)



This chart graphically depicts the goals of early childhood education:
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The Goals of Early Childhood Education

The primary benefits of early learning activities are an increased number of purposefully activated brain nerve

pathways and the development of strong, efficient brain architecture.

Many small successes with learning activities promote a positive self-image and a love of learning. Activities that

promote Sensorial awareness and muscle control lead to an integration of body and mind.

The outward, visible results are rapidly developing skills in reading, writing, math, cognitive / intellectual functions,

critical thinking, and the ability to focus attention on mental and physical tasks.



Critical thinking



Ability to focus attention



Abstract thought



Positive, confident

self-image



Mathematics



Reading



Activated brain nerve

pathways and strong

brain architecture



Science



Writing



Body – mind

integration



Love of learning



Music



Art



Memory



Logic



Body awareness &

coordination



The years from birth to six are a unique time in human development, never again replicated in a person’s life. A

young child’s activities are directed at developing an individual prepared to live in the time, place, and culture into

which the child is born.

Maria Montessori discovered that providing young children with specific learning experiences encourages them to

focus their attention. This promotes rapid development, allowing an individual to achieve more of their potential.

Parents are fully able to provide these learning experiences, once they are shown how.

The true goal of early learning activities is to better prepare a child for life.
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Early learning activities help children develop:





Strong brain architecture







A positive, confident self image as a person who can learn new information and master

new skills







The ability to focus attention on a task







An integration of body and mind that will serve the child in all future study and work



A positive self image is just as critical as good brain development. A child with a great brain who

does not believe in himself will not achieve his full potential. A child with an average brain who

has great confidence in her ability to master new tasks has a much better chance of success. A

well developed brain, partnered with a positive self image, is a dynamic combination that

allows a child to unlock their true potential.

Another great benefit of early learning activities is the bond created between parent and child.

Do you remember your outstanding teachers? You can be one of the people your child fondly

recalls as someone who really helped them in life. The experience is priceless.

A child that becomes very comfortable with reading, writing, math, and science in their early

years will carry that confidence throughout their school years and beyond. Early learning is truly

a gift for life!

Here are more benefits your child will derive from doing early learning activities:



Muscle Control & Coordination



Young children first develop the large muscles of the legs,

arms, and torso - called Gross Motor development. They then

start working to control the smaller muscles of the arms,

hands, and fingers - called Fine Motor development.

Gross motor activities include running, jumping, balancing,

throwing, kicking, and hitting balls. Painting on a sheet of

paper hanging on the wall is a gross motor exercise for the

shoulders and arms; and a fine motor activity for the hands

and fingers. Both types of activities are important.



Shutterstock



Many of the activities promote fine motor skills development

by using the arms and hands to control objects. The

culmination of these efforts comes when a child learns to use a

proper writing grasp. All of the movements a child makes

while using these materials are ultimately preparing the child

for writing.
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Sensory Awareness & Refinement



We interpret information coming from our senses in our brains.

The activities in the Practical Life and Sensorial sections are

designed to help children focus and refine their senses and begin to

notice specific sensory aspects of their environment. Doing this

also helps form organized brain nerve networks. As a child learns

to make finer distinctions with his / her senses, their brain is also

becoming more efficient and skilled at processing information.



Personality & Self-Image

Success with a series of learning activities develops a positive self image. Our self-concept

greatly determines what we achieve in life. Most of our limitations are in our own minds.

Helping young children develop the self confidence to master new skills and information is a

priceless gift that lasts a lifetime.

Young children do not acquire a positive self image because we pamper them, repeatedly

tell them they are smart and great, or constantly ask them, “How does that make you feel?”

What makes young children confident is mastering actual skills and learning useful

information. This makes them feel competent and in control of their environment. When a



young child has a series of successes with learning activities, a positive self-image becomes

integrated into their personality. A strong brain, your unconditional love, and a positive selfimage are probably the greatest gifts you can give your child.



Learning & Thinking

These are the skills we associate with school: memorization, critical

thinking, focusing attention, reading, writing, math, and science.

Many of the activities involve classification, sorting, and

organizing. The movement and Practical Life skills activities

develop coordination and an organized, efficient approach to tasks.

Sensorial activities develop a child‟s ability to organize the

environment using sense information. The Science activities

introduce new concepts of how the world works; and often involve

classification and organizing objects into groups based on common

characteristics.

The Math

Sequence further

promotes
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organizational skills as the child learns to work with numbers. The Reading Sequence helps the

child master the complexity of decoding written symbols, reading, and writing.

The ability to focus attention is critical for learning. Learning activities help your child focus



her attention for periods of time on experiences that are interesting and educational. Once

concentration is a habit, learning soars! Watch the concentration of this 3 ½ yr. old.



Strengthening the Parent-Child Bond

Children need our attention, love, and time. Learning activities

help create a strong, positive parent-child bond. They are an

excellent alternative to the TV. Your discussions teach your

child about your world view. Positive bonds of love and trust in

the early years will carry on as your child grows. You will never

regret spending more time with your kids.

Children need positive serve and return interactions with the

people in their life to fully develop. By doing activities with

your child, your serve and return interactions will evolve to a new level. The bond with your

child will mature and grow into a sharing between two individuals. It is a wonderful process.

Why should teachers have all the fun?



Promoting Independence

We love the feeling of being needed by our kids. Yet the great task of the young child is to create

a fully functional, independent person. You can‟t fight Mother Nature. Every action of a child

is a reaching out toward mastery of the environment and independence. Using learning

materials will help your child develop this independence. Allow your child to do things

independently as soon as he or she is able. Independence flourishes when it is exercised.

A young child obviously cannot be fully independent of his family. What then, can he do by

himself? Here are some ideas:





When your child has learned to pour, she can pour her own cereal and milk or juice for

breakfast. If the cereal, bowls, spoons, and liquids are placed on low shelves in the

cabinets and the refrigerator, she will be able to use them by herself. Make a healthy

snacks area low in your frig for easy access. See page 98.







Even very young children can participate in home chores. It is only right that they do, as

they live there! Washing dishes, vacuuming, dusting, sweeping, etc., are all activities
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children can do. Put on some music and they can even be fun! Children should be

encouraged and expected to clean their own room and bathroom.





Learning to set an alarm clock and get out of bed independently in the morning is a good

exercise in learning about time and the importance of routines and personal

responsibility.







The Practical Life activities focus on learning useful skills and gaining independence. As

your child works with these activities, let her participate in meal preparation, helping to

make a shopping list, taking the dog to the vet, anything you are doing around the house

in which your child can safely take part.







On page 64 is a list of ideas on how to help your child become more functionally

independent. This approach extends to almost anything you do and anywhere you go!



The Center on the Developing Child

You will find many links to articles from the Center on the Developing Child at Harvard

University. This center offers wonderful resources for parents who want to better understand

their child‟s growth and development. For great information on the effect of early experience on

brain architecture, and more about child development, visit this wonderful site.

Here are some excerpts from their Dec., 2007 Working Paper 5, titled, “The Timing and

Quality of Early Experiences Combine to Shape Brain Architecture”:



…“the quality of a child’s early environment and the availability of appropriate

experiences at the right stages of development are crucial in determining the strength

or weakness of the brain’s architecture.”

“The exceptionally strong influence of early experience on brain architecture makes the

early years of life a period of both great opportunity and great vulnerability for brain

development.”

“Early environments and experiences have an exceptionally strong influence on brain

architecture.”

“Early experience has a unique advantage in shaping the architecture of developing

brain circuits before they are fully mature and stabilized.”

“Early learning lays the foundation for later learning and is essential for the

development of optimized brain architecture.”
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Adapting Montessori for the home



The section starting on page 29 will give you the specifics on doing Montessori activities at

home. Montessori can be brought into your home in many different ways. You do not need to

recreate a Montessori preschool in your home! A child sized table and chair, a floor rug, a few

table mats, and one set of low shelves will get you started quite nicely. You can even get

started with nothing more than what you have in your house!

You can actually do Montessori activities at home without any equipment at all if you want to.

This book will show you many great activities you can do using items you probably already have,

or can easily obtain at a discount, arts & crafts, home improvement, or office supply store.

Quick, easy, and cheap are big themes of this book.



Montessori & other early learning materials



Counting Coconuts



Recommendations are also given starting on page 48 for a

number of excellent Montessori and other early learning

materials. You certainly don‟t have to buy them all, but a few will

really help your child‟s development. Consider how many popular,

disposable, plastic toys that cost $20-50 you will buy for your

child over 3-4 years on birthdays and at Christmas. Be honest!

You will spend hundreds of dollars on toys with little or no

educational value.



If you invest just half of those funds and obtain some of the learning materials shown here, plus

do other activities in this book that cost very little, you will be helping your child develop

stronger brain architecture for life. When your child is finished with his Montessori and other

learning materials, you can sell them on Ebay or Craigslist and recover up to half their cost. For

about the price of a fancy coffee drink a week for 3 years you can give your child a better brain

for life!



Reading material

There are two great articles at the Parenting Squad and Montessori Print Shop to get you started.

If you want to think big, take a look at the home learning environment created by the family at

Counting Coconuts. Don‟t worry if you do not have the space or resources to replicate

something like this awesome learning environment at home. I just wanted you to see an example

of what is possible. I guarantee you can do just fine with whatever you have right now.



Adopting the role

Just as, or more, important than the materials is YOU. Montessori teachers train for the role.

Not all parents have a comfort level with teaching their own child. The good news is that
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Montessori activities usually require only a brief demonstration and then your child can work

independently. Independent learning is a big theme of Montessori. Your child learns from the

materials and activities more than from you. When your child starts the Math and Reading

Sequences, you will be more active in doing Three Step Lessons and working directly with your

child. The activity descriptions will guide you. You will find your own home teaching „style‟, just

as teachers in classrooms do!

The biggest help you can offer your child is to listen and

explain. Taking time to point things out and talk to your child is

the heart of the process. We get so busy that sometimes it seems

easier to park a child in front of the TV. You will be a much more

effective, proud, and happy parent if you use some of that time

to interact with your child, teach him things, and create early

learning materials for him to use.

Photo: Shutterstock



Most importantly, relax and have fun with your child. Early learning should be an

enthusiastic, positive, fun process of discovery. Your child is in a special time of life, so enjoy

every minute of it. The early years will be gone before you know it. Every day is precious, so

make the most of them – starting today! Use the Quick Start Guides on page 9 & 10 and get an

activity going right away. Once you start the process and find activities your child really gets

into, it will take off from there. Have fun!



Connect with other parents

There are great parents like you doing these activities at home all over the world! Many of them

follow and discuss on the great Mom Blogs out there. Some excellent blogs are listed starting

on page 56. I encourage you to find blogs you like and follow them, make comments, ask

questions, learn, and share your experiences.

One great approach is to connect with other parents of preschoolers and start play and early

learning groups. Spend time at each other‟s houses with your kids. Set out materials from the

book for them to use, do an arts and crafts project, have a snack, and sometimes take them to

the park or on a „field trip‟ to a children‟s museum or some other interesting spot. This is exactly

what preschools do. It provides wonderful socialization experiences for young children.

Grandparents make great home teaching parents. Let your folks look over this book, bring



them some activities, and drop the kids off! Your children will love it and so will Grandma &

Grandpa.
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“It is the child who makes the man, and no man exists who was not made by the

child he once was.”

“To aid life, leaving it free, however, to unfold itself, that is the basic task of the

educator.”

“The environment must be rich in motives which lend interest to activity and

invite the child to conduct his own experiences.”

Maria Montessori
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In 1900, young children were considered to be cute, sometimes

misbehaving little curiosities who were to be enjoyed and then „seen and

not heard‟ by adults. Then the first woman in Italy‟s history to earn a

medical degree focused her attention on them. Through her work, our

perception of who young children are and what makes them special

changed. The woman was Maria Montessori.

Trained as a scientist, the first thing Montessori did was observe

children to see what she could learn about them. She saw children doing

the same things that people always had, but she viewed them in a completely new way that

changed everything. Montessori devoted her life to the cause of the child. She wrote many

books, inspired the founding of Montessori organizations; and left a legacy that lives in over

20,000 Montessori schools worldwide.

What did Montessori see when she observed children? Here are some of her observations that

have the most importance for parents doing early learning activities at home:



Inner Teacher

“We discovered that education is not something which the teacher does, but that it is a

natural process which develops spontaneously in the human being.”

Maria Montessori



Montessori saw human beings in an extremely rapid period of development. She observed that

all over the world children learn to walk, talk, think, use numbers, and master life‟s many

challenges at roughly the same rate in their early years.

Since children accomplish this amazing feat even if adults do not help them much, Montessori

concluded that an inner process, occurring spontaneously within the child, was responsible

for their consistent pattern of development.



Play as Work

“The child can develop fully by means of experience in his environment. We call such experiences

„work‟. Such experience is not just play…. It is work he must do in order to grow up.”

“The child becomes a person through work.”

Maria Montessori



Maria Montessori
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By work, Montessori did not mean children should have paying jobs! She observed that young

children are highly energetic activity powerhouses, always seeking out experiences that will help

them grow and develop. They are working tirelessly to create fully functional people. Their play

is, indeed, vitally important work.

Montessori promoted an attitude of deep respect for children as being engaged in the most

important work of their lives – creating the adults they would become.



Absorbent Mind



Montessori saw that young children‟s brains operate differently than older children and adults.

They are incredibly open, receptive to every experience. Their senses are sharp, and they absorb

information globally, meaning from all directions at once. For example, in their early years

children will easily learn to speak multiple languages if they hear them spoken regularly.

Modern neuroscience has confirmed what Montessori observed. For great information on the

developing brain, visit the Center on the Developing Child at Harvard University.



Brain Architecture

At birth a baby‟s brain contains about 100 billion nerve cells, or neurons. That

is about the number of stars in the Milky Way Galaxy! Each neuron has

branches that can connect with other neurons. Every experience a child has –

every sense impression, thought, emotion, muscle movement, even dream –

causes electricity to travel between brain neurons, creating nerve pathways.

During the years from birth to six, billions of nerve pathways are opened, at an

astonishing rate – about 700 per second! Here is a great video on brain development.

Nerve pathways that are established through repeated use become part of a network known as

the Brain Architecture. Starting around six years of age, a child‟s brain begins eliminating

pathways that have not been opened, a process called pruning.

Scientists used to think that little or no further brain nerve growth happened after the pruning

process, but that idea is rapidly changing. As it turns out, our brains retain quite a bit of

plasticity, or the ability to adapt and make new nerve connections, throughout our lives. The

foundational brain architecture we use for the rest of our lives, however, is mostly in place by the

time we are six years old. The early years are absolutely critical to brain development.



The brain architecture we build as children

is what we use for the rest of our lives.
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Executive Functions

Executive level brain functions refer to higher level activities like:



 Focusing attention and filtering out distractions

 Controlling our impulses

 Making decisions

 Planning and revising plans as needed ‘on the fly’

 Multitasking



The Executive Functions are the brain‟s „air traffic control system’. They allow us to operate

in our complex, busy world. As with brain architecture, the early years are especially critical for

the formation of these brain capabilities. Early learning activities, like those developed by

Montessori, greatly aid a young child in developing these important brain skills.

Between the ages of three and six a lot of rewiring occurs in the brain. This is especially

prominent in the areas involved with organizing, planning, and focusing attention. These are

three of the prominent features of Montessori activities.



Concentration

“The first essential for the child‟s development is concentration. The child who concentrates is

immensely happy.”

“The essential thing is to arouse such an interest that it engages the child‟s whole personality.”

Maria Montessori



Over years of working with 2-7 yr. old children in Montessori environments, we observed the

same pattern repeatedly. New children would often dart around the class for a few days, trying

out materials but never working with anything for very long. They were easily distracted. They

often required the most help with behavior issues.

Then one day the magic happened: a material grabbed their attention and held it. From that

moment on, we knew the child would become increasingly enthusiastic about doing activities,

require fewer behavioral redirects, and gradually learn to focus attention for extended periods.
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Once a child finds materials and activities interesting enough to pay attention to, he gradually

learns to focus his attention. These activities give a child‟s brain the „food‟ it desperately needs

to develop. When we are hungry we are agitated. Once fed, we calm down. The same thing

happens when young children are given experiences that build their brains. They calm down and

become happier and more satisfied with life. Montessori called this Normalization.

An improved ability to focus attention allows a child to learn anything much easier.

Concentration enhances all learning. This is one reason children in Montessori schools learn

to read, write, and understand math and science at young ages. Their ability to concentrate

opens up the doors to learning anything!



Independence



“Little children, from the moment they are weaned, are making their way toward independence.”

“The essence of independence is to be able to do something for one‟s self.”

Maria Montessori



A child once famously asked Montessori to, “Help me do

it myself.” This nicely states one of the chief goals of a

young child – to learn to act independently. The child

makes the man. Is it any wonder children are interested in

learning to do things for themselves? It is as if nature is

shouting from within the child, “I need to learn to function

in this world NOW!”

Montessori designed her activities for children so that they

could choose freely from a wide variety of materials, based

on their changing interests and needs. This free choice allows children to express their

independence by choosing what they want to do and for how long. She created an entire area,

still found in all Montessori schools today, known as the Practical Life area. We will show you

how to do the same activities right at home.



Montessori activities help children develop a positive self-image by mastering

real skills and learning useful information. This makes them feel competent

and more in control of themselves and their environment.
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Sensorial Experience



“There is nothing in the intellect that was not first in the senses.”

Aristotle



“The senses, being explorers of the world, open the way to knowledge”

“Young children take possession of the world with their hands.”

Maria Montessori



Montessori developed many materials that provide young children with a variety of sense

impressions. A key feature of these activities is that they also require children to make

comparisons and decisions based on the information coming from their five senses. These

purposeful, decision making activities open strong brain nerve pathways. We will show you

how to do them at home!

Sensorial experience is called „concrete‟ experience. When we see, hear, touch, taste, or smell

something we experience reality. As we get older, we learn to manipulate objects mentally, in

our thoughts. This is called „abstraction‟.

Montessori realized that activities for young children should primarily involve three

dimensional objects and Sensorial experience. For example, until a child has held enough

circles and round objects, he will not be able to visualize a circle in his mind. The sense

impressions have to come first. As a child is experiencing life by handling three dimensional

objects, we gradually move him into abstraction using printed images and written words.



Sensitive periods

Dr. Montessori observed that at certain times young children display a heightened interest in

specific aspects of their environment. She called these Sensitive Periods. Montessori identified

sensitive periods for many things – reading, numbers, small objects, fine motor skills, and many

more. Her observations have been confirmed, as noted by the Center for the Developing Child:

“…specific experiences affect specific brain circuits during specific developmental stages –

referred to as sensitive periods – it is vitally important to take advantage of these early

opportunities in the developmental building process.”

As a home teaching parent, you do not need to try to identify every specific sensitive period

your child enters. The entire period from birth to six can be thought of as one big sensitive

period! For parents, here is your best approach:
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Always be observing to see what aspects of the environment your child

finds especially interesting and focus on those.



If he is really into the pouring transfers, get them out a lot. If she wants to jump and run and

move, do more of that. If he starts counting and pointing out numbers, that‟s your cue to start

doing the Math Sequence. If she is pointing out printed words when you read together every

day, and showing an interest in words and letters in general, it‟s time to start the Reading

Sequence. Follow your child's lead and you won't go wrong.



Adapting Montessori for the Home

After making her observations of children, Montessori asked a simple question: “ Can we help

life as it unfolds in the child?” In other words, can we help children realize more of their innate

potential?

To answer that question, Montessori took what she had learned about children‟s natural

development and made a place just for them to pursue their work of growing up. She called this

space the Prepared Environment. On page 12 in the Introduction is a description of how the

prepared environment works.

What elements of the prepared environment can you bring into your home? How can you do

Montessori activities without expensive materials and furniture? Where will you find space? All

good questions, let‟s find some answers!



Child sized table and chairs

Counting Coconuts



This book shows you how to create many wonderful,

effective Montessori learning materials using common,

inexpensive items available everywhere. There are also

recommendations for a selection of Montessori and other

good materials for home use. If you feel you don‟t have

the money for these, take an honest look at how much

you will spend in 3 years on „latest craze‟ plastic toys with

little or no educational value. With probably less than

half that amount, you could buy all the Montessori

materials shown in this book. When your child is finished

with them, you can recover up to half of your investment

selling them on Ebay or Craigslist.
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For about the cost of a fancy coffee drink a week over 2-3 years, you can provide Montessori

and other materials for your child. In all but dire circumstances, cost should not prevent you

from doing these activities at home.

You do not need to dedicate a huge amount of space. One set of shelves can serve your child

very well. All you need besides that is a small table and chair. You can do many activities at the

kitchen table or on the floor.

Providing socialization experiences means finding other parents of preschoolers and getting

your kids together. See page 19.

You can provide a wide selection of learning materials right at home for your child. In addition,

you can start using Montessori principles to teach your child during your normal activities every

day. See the list on page 64. As you do these activities and your child begins focusing attention

and progressing, you will experience the great satisfaction of helping your own child to realize

more of his potential.

Doing Montessori at Home! is definitely within your reach. Use the Quick Start Guides on

pages 9 & 10. Take the time to read the information here and apply it gradually as you feel

comfortable. You and your child will find your own approach soon enough. Use these as your

guiding principles:



Try different activities, looking for those that hold your child’s attention; and

that your child wants to repeat. When your child masters an activity or skill,

introduce something slightly more challenging.



Be patient, be positive, and encourage your child’s efforts!



"The secret of good teaching is to regard the child's intelligence as a fertile field in which

seeds may be sown, to grow under the heat of flaming imagination."

Maria Montessori
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Resources

If you want to know more about Maria Montessori and her educational philosophy and

approach, here are some good resources.



Montessori’s books

Maria Montessori wrote many books, including these classics:

The Discovery of the Child

The Secret of Childhood

Spontaneous Activity in Education

The Montessori Method



Web Sites

A wonderful article on using Montessori principles in parenting at Living Montessori Now

Article from Living Montessori Now about Maria Montessori and her work

The American Montessori Society

The Association Montessori Internationale

Montessori 101: Basic Information Every Parent Should Know

Video: Montessori Education for the Early Childhood Years

Video: General information about Montessori and her educational approach

Video: A good summary of the important aspects of Montessori education

Video: An explanation of ‘Cosmic Education”

The Cult of the Pink Tower

Article with a good brief chart comparing traditional and Montessori education

NAMTA: Introduction to Montessori Education

Daily Montessori

How Can Montessori Fit Into Your Family? From Living Montessori Now
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Counting Coconuts



Shannons Tot School



“When dealing with children there is greater need for observing than of probing”

“It is true that we cannot make a genius. We can only give a child the chance to fulfill his

potential possibilities.”

“Never help a child with a task at which he feels he can succeed.”

Maria Montessori



Providing Montessori experiences at home involves different elements. At the heart of it are the

activities and materials described in this book. These will be the center of your home Montessori

program. There is more to understand to get the most benefit from these experiences. This

section will cover the important things you need to know to help your child get the most out of

doing Montessori at home. You can be a great Home Teaching Parent!

For an excellent, quick introduction, read this article at Montessori Print Shop.
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The Learning Sweet Spot



A young child‟s development is a moving target. One minute your child is taking her first steps

and saying her first words; and the next she is on her way to kindergarten! So much

development occurs in just a few years. The brain architecture is formed, your child has a unique

personality, and your baby is ready to start taking his place in the world. Montessori teachers

are trained to observe children so that they can, when needed, guide them to appropriate

activities. For your early learning activities at home, that process is much simpler:



Find activities that excite interest and hold your child’s attention; and that

your child wants to repeat using. When your child has mastered an activity

or skill, provide something slightly more challenging.



This is what I call the Learning Sweet Spot. Activities that are too easy will cause boredom, and

will not hold your child‟s attention. Activities that are too difficult will cause frustration. Both

are extremes to be avoided. Boredom is not as big a problem; you can simply find a slightly more

challenging activity. Frustration can turn a child off to learning. If you see your child

becoming frustrated with an activity, bring it to a positive close and do something else.

Here is a graphic depiction of the Learning Sweet Spot:



Boredom



Sweet Spot



Frustration



You see how the Sweet Spot is just slightly toward the frustration end? Activities that are at the

cutting edge of your child‟s development will take some effort and practice; success will not

come right away. With the right activity, a few mistakes will not deter your child from wanting

to do the activity. That‟s when you know your child is in the Learning Sweet Spot.

Above all, you are looking for activities that hold your child’s interest and attention. Those are

the activities – and they are always changing – that give your child‟s brain the experiences it

needs to grow and develop strong brain architecture.

It is a mistake to think of young children as having very short attention spans. Concentration is

a skill that is learned like any other. Young children are very capable of paying attention and

concentrating on a task for an extended period. In fact, when they learn to do this by being given

appropriate activities, they become calmer and happier children. Montessori called this

Normalization.
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When your child learns to concentrate and focus her attention, learning anything becomes

easier. If you can give your child this gift during his formative years, it will enhance his ability to

learn for life. This is one reason children in Montessori schools learn to read, write, use

numbers, and understand science concepts at very young ages. Learning to concentrate is the

best possible preparation for school. Watch this young man concentrate on pouring!

Once you have found an activity appropriate for your child, your job is simple:



Be patient, be positive, and encourage your child’s efforts



Praise and Encouragement



“Nine-tenths of education is encouragement.” Anatole France



Is it better to praise or encourage a child? Both deliver positive messages and make a child feel

good. There are differences, however, in the messages they send. Praise involves value

judgments. When you say “Good job.” or, “That was great!” you are saying that in your opinion,

your child did the right thing. This can lead the child to seek the reward of your approval as their

goal in the future. Praise has definite value and needs to be given. Praise is definitely better than

any negative statement. Here is an interesting article on praise vs. encouragement.

Encouragement is non-judgmental feedback that focuses on effort and persistence, even in



the face of mistakes. Your child will always make mistakes when using learning activities.

Encouragement can make a positive out of this by pointing out that, “You tried very hard and

you didn‟t give up – that‟s great.” Or, “Don‟t give up, try again.” This reinforces the value of self

motivation and effort. Positive encouragement and feedback makes young children eager to

learn more and do more. When these positive attitudes toward learning and mastering new

skills are developed from birth to six years of age, they become a part of a child‟s personality for

life!

Never miss a chance to encourage your child’s efforts . The smallest improvements in muscle



control, Sensorial awareness, reading and math skills, and gaining independence need to be

recognized. All those little successes will add up to a child who expects to be successful in

whatever she does – a powerful state of mind!

One cool thing about Montessori is how the activities are sequential. They start with simple

experiences for very young children and progress gradually to increasingly complicated skills

and knowledge. The child experiences numerous small successes as they use the materials and

activities. These successful experiences in mastering new skills and information become the

basis for a positive self-image that stays with a child for life. Use the Ages and Activities Chart

(p. 40). Offer plenty of encouragement at the right times to help keep the process moving.
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Positive Verbal Environment



Young children are extremely sensitive to our verbal

and non-verbal messages. A positive verbal

environment is one in which children feel valued. In a

negative verbal environment children are belittled and

demeaned. They can even feel responsible for family

conflicts. Here are good ways to create a positive verbal

environment:

Shutterstock



Take a sincere interest in your child’s activities.

Get eye to eye. Talk about what he is doing. Encourage him to express his thoughts and then

listen. Ask open ended questions like, “Tell me more about that.”, “What happened then?”, or

“And then what?” Look at your child and nod your head or otherwise indicate that you are

listening. This shows your respect and appreciation for her activities and what she has to say.



Make reflective and encouraging statements.

A reflective statement summarizes, without judgment, what your child is doing. Examples would

be, “You are cutting the banana,” “You are sorting the beads by color,” and “You are cleaning the

table.” An encouraging statement does just that – it offers encouragement. Examples: “Don‟t

worry, everyone spills sometimes, keep trying!”, “You worked so hard today!”, and “You kept at

it and you did it!”

Examples of what NOT to say when working with your child:

“Don‟t you remember (how to do this… what this is)….?

“Why can‟t you get this?”

“We just did this yesterday, why don‟t you remember how?”

“I thought you‟d know this by now.”

“Suzie next door learned this a long time ago, you‟re getting behind.”

“I don‟t have all day for you to learn this.”

“It‟s so frustrating watching you struggle with this!”

“Johnnie knows how to do this already, when will you get it?”

“Just put it away, you‟re making too many mistakes.”

“You‟re smarter than that.”

“Come on, this isn‟t hard, you‟re not trying.”

“I guess you‟re just not smart enough for this.”

“We‟re going to do this until you get it right!”

“I can‟t believe you forgot this already.”

“I‟m so tired of watching you do this wrong.”

“I don‟t know why you can‟t get this, I thought you were smart!”
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“How many times is it going to take you to get this?”

“You can do better than that.”

POSITIVE phrases to use instead:

“That was great! Want to do it again?”

“You are so smart!”

“What would you like to do today?”

“Take your time; try it as much as you want.”

“Don‟t worry; let‟s do something else today, ok?”

“Everyone makes mistakes when they‟re learning, you‟ll get it. Don‟t worry.”

“Good job!”

“I like that!”

“Are you getting tired of this? We can do it another day.”

“Would you like to do this on your own now?”

“What do you like best about doing this?”

“You are doing really, really well!”

“Do you like this one?”

“I love you.”

“Isn‟t this fun?”

“That‟s ok, want to try again?”

“I had fun doing this with you today.”

“Let‟s do that fun one we did yesterday, that was cool.”

“Can you help me put everything away now, please?”

Shutterstock

“Why don‟t you set your mat out on the table then get the box, ok?”

“You are doing so great!”

“Give me a hug.”

“High five!”

“Want to do this again tomorrow?”

“I‟m so proud of you!”

“You are the best!”

“Nice work!”

In addition to positive phrases, use positive facial expressions. Smiling is always good. Put on

a happy, amazed face when your child does something well. Offer immediate praise. Throw in

lots of loving touches and hugs. The effect of these positive actions will be huge.

Brag about your child‟s activities to your spouse. Make sure your child hears you when you tell

your spouse or a friend how great she did. Display your child‟s artwork up on the refrigerator or

a bulletin board. Every so often, take a picture of your child working with an activity and hang it

up in your child‟s room.

Show by your actions and recognition that your child‟s efforts are important to you and that she

is doing great.
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Repetition

If someone requires multiple repetitions to remember something, we think they are not as smart

as someone who gets it right away. This assumption does not apply with young children. When

a young child repeats an activity, they are opening brain nerve connections and building

brain architecture. That is the primary goal of early learning activities. Allowing time for

repetition is a vital part of early learning.

When a child repeats an activity, their brain is becoming more powerful and efficient as they

„exercise‟ nerve connections through repetition. You should be thrilled when your child finds an

activity interesting enough to repeat! This means the activity is feeding your child’s need to

develop a strong brain.

Repetition is required to master knowledge and skills. No musician plays like a virtuoso the first

time they pick up an instrument. Knowledge and skills become firmly rooted with repetition and

practice. The Math and Reading activities, especially, require time and practice at every step. A

child needs to master each step in the sequence to be ready for the next. Moving along too fast

can leave gaps in knowledge and skills that will short circuit progress.



Explaining things to young children

Montessori was very clear about this. Explain things to your child using proper terminology,

in excellent English. Children absorb whatever information the environment provides. If your

child hears correct terms, he will remember and use them himself. If your child hears „dumbed

down‟ baby talk, she will absorb that. If your child hears the English language used properly and

correctly, she will learn it that way. If he hears improper use of language and grammar, that will

be absorbed just as well.

It does not matter if a term seems too difficult for a young child. The child is simply absorbing

information. Correct terms will be absorbed just as easily as simplistic or incorrect ones. For

example, specify when showing your child a triangle whether it is a right, equilateral, isosceles,

scalene, acute, or obtuse triangle. You may have to brush up on terms yourself!



Social Development

Doing learning activities at home allows you to give your child wonderful opportunities for

cognitive and intellectual development, as well as increased positive contact with you. There is

another aspect of early childhood that is also important for a child‟s total development – social

experience. Socialization opportunities in a child‟s early years have numerous benefits.
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Children‟s interactions teach them about getting

along, taking turns, cooperating, negotiating win-win

outcomes,

delaying

gratification,

verbalizing

effectively, and being both a leader and a follower.

Young children see themselves as the center of the

world. This is normal for a 2-6 yr. old. As children

interact, their natural egocentric viewpoint

gradually expands to an awareness that they live with



other people and they must learn to get along with

them. A handy skill!

It is very helpful to get together with other parents and arrange a play and early learning

group. These can happen informally when you have time or on a regular basis. You can take

turns at each other‟s houses and have times for learning activities, unstructured play, outside

time, a snack, and maybe a trip to the zoo or park.

Use this book as a resource. Have a number of activities ready for each session. Keep track of

how the children are progressing once they start the Math and Reading Sequences. Have the

children work with activities awhile, then read them a book, celebrate a holiday, or do a crafts

project. Put on music and dance, do some exercise, and play outside. Then, they can have a

snack or lunch. Play groups can be a great venue for learning activities and social development.

If the parents work together to make materials, seek out resources, and put together a varied

program, they can be a fabulous opportunity for children.



Making your learning materials



Photo: Counting Coconuts



Most of the activities described here can be easily made using things already in the home, or

inexpensively obtained at most discount, crafts, office supply, or home improvement stores.

Montessori does not have to mean thousands of dollars worth of expensive materials! I have

tried to find affordable options for you.

I have also tried to keep prep time to a minimum. You can create very nice learning materials on

a limited budget. Making your child‟s learning materials need not be a burdensome project. The

activity instructions will tell you what to get and how to make the material. You can even

involve your child in making them.

Also included here are recommendations for original Montessori and other commercial learning

materials for the home (p. 48). If you can divert a portion of your budget for plastic toys to

obtaining some of these, your child‟s development will be the better for it.

Each home Montessori material you make should be attractive and self contained. Trays,

plates, small boxes, and even plastic food containers work well for holding materials. Try to
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make each material as attractive and interesting as possible. This increases your child‟s interest,

and communicates that this material has something special to offer. Here are some examples

from the great blog Counting Coconuts:



Sorting various items with tools



Sweeping Rice



Pouring Buttons



Montessori materials isolate specific skills and present them as attractive, self-contained

materials. You can use nice bowls, trays, and boxes to hold your child‟s materials. These look so

different from your child’s toys that they bring out the curiosity right away! Your careful

handling of the materials communicates that these things are special.

Here is a list of some of the materials used in the activities. You probably have many of these

items already. Check before you buy anything. The rest can be found at a discount, office supply,

home improvement, crafts, or Goodwill store; or the supermarket.

Containers



Food Items



Kitchen Utensils



Serving & cooking bowls

raw popcorn

Small boxes & trays

Grape Nuts cereal

Plastic food containers

Rice

Muffin tin

Beans of different kinds

Cookie sheet

Pasta in different shapes

Measuring cups

Empty egg carton

Small drinking cups

Empty food boxes

Coffee cups

Spices: salt, ground thyme, ground

cinnamon, minced garlic, vanilla bean,

Paper cups

Larger plastic storage containers cumin seed, Mrs. Dash

Plastic bucket, tub

Small baskets

Other Items



Serving spoons

Whisk

Orange juice squeezer

Tongs

Eating utensils

Spice grinder

Turkey baster

Measuring spoon set

Soup or gravy ladle

Cheese slicer

Sifting tool



Clothespins

Straws

Refrigerator magnets

Eyedroppers

Coins, .01, .05, .10, .25

Small floor rug or woven mat

Buttons, diff shapes, colors



Scissors, large & child’s blunt end

Shears (heavy duty scissors)

Stapler

Computer & printer

Single hole punch

Glue sticks



Funnels in different sizes

Index cards

Construction paper, diff colors

Markers, crayons

Plastic placemats (one color)

Wooden beads

Small plastic beads, same size &

shape, diff colors



Small hand mirror, comb

Illustration board, 14 ply



Shoelaces

Science project display board



Tools
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Here are materials for making many activities,

purchased on one trip to a large discount store.

These are common items, available almost

anywhere. Follow the activity instructions and

whenever possible, involve your child in

gathering and shopping for the items you need.

This is a learning experience in itself and

generates interest and enthusiasm.



Using Printouts

Montessori At Home! is proud to bring you high quality,

very affordable Montessori printable materials from

Montessori Print Shop. You will find offerings from

these great folks throughout the book. Click on a

material and you will go right to their site where you can

Click, Print, Teach. So easy!

Jennifer at Montessori Print Shop is a former Montessori Director who has done a lot of

Montessori at home. She offers over 1000 classroom quality materials for printing out, and

more. On her site you will find how-to instructions on using the materials, making books,

doing Montessori at home, Montessori theory - all kinds of things.

Many Montessori Print Shop materials are free. Others cost very little and save you huge



amounts of time. They are all beautiful. Rather than spend hours searching the internet, then

saving and formatting your own materials, which won‟t look as good as these, you can download

perfect items and get started right away. These materials are an awesome addition to your

child‟s home early learning.

I have included links to many other free materials throughout the book from various sources.

There are more Printouts in the appendix starting on page 253. Just follow the activity

directions. Making your own printed materials is easy and they work great!



Using Printouts

You will need:





Computer color printer (required), regular white paper







67 lb. & 110 lb. Index card stock in white, blue, and yellow







65 lb. Astrobright (or similar) card stock in bright, mixed colors







Poster board in white and colors







Glue sticks, heavy duty (& sharp) scissors, paper trimmer







Cold laminating pockets (if you want to preserve a material awhile)







Single hole punch, colorful yarn
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Download and save the PDF file to a folder, then print it out. Print materials right onto heavy

card stock, trim them to size, and they are ready to use! Laminate them if you like without a

heat laminator using simple laminating sheet pockets from an office supply store.

Montessori Three Part Cards are used a lot. Examples from Montessori Print Shop:



Using Three Part Cards

Three Part Cards, or Nomenclature Cards help your



child learn new language and experience all kinds of

things isolated as clear photographs and graphic

illustrations. Read about Three Part Cards at Shannons

Tot School, and watch this video on using them.

Here is a great description of ways to use Three Part

Cards from Montessori Print Shop:



1) The picture cards

young children - 2-3

Simply show them a

speech say the name



without labels are used with very

years - to enrich their language.



Using Three Part Cards at

Discovery Days and Montessori Moments



picture, and using clear and crisp

of the picture - then ask them to repeat the word. Read How to Use

Montessori Nomenclature for specifics on giving this lesson.

2) The picture cards with labels are used for a child who is beginning to read - 3-4 years. You

can use these cards to play games like "I Spy". This will help children to make connections

between letters and sounds. For instance, using pictures of woodland animals - "I spy with

my little eye an animal that starts with the sound 'buh' ..... can you show me an animal that

starts with the sound 'buh'?" (bear)

3) The picture cards without the labels and the labels themselves are used for children who

are reading, usually 4-5 years of age. The point now is to read the labels and match them to the

objects that they are already familiar with - it's a reading lesson. They read the labels, match

them to the correct pictures and use the labeled picture cards to check their work.

4) Classified Cards can be used for printing practice, vocabulary cards, and spelling practice.

Often at the age of 5-6 years a child will start making mini projects. They learn how to pull

together all of the information they have been absorbing and inquiring about, and present it on a

project board, in lap books, or note-booking.

Three Part Cards can be used to teach a child about anything!
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Displaying Learning Materials

Make your home learning materials special by displaying them on open, low shelves where

your child can easily reach them. Leave a little space between materials. This makes each one

stand out. Independent learning is a big theme of Montessori. As your child‟s activities and

interests change, the materials on the shelves change. This allows one set of shelves to serve

your child‟s needs for an extended period of time. Here are some good examples:



Chasing Cheerios



Counting Coconuts



Toy boxes and buckets should be mostly eliminated. They promote disorganization. Parts get



lost, a mess is made, and your child cannot focus her attention. Children lose respect for things

piled into a box or bucket. Legos and similar materials can be stored in their original containers.

No space for low shelves? Find places wherever you can. Table tops, cabinets, dressers, night

stands – all can work as long as each material is kept separate in its own container. Labels or

photos taped to the containers can help identify the different materials. Be sure to regularly

straighten and dust your child‟s shelves so that everything looks good. Check each material to

be sure they are all ready to use. Montessori schools do this daily.



Labeling

Labeling is a great way to introduce language into all your child‟s activities:
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Ages and Activities Chart

This is a rough guide to appropriate activities for different ages. Your child may be ready

earlier or later than the ages shown. Always use your observations of your child‟s interest in

and success with materials as your guide.



Age



Practical Life

Rice tub



3



Transfers with plain

cups, rice

Threading beads

Cleaning a table

Fabric folding

Banana cutting

Lacing

Transfers with

handles, lips, tongs,

tweezers



4



Pipe building

Nuts & Bolts

Clothing fasteners



5



6



Cutting celery

Helping clean the

house

Make a shopping list

Use simple tools

Painting



Sensorial

Play Doh

Knobbed cylinders

Knobless cylinders



Language



Reading to your child

daily (continues as

long as possible)

Pre-Math activities:

Sorting

Threading beads

Transfers

Pink Tower

Red Rods



Pink Tower

Red Rods

Rough/smooth

Sorting

Color Cards

Color Mixing

Geo Board

Mystery Bag

Binomial Cube

Fabric Matching

Touch Matching

Color Shades

Geometric Solids

Circles & Squares

grading

Sound Matching

Trinomial Cube

Smell & Taste

matching



Mathematics



Shape Sets & Groups



Sandpaper Letters



Geometric Shapes

Sandpaper Numerals

Amounts & Numerals

0-100



Letter writing

Phonetic Word

building, Phonetic

Reading

Sight Words &

Reading



Addition, Subtraction,

Multiplication,

Fractions

Practical uses of

numbers
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The Activity Cycle



Montessori was a big believer in organization and follow through. She felt that it was vital to

teach young children how to organize, work on, and finish tasks. She believed that imposing this

outer, visible order on a child‟s activities led to the creation of an inner sense of order and a

habit of following things through to a logical conclusion. Hard to argue with that!

Modern neuroscience research agrees. Read here about the brain‟s Executive Functions.

The activities in this book should be used in a sequence of steps called the Activity Cycle:

1. Get out a floor rug or table mat and create a work space.

2. Bring the activity to the work space and use it.

3. Clean up and replace the activity where it is stored.

4. Put the mat or rug away.

Following the Activity Cycle teaches a child to initiate, follow, and complete tasks from start to

finish in an organized way. This creates organization in the child‟s mind.

Start every activity by saying, “Can you please get out a (rug or mat) and make a work area?”

Finish every activity by making sure the child cleans up and puts the material away, then puts

the rug or mat away.

If you happen to be or know one of the millions of us who leave a trail of unfinished projects

behind, you will see the value of the Activity Cycle! This may take some time, so stick with it.



Floor rugs & Table mats

A good floor rug will be about 2 X 3‟, short nap, and in a single light color,

like beige, green, or gray. You want the activity to stand out, not the

patterns or colors on the rug. Carpet sales samples can work well, as do

small area rugs.

The new Rubbermaid™ non-skid shelf lining material in a grid pattern

that comes in colors works well for table mats. You can cut these to any

size to fit different activities and things don‟t slide on them. At right is a

selection of these mats stored in a nice wood container from Walmart.

Rolled up green felt also works.

A solid plastic table mat in a single color with no patterns or pictures

makes a good table work area for activities using water. Always include a

sponge, a cloth, and a small bucket with water activities for cleaning up

spills.
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The Three Step Lesson

We teach our children so many names for things! Colors, shapes, numbers, letters, names of

plants and animals – the list seems endless. Maria Montessori came up with a neat way to help

young children learn the name of anything. She called it the Three Part Lesson. This technique

is used in Montessori schools around the world. You can use it at home, too.

We have short term and long term memory. When a child hears a new term, it goes into short

term memory. Young children have „absorbent minds‟. They often remember words after

hearing them only once! Short term memory is fickle, though, and words can be forgotten.

Children often need a little help getting words to move from short term to long term memory.

That‟s where the Three Step Lesson shines.

The steps are Identification (this is), Recognition (show me the), and Recall (what is this?). In

the Identification step we show the child three objects – one at a time - and tell the child each

object‟s name. Then we set the objects in front of the child and do the Recognition step where,

you guessed it, we ask the child to point out – recognize - each object when we say its name. We

have the child practice naming the objects this way a number of times. Finally, we ask the child

to tell us – recall - the name of each object one at a time. That is a Three Step Lesson.

Here is an example. We will teach a child the Primary Colors: red, yellow, and blue:

Step 1: Identification



Step 2: Recognition



Step 3: Recall



“This is yellow.”

Child holds,

looks at, & says

“Yellow”



“Show me the (yellow red,

blue).” Switch positions



“What color is

this?”



“This is red.”

Child holds,

looks at, and

says, “Red”.



“Which one is (red yellow,

blue)?” Switch positions



“What color is

this?”



“This is blue.”

Child holds,

looks at, and

says, “Blue”.



“Where is the (blue yellow,

red)?”



“What color is

this?”



In the Identification step, show your child just the yellow color. Your child looks at it and says,

“Yellow”. You repeat this with the red, then blue colors, each by itself.

In the Recognition step, set out all three colors. Ask your child to point them out when you say

their names. Have your child close his eyes while you move the colors around. Ask him to point

each one out again. Repeat this 3-5 times, moving the colors to new positions each time.

Finally, in the Recall step, set each color in front of your child one at a time again and ask him

to name them. By the way, the color cards shown are sample paint cards from a hardware store.



BIG TIP: More time spent in step two helps young children the most.
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All those different layouts and practice in step two are when the information moves from your

child‟s short term to long term memory! Play different games. Put the objects on a table across

the room and ask your child to go get them. Always be sure to switch roles and have your child

ask you to point out the colors. Lay out the objects a number of different ways.

Here is another example of a Three Step Lesson, this time to teach amounts 1, 2 & 3:



Step 1: Identification



Step 2: Recognition



Step 3: Recall



“This is one.”

Child touches

and says,

“One”.



“Show me the (three, one,

two).” Switch positions



“This is two.”

Child counts

and says,

“Two”.



“Which one is (two, one,

three)?” Switch positions



“How many is

this?”



“This is three.”

Child counts

and says,

“Three”.



“Where is the (one, three,

two)?”



“How many are

there now?”



“How many are

there here?”



Now you‟re getting the hang of it. To increase your confidence, it helps to practice doing a Three

Step Lesson before you do one with your child. Soon it will be second nature.

Here is another example, this time teaching the phonetic sounds of m, a, & t:



Step 1: Identification



Step 2: Recognition



Step 3: Recall



“This says aaa.”

Child looks at,

traces, and says

sound for a.



“Show me the (m,t,a).” Use

phonetic sounds. Switch

positions



“What does this

letter say?”



“This says mm.”

Child looks at,

traces, and says

sound for m.



“Show me the (t,a,m).” Use

phonetic sounds. Switch

positions



“What does this

letter say?”



“This says t.”

Child looks at,

traces, and says

sound for t.



“Show me the (a,m,t).” Use

phonetic sounds. Switch

positions



“What does this

letter say?”



Those neat letters are Montessori Sandpaper Letters. We will talk more about them in the

Reading section. When your child uses the sandpaper letters and numbers, she traces, looks at,

and says the letter sound or number name all at the same time. This creates tactile, visual, and

auditory impressions simultaneously. That really helps get information into long term memory.

Here are some common questions about the Three Step Lesson:
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How old should my child be before I do Three Step Lessons?

By about 4 years old most kids will participate in a Three Step Lesson. Your child‟s interest and

enthusiasm for any material or activity should always be your guide. Montessori is all about

trusting and following the natural inner guide that is leading your child‟s development along. If

you ask your child if she wants to learn the names of some colors and she agrees, go for it. If not,

don‟t push it – find something she is interested in.



What if my child does not remember the names?

Very common, no worries. If you get to step three and your child cannot remember the names,

your child is either not ready for the activity, not interested on that particular day, or you didn‟t

spend enough time in step two. I‟ll leave it to you to decide which. If your child is not ready or

interested, remember that nothing is ever gained by pressuring a young child to learn. You

have to follow their lead and enthusiasm. Go with the flow.



Sometimes it helps to do Step One and Step Two one day, and save Step Three for

another time. Always use your child’s interest and enthusiasm as your guide.



If you get to step three and your child cannot remember the names, stay positive, congratulate

your child for what she has done right, and start over in step one. More time in step two will

help get the information into your child‟s long term memory.

If your child does not remember the names days later, another three step lesson or two will get

the job done. The important thing is to:



Be patient, be positive, and encourage your child’s efforts.

Why use three objects, wouldn’t more be faster?

More than three objects tends to be cumbersome and a bit confusing for a young child, although

sometimes it can work with four or even five objects. One or two objects isn‟t quite enough.

Three seems just about right most of the time. That sounds like Goldilocks and the Three Bears!



Should we review names we have learned in past lessons?

Absolutely. Before you show your child more colors, amounts, letters, etc., always get out the

ones you did before and see if your child still remembers them. This gives you a check on how

your child is progressing and insures you don‟t move ahead before your child has really

mastered what came earlier.

With practice, your child will soon learn how the Three Step Lesson works and get comfortable

with it. So will you! You will find it a very helpful tool for teaching your child the name of

anything.
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My child is too hyper to sit through an entire Three Step Lesson. What do I do?

The first goal of Montessori activities is to find materials that attract your child‟s interest so that

he focuses his attention on them. Concentration and focusing attention are skills a child learns

like any other skill. Once a child begins to spend time concentrating his attention on materials

he is really interested in, he will calm down enough to start learning through Three Step

Lessons. He will also become more able to learn advanced skills like math and reading. Children

who learn to concentrate usually become calmer and more satisfied with life in general. Maria

Montessori called this „Normalization‟.

Keep trying materials and activities until your child latches onto one & go from there!



Safety & Home Learning



Always keep safety in mind when doing learning activities at home . Common sense is the



best guide. You know your child better than anyone, including what kinds of activities he is and

is not ready to do safely. If your child simply cannot resist drinking every liquid he comes across,

for example, he should obviously not do activities with liquids unsupervised!

Home learning materials are not toys. They require proper handling, demonstrations of their

use, supervision, and care. They should always be handled with respect. Treating them as

special experiences is a key part of what makes Montessori activities effective learning

tools. Children should not be allowed to abuse or damage their learning materials. That is



usually the time an accident will happen. If a child does not follow directions and abuses a

material it should be removed until the child can use it properly. Tell your child that, “Our

learning materials are special and we use them carefully.” It is ok and necessary at times to do

this.

Supervise your child’s use of home learning materials . It is best if activities are brought out,



used, and put away under your continuous supervision. Many materials are meant to be used by

children independently. Their use should still be supervised.



Choking hazards

Any activity using small objects presents a possible choking hazard and should not be used by

children under 3 years of age. If your child still explores the world orally, your close supervision

of all learning activities will be essential.



Sharp points & edges

Many learning materials have sharp edges and pointed corners. This is especially true with the

original Montessori materials like the Pink Tower and Red Rods. These are precision-made

pieces of wood and should always be handled carefully. The food cutting activities should always

be used first with plastic knives. When your child uses these without incident, he can move to a

dull butter or dinner knife. Once he shows excellent control with these, he can cut things like

celery with a paring knife – but always under your close supervision.
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Chemical agents

You will use glue. The cleaning activities involve household cleaners. Spray these on at first and

let your child do the wiping only until you are very confident in your child‟s safe use of a spray

bottle. Let your child practice with a spray bottle with water until she shows she can use it

properly and not spray on herself. Then she can graduate to using a bottle with dilute cleaning

solution – always supervised.

Independence has risks and responsibilities. Give your child time to practice skills under your

close supervision and always keep a watchful eye on her activities. Allow her to use materials

independently only when she has shown the clear ability to do so safely.



Key Points of the Montessori Approach







The years from birth to about 6 are a unique time. Driven by an inner motivation and

guidance system, a human being creates the person they will be for life. A child‟s play is

the purposefully directed, important work of creating a functioning individual.







Young children have a strong desire to learn to function independently; and should be

encouraged to do so from their early years.







Up until about age 6, children have fluid, dynamic, absorbent minds, always actively

engaged in opening new brain nerve pathways and building the brain architecture

they will use for the rest of their lives. Early childhood is a unique time when we are most

easily able to acquire new information, learn new skills, and grow our brains.







The right kinds of experiences in early childhood can help a child develop a more

powerful brain, a strongly positive self-image, and a love of learning.







The outward, visible results of these core processes are rapidly developing cognitive

and intellectual functions, critical thinking skills, the ability to focus attention on tasks,

and the acquisition of reading, writing, math, and science skills.







Young children require mostly hands on and sensory experiences with three

dimensional objects to fully develop their brains and the cognitive skills of critical

thinking and abstract thought. Children need opportunities for independent work and

repetition with these materials.







Given experiences that feed their brain growth, young children can learn to focus

attention for significant periods of time. This is a powerful catalyst for learning, allowing

a young child to acquire knowledge and skills much more easily.







Self-contained, visually interesting, sense stimulating, and mentally challenging learning

activities that isolate specific aspects of the environment have a powerful effect on a

young child‟s ability to acquire information and develop life skills.
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Key points for parents







Look for activities and materials that excite your child’s interest and hold his

attention; and that he wants to repeat.







Home learning should be a series of positive, fun experiences of exploration and

discovery. The process is what is important, not finishing as soon as possible. Early

learning activities should develop a love of learning in young children. Be patient, be

positive, and encourage your child‟s efforts. Avoid pressure and negativity.







Children need access to child size furniture – low shelves, a table, and a chair. A

stepstool can allow access to water for activities that use it.







A child‟s environment should be maintained in an orderly and attractive condition. The

child should participate in keeping it that way.







Children should participate in helping around the home from age three on. Plates,

utensils, and food placed on low shelves will allow them to serve themselves and others

at mealtimes. They should learn to clean, fold clothing, and help with other tasks.







From the youngest age possible, children should learn proper self care, basic manners,

and courtesy toward others.







A child should have consistent, fair rules and expectations for behavior.







Early learning is closely tied to movement and sensory stimulation. All inputs –

thoughts, sense impressions, muscle movements – help a child build strong brain

architecture. Avoid a reliance on TV, computers, and other display devices.







Learning materials isolate specific aspects of the environment in the form of selfcontained, attractive materials stored in their own nice tray, basket, box, bowl, or

folder. They should be nicely displayed in consistent locations on open, low shelves for

easy access. Catch-all toy drawers, boxes, and buckets should be largely eliminated.







The Activity Cycle helps children develop an organized approach to tasks. Have your

child make a work space with a floor rug or table mat, bring the activity to it and use it,

clean the activity up, put the container back on the shelf, and put the rug or mat away.







Learning materials should progress from the simplest to increasingly challenging and

complex activities. This allows children to always find activities at the cutting edge of

their development. Sequential materials keep children moving along rather than

endlessly repeating different versions of the same activities. The goal is to always avoid

both boredom and frustration. See page 30.







Children should be encouraged to repeat activities as much as they desire, working

independently whenever possible. Repetition creates brain nerve pathways.
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Montessori materials for home use

Here are some Montessori materials for home use, with online sources and prices as of

summer, 2011. These make fantastic additions to your home early learning materials.

Diverting some of your plastic, disposable toy budget into buying these learning materials is

a great investment in your child‟s future. Your child will learn more from these. Montessori

materials are a quick sell on Ebay when your child has finished using them; or you could sell

them to another parent.

Kid Advance Montessori kidadvance

A Plus Montessori aplusmontessori

Adena Montessori adenamontessori

Montessori Outlet montessorioutlet

Grandpa’s Montessori grandpas Ask about package discounts



Material



Photo



Kid Advance



A Plus

Montessori



Adena

Montessori



Montessori

Outlet



Cylinder Block #1

29.95



Classic material for 2-3 yr.

olds. Increasing height &

diameter.



$95-100 for the complete set of 4 Cylinder Blocks.



Cylinder Block #3



You do not really need all 4 blocks for home use.

The #1 & #3 blocks will do fine. As of Summer,

2011, Montessori Outlet was the only online store

selling the blocks individually.



Block #1



Decreasing height,

increasing diameter.



29.95

Block #3



Knobless Cylinders

Cylinders in color with no

knobs. These match the 4

sets of knobbed cylinders

in size.



46.99



48.95



42.85



59.95



34.99



33.95



34.40



39.95



Red Rods

From 10cm to 1 meter

long, for experiencing

length gradation
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Pink Tower

An iconic Montessori

symbol & loved by

children all over the

world.



Blue Constructive

Triangles

Make all kinds of plane

figures with these. A big

bargain!



34.99



34.95



33.81



37.95



11.99



10.85



11.72



10.95



12.99



12.95



9.71



13.95



Mystery Bag with

geometric shapes

One of the best

Montessori bargains.

Wonderful wooden

shapes & great bags.



Geometric Solids



50.00



49.95



46.35



Beautiful tools for

learning the geometric

shapes by handling them.



In wood box

with stands,

bases



In wood box

with stands,

bases



In wood box

with stands,

bases



Includes

stands only



23.99



19.95



20.32



17.95



34.99



34.95



32.95



31.95



29.99



29.59



27.98



24.95



42.95



Binomial Cube

A big hit with kids

3-4 yrs. old



Trinomial Cube

Just as popular with

4-6 yr. olds



Sandpaper Letters

The basic Step 1 Reading

Sequence material. A

must have.

**See Reading section for

an alternative
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Sandpaper Numerals

Basic Math Sequence tool

for learning the numerals.

A must have.



Teen Bead Box

Teaches quantities 10-20.

A must have.



Gold Bead 10 Bars

For teaching quantities

10-100. A must have.



100 Golden bead

Chain



14.99



12.45



Includes a box



Includes a box



7.99



15.16



6.95



7.98



5.07



6.95



10.20



12.95



17.99



11.98



17.00 in box



In box



3.00



2.98



7.00



2.95



24.99



22.95



20.41



22.95



In box



A must have.



The Hundred Board

Very nice, with number

tiles for learning numerals

1-100



The Sandpaper Letters and Numerals are essential materials, and bargains at under $35

total. You cannot make your own sets in anything close to the quality of the sets shown. The

Teen Bars, 100 Golden Bead Chain, and the Golden Bead 10 Bars cost under $30



altogether and are used for many lessons in Math. These materials will help develop your

child‟s brain for life. You do not need them all at once. If your child is 3 yrs. old, you could

start out with any of the first 9 materials shown. Spread your purchases out over a year and

it will cost about $30 / month for a beautiful set of home Montessori materials. When your

child is older, you can recover half your investment selling on Ebay or to a parent starting

their own home early learning. If your child uses the materials for a couple of years, that will

work out to under $10 a month!

One more essential item is a blindfold. Many Sensorial activities use a

blindfold to help a child focus in on their other senses. Pictured is a nice

one from Kid Advance Montessori that costs $5. You can also use a scarf

tied around the head or a costume mask with the eye holes taped over.
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More good materials for home use



In addition to the many materials described here which you can make using common items, and

the Montessori materials shown, here are some good commercial learning materials for home

use. There are many others, these are just a few recommended ones. Note, I do not list overly

expensive materials with questionable learning value.



Bruin Stacking

Cups



10 Cups to nest and stack that teach

discrimination by size, colors, and early

counting.



Colorful

Caterpillars

Game



Bead lacing or caterpillar making – it‟s up to

your child! A very nice, multi-use material.



Boo Mystery

In The Forest

Story Cards



Neat flash cards that are used in a variety of

ways, including making up a story as you go

along! Stimulates imagination.



Edushape

Tricky Fingers

Game



A wonderful sensorial game where the child

matches control cards with small colored balls.
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Pot Holder

Loom Set



A cool tool for weaving, and your child can make

a real pot holder. A good activity to do together.



eeBoo

Life On Earth

Memory

Matching

Game



A great memory game for visual recognition and

memory practice. Drawings are of animals &

plants, giving opportunities for science

discussions.



Texture

Dominoes



Explore textures and play dominos!



Pattern Blocks



A really wonderful material that a child can use

to make endless shapes; and also learn visual

patterning by matching the control shapes.

Highly recommended.



Geometric

Stackers



Good material for learning visual discrimination

based on size. Can also be used for early

counting; and is a good manipulative to provide

hand exercise.



Mindware

Pattern Play



Super neat Sensorial tool for exploring shapes

and patterns. Take photos of designs and let

your child try to replicate them.
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Wooden

blocks



Blocks are a classic early learning material every

child should have, available from many sources.



Puzzles



Puzzles are wonderful learning materials,

available almost anywhere. Knobs on the pieces

provide small muscle exercise. You can find

these everywhere. Look for map puzzles.



Lower case

magnetic

letters



These are great when your child starts word

building.



Abacus



A great tool for introducing math and basic

computing.



Inchimals



A cool variation of the Montessori Number

Rods. Marked in inches with neat drawings. A

Sensorial and Math material.



Geo Safari

Talking Globe



Touch oceans, continents, and countries and

learn all about them. Expensive but worth it.

Your child will use it for years. A Geography

class in one material.
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Unifix Cubes



A pack of Unifix Cubes is great for learning

math, color patterning, and relative length

patterns.



Replogle

Inflatable

Globe



A 16” inflatable globe with great graphics for

under $10! Don‟t use it as a beach ball, though.

A wonderful tool for exploring the planet.



Stacker Toy



A nice stacking, sorting, shapes and colors

experience.



Lego Duplo

Sets



These come in a nice storage container so you

can avoid that toy box!



Leapfrog Text

& Learn



Handy devices for introducing letters, sounds,

and keyboard navigation. Good first digital

devices that won‟t break the bank.

Leapfrog

Scribble &

Write
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Guidecraft

Nesting

Cylinders &

Cubes



Really nice, fun Sensorial materials with graded

size cylinders and cubes and colorful boards

with holes that fit them.



Alphabet

nesting and

Stacking Set



These blocks provide graduated sizing and

language activities. Melissa & Doug‟s has an

animal set, too.



Melissa &

Doug Wooden

Shape Sorter

Clock



I recommend a plain clock for your child‟s

room; but this combination shape sorting,



Learning

Resources

Calculator

Cash Register



Kids love to play shopping. This material lets

them use a cash register and, later on, a

calculator. A great multi-purpose toy with real

educational value.



Guidecraft 3D

Feel & Find



The ultimate Mystery Bag! An amazing

collection of objects for your child to identify by

feel. So much fun.



numeral, and clock activity is just too cool not to

include!
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Great Online Resources for Parents

You will find links to web sites and videos related to specific activities throughout the book. They

are right there so you can visit them when the excitement and interest are happening. Listed

below are more wonderful resources you should be aware of and utilize. These sites have

excellent materials and ideas; and match up perfectly with the activities in this book. You can get

ideas, share experiences, find good deals, and more. Take a look!



Montessori Print Shop offers over 1000 free and very



affordable, beautiful, printable PDF files for your

home activities. These printables are used in

Montessori schools around the world. Links are

found throughout the book and in the Printouts

section.

The Center on the Developing Child at

Harvard University has a series of working

papers and other information I highly

recommend for parents.

Shu-Chen’s site has Montessori activity



descriptions in outline form for a quick

reference. There are additional activities to

those presented here, as well as activities for

the 6-9 age group.



Mom Blogs

I discovered Mom Blogs when I was writing the first edition of Montessori At Home! I was

blown away. These bloggers have created incredibly valuable resources for parents. They are all

great people, easy to talk to, and have dedicated followers you can learn from and share ideas

and experiences with. I highly recommend that parents doing early learning at home explore

what these amazing blogs have to offer and follow your favorites!



1+1+1=1 Rocks! Carisa has created a fantastic Mom Blog with a dedicated following. Enough

activity ideas to keep your child busy for years, loads of free materials, and a positive

homeschooling attitude that won‟t quit. Be sure to check out this great blog. If you can‟t find

what you need here, you aren‟t looking! If you home school or want to, you need to visit here.

Deb Chitwood at Living Montessori Now is a highly trained, experienced Montessori Director

and Mom who has created, IMO, the best Montessori Mom blog by a professional Montessori

educator. Her blog has an incredible amount of useful information for parents, from a woman

with decades of experience who was doing Montessori at home before it was „cool‟.
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Counting Coconuts is awesome! One of the very best Montessori Mom blogs, and my personal



favorite. You will find great photos, ideas galore, and a warm, loving aura that feels like strolling

the beach. Mari-Ann has a real talent for creating attractive materials. For ideas on creating selfcontained Montessori materials and more, explore this blog.

Chasing Cheerios offers you a fabulous collection of activities you can easily do at home that



your kids will love. Melissa‟s blog is a friendly place with a nicely balanced mix of all kinds of

activities and information, including a large number of Montessori activities.

Shannon’s Tot School has excellent photos, clear and well organized activity descriptions with a



4 star rating system, and activities to keep you busy indefinitely! This blog has a nice mix of arts

and crafts and Montessori style activities, so you can always find something fun to do that‟s just

right for your little one. Thanks, Shannon!

The Activity Mom, is an outstanding Mom Blog. I especially like the way Nicole describes

activities that kids really love and that are quick, inexpensive, and easy to set up and do.



That‟s the approach I aim for in this book. For activities you can do anytime, anywhere, check

out this great Mom blog. Also, check her cool learning kits at Time For Tots!

Stephanie at Discovery Days and Montessori Moments is an awesome homeschooling Mom.

Explore this blog and you cannot help but be inspired and learn things you can do at your house!

Turn on your own „absorbent mind‟ and check out this blog.

Go to Pink and Green Mama when your child wants to get his arts & crafts on. Marylea has a

fabulous collection of ideas for every creative project you can imagine – and many you haven‟t!

There are enough arts and crafts ideas here to keep an entire preschool occupied for years.

Teach Preschool is not a Montessori Mom blog, but it‟s really good! Deborah Stewart blogs



about preschool activities and encouraging kids to play, explore, and use their imaginations.

Sounds like fun to me! Montessori is one aspect of early childhood education. For more great

ideas, take a look at Teach Preschool.

Keri at The Home Teacher blogs about Montessori, arts and crafts, songs and rhymes, and all

kinds of other fun preschool oriented stuff. She posts about wonderful activities with great tips

to make your home activities successful. Lots of great stuff to keep your child busy.

The Education of Ours is another very well done blog with a host of ideas for you. Jesse is a

Montessori teacher and Mom with a Masters in Early Childhood Education and a background in

dance and yoga who enjoys dabbling in home design. Jesse does guest posts titled, Mondays

Montessori Moment, which are also excellent.

The Adventures of Bear chronicles the life, times, and learning activities of another cool family.

Excellent and abundant activity descriptions in different areas like Geography, Math, Art,

Pretend, Science, and more. Great site!

Productive Parenting has an amazing collection of activities that are easy for parents to do at



home, all broken down by age group. A great resource for all parents.

Look around and find your favorite Mom blogs!
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Record Keeping

On pages 254-256 in the printouts section you will find record keeping sheets. Print these out

and use them regularly to keep track of what activities your child is doing; and whether she has

been I – introduced to the activity; is P – practicing with it, or has M – mastered it. Write in

dates and make any comments you need to. This makes a nice record of your child‟s progress!



final notes

Make it FUN!

Throughout this book there are reminders to be patient, be positive, and encourage your

child‟s efforts when doing early learning activities at home. This bears a little more conversation.

Teachers are more easily able to maintain objectivity toward their students because they are not

their own kids! It can be difficult to be objective about your own child. We see ourselves in our

children; and we naturally want them to succeed. We can become personally offended and

defensive if our child seems to struggle with something. It is natural at times to compare our

children with others. Is our child ahead, behind, or about in the middle? We want to be sure our

child is keeping up, developing as she should. These are all normal feelings. Communicating

them to your child, however, is something to avoid.

It is vitally important that early learning be a process of fun, exploration, encouragement,

and discovery. Early learning should be done in a very positive environment. Young children



are extremely sensitive to their parent‟s words, body language, and facial expressions. They hear

and understand more than we think. Your child wants to please you, and can become very

anxious if he doesn‟t. Pressure and stress have no place in early learning .

The twin goals of your early learning activities should be:





Find activities that excite your child’s interest and hold his attention; and







Make early learning a series of small successes and positive achievements.



While you are doing that, make sure your little one knows you respect, encourage, and applaud

her efforts. Avoid any pressure or negativity in your activities together. The rewards will be

your child‟s improved brain architecture and positive self-image; and a closer parent-child bond

born of many wonderful experiences shared together.
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Explosions

I don‟t mean a science activity gone wrong! The explosions I‟m talking about happen in your

child‟s development.

Parents are sometimes unsure if their activities with their child are having any impact . They

often don‟t see what they perceive as „big positive results‟ from their home learning activities.

Let me assure every parent who reads this book – everything you do with a young child has a

big impact!



Young children develop according to an inner timetable, not an outward program. Their

development does not progress upward in a straight line. Things are more „organic‟ than that

inside your child‟s brain. There are surges and dips, ups and downs, and calm and active times.

The children I observed for years often followed a pattern of development I came to call:

Assimilation – Integration – Explosion.



Assimilation

In this phase, a child gathers information and opens brain nerve pathways. By concentrating

on activities of interest, a child stores up millions of sense impressions, muscle memories, and

experiences. The child is incredibly open to absorbing information in this phase. She may not

seem really excited about things and does not yet display striking new skills. She is getting „raw

materials‟ on board in her brain, though, to do just that! During this phase a child will often

repeat an activity many times. Every repetition adds to the information, in the form of

electrical nerve impulses, in your child‟s brain.



Integration

Now the child‟s brain ‘digests’ all that raw material. Nerve pathways are organized into brain

architecture. Connections are made between memory, muscle movements, thoughts, sense

impressions, and your child‟s growing sense of self. The brain does its organizing thing. This

process happens automatically, usually with no outward indication that anything is happening.

There is no timeline or deadline.



Explosion

When the time is right the child starts using the new skills and information he has been working

on. When he does, it often happens suddenly – like an explosion. You won‟t see fireworks,

though. Often, you won‟t even realize the explosion has happened. One day you notice that your

child can pour water from a pitcher without spilling; correctly identify how many objects there

are in a group; point out new aspects of her environment; and is reading! What happened? Your

child had an explosion of development.

Montessori observed this process in children learning to read. She noticed that children often

went along for weeks slowly learning their sounds and participating in other language activities;

but not with super enthusiasm, just kind of plodding along. Then one day, without warning, they
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started reading everything in sight! She called it the „explosion into reading‟. The process works

similarly for many aspects of children‟s development.

You can be sure that the learning activities you do at home have a strong positive impact on

your child’s development.



Inner workings

We naturally look for things we can see and measure to determine if something we are doing is

working. With young children, we look for them to learn their numbers and start to read and

write. These are milestones, but not the essential goal of early learning!

Take another look at the chart on page 13. The primary goal of your activities with your child is

to help him develop as many open brain nerve pathways as possible, organized into the most

powerful, efficient brain architecture possible. Everything else will follow.

Early childhood education is about preparing a child‟s brain and body to realize more of her

inner potential throughout her entire lifetime.



More ideas for displaying

learning materials, from

Montessori Secrets



“The most important period of life is not the age of university studies, but

the first one, the period from birth to age six; for that is the time when

man’s intelligence itself, his greatest implement, is being formed.”



Maria Montessori, The Absorbent Mind
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Practical Life Activities



Photos: Shutterstock



“Little children, from the moment they are weaned, are making their way

toward independence.”

“These words reveal the child‟s inner needs; „Help me to do it alone‟.”

“Never help a child with a task at which he feels he can succeed.”

Maria Montessori



Children are very interested in learning to do what we do. They pattern their actions after ours.

All the things we do every day - dressing, preparing food, cleaning up, using tools, shopping,

talking with others - are fascinating to young children. They watch our actions and desire to

imitate them. These activities give a child the chance to put that imitation into action.

Young children have a strong drive to be independent. A child once asked Montessori to “Help

me do it myself”. This expresses the young child‟s inner drive to create a functional person.

Montessori created the Practical Life activities to help children accomplish that. Here is a great

video from a Montessori school that will give you a better idea.
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Montessori made these activities the foundation of the Prepared Environment. She called play

the important work of the young child. Young children eagerly pursue these experiences

because they allow them to become participants in our world instead of spectators. Arts and

crafts are wonderful; yet children can do so much more!

Home is perfect for Practical Life Activities, actually better than

a Montessori school. Home is where you dress, prepare food and

eat, fix things, and take care of yourself and your family. By

taking the time to demonstrate and teach your child how to do

things herself, you can do Practical Life activities all the time.

You can help your child become a confident, capable person.

Photo: Cleaning a spill at Discovery Days and Montessori Moments



This book will show you many materials you can easily make into self-contained activities – a

hallmark of Montessori. By combining these with showing your child how to do all the things he

can do for himself, you can give your child a wonderful foundation for all the activities to come.



Practical Life activities combine movement, concentration, purposeful

action, sense experience, succeeding at challenging tasks, & fun! They build

strong brain architecture and a positive self-image.



These activities are meant to give young children the wonderful feeling of succeeding. An ideal

activity will be slightly challenging for the child at first, but not so much that the child becomes

frustrated. When, through practice and repetition, the child masters it, she experiences the thrill

of success. With enough of these experiences a child develops a positive, confident self-image

that becomes part of her personality. Watch the confidence of this child making breakfast!



Demonstrations help

Demonstrations are an integral part of Montessori programs. They can take a little getting used

to at home. I recommend that you try it, as demonstrations really help. Parents often say their

children are too eager to get their hands on the material – this is not necessarily a bad thing!

Just keep trying.

A careful demonstration lets your child clearly see how to do something. Your movements give

your child a ‘template’ to pattern her movements after. The demonstration gives you a chance

to handle the material very carefully, with respect. This will eventually rub off on your child. If

you handle materials roughly or carelessly, your child will, too. To get an idea, watch these

videos of teachers demonstrating a lacing frame, the Pink Tower, and a spooning activity.
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A Montessori teacher creates suspense by first talking about a new activity to generate

enthusiasm. Then she dramatically walks in, holding the tray with the precious items. She slowly

sets it down and calmly, with slow movements, demonstrates how to use the material. She

finishes all the way to putting the material and then the rug or mat away. Here is a good

example, a video of a pouring demonstration using pitchers.

A demonstration also allows you to make an intentional mistake, usually spilling something.

You can then stop, clean up the spill, and continue. That mistake was what Montessori called the

control of error for the activity – a signal that something undesired has happened and needs to

be fixed before continuing.

Have a small sponge and a cloth ready in a little pail whenever your child does activities using

water. If there is a spill, have her stop and clean it up. The cleanup is just as important as the

activity! If rice or beans or something else spills, have your child pick it up before continuing.

Once your child takes over, he may not do things just the way you did. If he is damaging the

material, being really careless, or making a horrible mess and not stopping to clean it up, you

will need to intervene. Otherwise, let him work. Montessori activities are all about independent

work and repetition. Your child needs to figure things out on her own whenever possible.

It is tempting sometimes to step in and take over when you see your child struggle a bit. Try to

resist this temptation. These activities are not about showing your child how well you can do

them! It is perfectly fine, however, to remove an activity if your child is abusing it.



Starting out with an older child

By older, I mean 5-6! It is ideal if you can begin doing Practical

Life and Sensorial activities when your child is around 2 ½ - 4.

She can then move through all the activities as she progresses. If

you start doing activities when your child is 5-6 yrs. old, it is still

important to do the Practical Life and Sensorial activities first,

even if you also start Reading and Math. These first activities are

the foundation for everything that follows. An older child may not

do them for as long and may master them more easily, but doing

them will still be very beneficial.

Having fun making a valuable contribution to your family life is

the perfect scenario. Practical life activities encompass

everything you do each day, not just the Montessori materials

you will be creating. Opportunities for teaching your child



abound in your home and everywhere you go!

And always:



Cherry Pitting

Counting Coconuts blog



Be patient, be positive, and encourage your child’s efforts!
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An Incomplete List of Practical Life Activities



Any daily activity you isolate into a learning experience for your child is as a Practical Life

activity. Below is an incomplete list, add more as you go. Slow down and take time to show your

child how to do these things; and then let him practice.



Opening and closing doors, cupboards



Hanging a towel on a rack neatly



Opening and closing lids, boxes, trunks, windows



Adjusting bath water temperature



Folding clothing



Washing body and hair



Operating curtains and blinds



Learning location of neighbor safe houses



Sorting silverware



Vacuuming



Polishing furniture, metal



Checking items to make a shopping list



Making the bed



Finding weeds in the lawn and digging them out



Putting on a pillowcase



Raking leaves



Answering the phone



Turning on the computer, starting a program



Location of fire extinguishers, family fire plan



Opening & using favorite activity internet sites



Straightening a picture on the wall



Wet mopping the floor



Organizing a drawer



Watering plants



Hanging clothes on a hanger & with a clothespin



Watching for dangers in traffic



Using an egg whisk & an egg beater



Stop & look both ways before crossing the street



Offer a visitor a seat, something to drink



Putting on a seatbelt, locking the car doors



Making an apology



Learning address and phone number



Braiding yarn, ribbon, hair



Fastening & unfastening jewelry clasps



Brushing, feeding, bathing the dog



How to call 911



Playing a DVD



Drying and stacking dishes



Sticking on a stamp or sticker



Locking and unlocking doors



Lifting, carrying, and putting down a chair



Using a cell phone



Handing someone scissors or a knife safely



Making a sandwich



Tightening loose drawer knobs



Polishing furniture
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You get the idea. Whatever daily life activity your child can safely learn to do can be a

Montessori activity! The home is a great place to learn these things. They are a natural part of

daily life, always available, and your child can experience the pride of using new skills in real life

right away. Good stuff! Watch a 17 month old pouring a drink after he made a sandwich!



Make a Montessori Jar



This idea and photo are from The Home Teacher, a wonderful

Mom blog. On page 257 & 258 in the Printouts Section you will

find two sheets of things for your child to do. Cut these up and

put them in a jar. Add your own new activities regularly.

When you need an idea for an activity, let your child reach in and

grab one. A very handy item!



Large Muscle Activities

Balancing, jumping, kicking, throwing, catching – skills

we take for granted, unless we never develop them!

Muscle strength, balance, control, and eye – hand

coordination are important skills for a child‟s

development. Mastering these physical skills helps a

young child integrate their body and mind. The old

adage, „sound body, sound mind‟ applies.

These activities help a child coordinate and control the

large muscles of the torso, arms, and legs. After large

muscle development, children learn to control the

smaller muscles of the forearms, hands, and fingers.

Developing muscle control activates brain nerve

networks in the same way learning activities do. Movement activities should be part of a young



child‟s daily life. These activities can help make physical fitness a habit. In a time when too many

children are overweight, incorporating movement activities into daily life is essential. Young

children spend too much time in front of TV and computer screens. Nothing replaces daily

activities that require movement.
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Throwing, Catching, Hitting, Kicking



Throwing, catching, hitting, and kicking balls is something you should do

regularly with your child. You don‟t need to try to make your child the next

Olympic superstar. Just have fun.

Start out with Nerf, soft rubber, and soft plastic balls just large enough to fit

in your child‟s outstretched arms. Start by rolling the balls back and forth.

Then toss the balls and stuffed animals. Keep a short distance between you

and your child at first, and toss softly.

Praise every catch and encourage after drops. As your child‟s skills improve,

throw greater distances. Gradually you can use smaller balls. Then progress

slowly from an underhand to an overhead throwing motion. This takes awhile.

Photos: shutterstock



Throwing balls or bean bags at a target like a bucket, a circle of rope on the ground, or into a

low basketball hoop, are great activities. Ring toss is a classic lawn game. Kicking balls into a

bucket, a net, or other „goal‟ is another excellent activity.

Once a child can throw, kick, and catch a ball, give them a bat,

tennis racket, or golf club. You can start out with oversize

plastic toy bats and golf clubs, and a small tennis racket. If your

child enjoys it and shows some aptitude, you can substitute

normal sports equipment later. For now, just the experience,

your positive support, and play without pressure are the ticket.



Balance Activities

Balance activities are important for developing spatial awareness and full body coordination.

Some good ones include:



Time how long your child can stand on one leg. Record the times in a log book so that your

child can see improvement in numerical terms. Switch legs. Try it with a blindfold on. You try it!



Hop up and down on one foot. Switch feet and try again. Record the number of hops.

Make a balance beam or board. An 8 foot 2X4 or fence post, laid wide side up on the lawn,

makes a great balance beam. Let your child try turning around and bending down while on the

beam. Balance boards are great when your child is ready. Use a small pipe first.



Circle jumps. Lay out circles made from string on the floor, leaving 1-2 feet between them. Have

your child try to jump from one to the next without falling out of the circles. Measure how far

your child can jump and maintain balance and record it so you‟ll have a target goal for next time.
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Back To Fronts. Have your child stand with feet wide apart and arms outstretched. Now, have

your child jump up and turn in the air so she lands in the same pose facing the opposite

direction. Repeat.



Bucket stilts. Get 2 small, strong plastic buckets at the home

improvement store. Drill two holes directly across from each other on

the sides near the bottom of each bucket. Thread each end of a length

of rope into each hole from the outside, and tie a knot in each end to

keep them from coming back out of the holes. Turn the buckets on

their tops. Your child stands on the buckets and holds the ropes in his

hands, then walks using the stilts. Here are some you can buy.



Set up a string or tape walk. Lay out a string or put down tape so it winds around furniture,

through passageways made by moving two chairs close together, etc. The game is to walk the

string line with your feet never coming off the string or tape. As your child turns her body to fit

through passages and get around furniture and other objects, she will get excellent balance and

large muscle coordination exercise. Here is a nice account at Shannon’s Tot School.



Walking while balancing objects. Give your child a tray

with objects on it. Let your child practice walking back and

forth through the kitchen without spilling any water. Try

this with paper towel cardboard tubes standing on end,

balls on a dish with just slightly upturned edges, a cup 2/3

full of water, and other things.



Yoga poses. Yoga poses are great stretching and large

muscle exercises. Many imitate animal poses, which is fun.

Yoga poses teach balance and whole body control. Here

are some good yoga books & a site for kids:



Walking a line holding

a tray with a place setting at

Discovery Days and Montessori Moments



The Yoga Zoo Adventure: Animal Poses and Games for Little Kids

Yoga Games for Children: Fun and Fitness With Postures, Movements and Breath

Little Yoga: A Toddler's First Book of Yoga

The Kids' Yoga Deck: 50 Poses and Games

Parents.com



Please report non-working links to [email protected]. Thanks!
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Movement and Fitness



Get some FIT DECKS! Fit Decks are absolutely wonderful, inexpensive

exercise guides. Each set is a deck of cards with pictures of different

exercises and other useful information. The Junior, Bodyweight,

Yoga, and Pilates Fit Decks are especially good for young children. Use

these decks regularly and you will find yourself getting in shape, too!



Take a ‘1-2-3 walk’. Take turns deciding what kind of forward

movement you both will make on the count of 1, then 2, then 3. For

example, your child may decide you will jump forward on 1, take one big step back on 2, and run

forward 10 strides on 3. Now you decide on the next 1, 2, & 3 movements. Take turns this way as

you walk. You can skip, hop, jump, run, take big strides, take baby steps, walk sideways, walk

backward, etc.



Play Frisbee golf. Teach your child to throw a Frisbee. Using a small one helps at first. Find a

park or other open area that has features like trees, fences, lampposts, signs, statues, the corner

of a building, etc. Make up your own „golf course‟ by choosing spots to stand and toss your

Frisbees to try and hit these targets. To find a course near you with targets all set up, check the

PDGA web site. Keep track of your throws on an index card. Let your child help with this. You

can do this by throwing a ball, too, if a Frisbee is too difficult just now.



Put on great music and dance. Kids love music, and there are many great kids DVD‟s with really

great dance music. Turn one on, move a bit yourself so your child knows that it‟s ok, and watch

your child go! You can extend your music activities to include simple instruments such as a

tambourine, maracas, a recorder, a xylophone, and a harmonica. Have these around so your

child can grab them and play along with her favorite music.



Exercise together with exercise videos. Children love doing fitness moves to music.

Do playground equipment circuit runs for time.

Have your child run a circuit on a playground that has a

slide and other typical equipment. Determine the course and

sequence and have your child run through the sequence

while you time her. Record her best time on the refrigerator

and see if she can beat it on future visits. Now you try!



Get outside! The best large muscle activity for young

children is just playing outside. Get together with other

parents and get your kids to the playground or park as often as you can.



Shutterstock photo



Ride a bike. Kids can start learning to ride very early. Later you will be able to ride longer

distances together. Be sure to teach your child the rules of the road from the start so they

become second nature – and wear a helmet!! Check out sheldonbrown.com.
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Gymnastics, Swimming, and Soccer

These activities use the whole body, keep kids moving, increase strength and coordination, and

help a child become confident and self assured.

Children should learn to swim around age 4, in a program

designed for very young children. Join a group or find a good

instructor. The YMCA and other organizations near you have

programs. Swimming is fantastic exercise for anyone!

Gymnastics usually starts around age 5.

There are programs for 3-4 yr. olds in

many areas. Gymnastics for young children

should focus on tumbling and floor

movements, avoiding hard landings and

repetitive stress movements. Standing in line should be kept to a

minimum. Things should move along with a variety of movements, and

fun. Your child should be kept moving and always be learning new

movements. In some areas there are businesses that specialize in these

programs. Make sure the kids are having fun. Go to usa-gymnastics.

Recreational soccer for kids usually begins about age 5. There are „pee wee‟ teams for kids under

5 in many areas. Soccer can be a blast for kids if they get into it. They get to run, develop large

muscle skills that they will rarely learn in any other sport, and learn to be part of a team. Visit

the US Youth Soccer site at: usyouthsoccer to find a team in your area, or contact the YMCA.



Resources

Search „exercise and nutrition for preschoolers‟, „Children‟s

nutrition‟, „Yoga poses for children‟, etc. to find good web sites.

Here are some:

Photo: Julie Josey



kidshealth

keepkidshealthy

pediatrics.about

backyard exercises for kids

Let the Children Play

Health.Kaboose.com

Please report non-working links to [email protected]. Thanks!
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Helping at home



It is totally appropriate for young children to start

helping around the house as soon as they are able.

These experiences form good habits of contributing to

the household. They are excellent for developing

muscle strength and coordination, visual and

spatial

awareness,

independence,

and

responsibility. Young children love doing these



Polishing appliances can be fun! The expression

says it all. See this at Shannons Tot School



activities right alongside you. Children seek out and

work toward independence whether we help them or

not. By involving your child in these home activities,

you can help your child become a competent,

confident person.



In Montessori schools the children participate in maintaining the classroom. Your home

provides to perfect environment for you to let your child do the same! These activities must be

made into separate materials for use in a school. At home, your child can do them right along

with you, so you can supervise while you two have fun.



Age Range 3 - 6

When your child is ready for this

Almost any time, depending on the task involved



Goals of the Activity









Increase your child‟s sense of confidence and

positive self image

Establish a habit of participation in daily life in the home

Develop skills involving useful tasks



Shutterstock



Parent Involvement Level

Always supervise until your child is capable of doing a task on their own. Young children should

obviously not handle household chemicals or electric appliances.

We want to get household chores done ASAP. With children, however, these activities are some

of the best learning and family bonding experiences you can have. Just slow down and have fun

doing everyday things with your child. Slow down, make it fun, and you will both benefit.



Materials Required Things you do and use every day.
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Activities

There are so many activities of daily life in which your child can participate. Always maintain

safety as you involve your child in these Practical life activities.

Shopping. This is a fantastic learning opportunity. The shopping list, product names, and store



signs are great language teaching aids. Giving your child the written names of products and

letting her find them on the shelf is a language and visual discrimination exercise. Talking about

prices is a great introduction to money and math. Talking to other shoppers and store employees

allows a child to learn social language and overcome shyness. Other shoppers can provide a

wealth of observations about people. Allowing others space to pass by and showing courtesy in

general helps form good social habits. Shopping is an education!

Setting the table. Show your child how to set out placemats, silverware, drinking cups, and

napkins, and then let him do this at mealtimes. If you store these items on low shelves where

your child can easily reach them, he can do this independently.

Making breakfast. Your child is not ready to cook ham & eggs; but she can learn to pour her



own cereal and milk or juice. If the food, bowls, utensils, milk, juice, and napkins are on low

shelves, she will be able to do this on her own a lot sooner. See page 97.

Food preparation. Spreading peanut butter and jelly, stirring ingredients in a bowl, squeezing



out and spreading ketchup, mustard, and mayonnaise, and spooning prepared food onto

everyone‟s plates are all mealtime activities suitable for a young child. Your child can stir and

whisk, peel bananas, and pour ingredients. These are some of the best Practical life activities

imaginable for young children. Taking part increases a child‟s sense of functional independence

and making a real contribution to the family. See page 97.

Washing the dishes. Hand washing the dishes can be a valuable activity again! As soon as a



child can reach into the sink from a step stool, he can help wash dishes. Kids love all the soapy

suds, the water, scrubbing, and rinsing. Children can play in soap suds almost indefinitely.

Getting every bit of food cleaned off a dish, then stacking the washed dishes in the drying rack

are excellent visual and spatial activities. Play some of your child‟s favorite music while she

washes the dishes. Here‟s a good example of a child really focused on dishwashing.

Sweeping the floor, driveway, garage, or sidewalk. Sweeping



is a great activity. Get your child his own set of cleaning tools,

You can find sets of child size brooms, dustpans, and other

cleaning supplies at forsmallhands, a Montessori services web

site, which has great cleaning tools for kids, or just search

„cleaning supplies for kids‟. Here’s how they do it in India.

Get a child size broom and dustpan. Make a square on the floor

with tape. Put cereal on the floor (Grape Nuts are good), then

demonstrate how to hold the broom and sweep it into the

Sweeping beans into a tape rectangle.

Next, sweep into a dustpan. Photo:

square, then into the dustpan (photo). Now let your child do it.

mymontessorijourney

Help as needed in holding the broom and getting the cereal into

the dustpan – a tricky accomplishment! Show the child how to dump the cereal into the trash,

and then let him do it. Your child can also learn to use a carpet sweeper or vacuum.
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Taking out the trash. If you have small bags or recycling bins, your child can probably carry or



drag them out to the curb. This is a great time to discuss recycling – why we do it, how it helps

the planet, why we all need to do our part to protect Mother Earth.

Polishing silver, brass, shoes. Under close supervision,



children 4 yrs. and older can polish metal & shoes.

Provide just a small amount of polish in a little dish and

supervise closely. Metal polishing works the same way.

Photo: Shoe polishing at Shannons Tot School



Helping with laundry. Sorting laundry is an excellent



Sensorial sorting activity involving visual and tactile

discrimination. Children can help load and unload the

washer and dryer, pour in detergent, and throw in fabric

softener sheets. Putting clothes on hangers is a great

activity. Folding sheets and towels and sorting socks are more things your child can do. This

could become a habit!

Dusting. Spray a little dusting spray on a cloth and let your child help with the dusting under



close supervision. Moving and replacing objects on furniture and tables is a good visual

recognition exercise. Where does all that dust come from anyway? Children in Montessori

schools dust the classroom shelves themselves, as well as wash the tables and chairs and sweep

and vacuum.

Cleaning windows. Children love to see the difference when a window is



clean. If you spray the cleaner on the window, your child can wipe it

around with a paper towel then help you finish the job with a clean one.

Introducing a squeegee creates a whole new activity!

Replacing toilet paper. Even a simple task like this can provide an



opportunity for gaining independence.

Moving furniture. When you need to move a small piece of furniture, let



your child help you do it or, if possible, move it herself. Learning to carry

larger objects is a good large muscle and spatial perception activity. Try

using friction reducing sliders under the legs.

Watering plants. Young children can learn to feel the soil and observe a



Her own tray of cleaning

supplies! Photo from

pinkandgreenmama



plant‟s leaves to see when it needs to be watered. Filling a water pitcher

and pouring in just the right amount of water are great activities all by themselves. Seeing a

plant grow in a healthy way and knowing he had a part in it will make your child feel great and

also teach responsibility for another living thing.

Digging up weeds. A simple weeding tool and a yard with weeds (yours?) will keep your child



busy. Show her how to get all the roots out (a science lesson) and carefully bag up the weeds so

they don‟t spread.

Raking leaves. Kids love making piles of leaves and, of course, jumping into them. Stay patient.

Turning the water on & off outside. Stretch out the hose and let your child turn the water on



and off. This reinforces the „left is loose, right is tight‟ concept.
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Caring for pets. Young children can help in many ways to care for family pets. Filling the water



and food dishes, cleaning cages, sweeping up crumbs, bathing and brushing, holding the leash

on walks – your child can learn to participate in all of these activities. These experiences really

build a sense of responsibility as well as independence and muscle movement skills.

Washing, waxing, and vacuuming the car. Your kids ride everywhere in the car, they need to



learn that cars require care. Besides, who wouldn‟t have fun in all those suds and watching a

shiny care emerge when wax is rubbed off? To make the activity something your child looks

forward to, strategically place a few coins on the floor and let your kids find them when they

vacuum.

Preparing food. This is one of the best Sensorial experiences imaginable. Your child can pour,



spoon, knead, roll, poke, and wash things. There are all kinds of textures, smells, and, of course,

tastes. Every ingredient is a learning experience – where does it come from, how does it taste

and smell, what color is it? Let your child help in the kitchen and he will get a full range of

wonderful Sensorial experiences. See page 97 for more ideas.



Rice & Water Tubs

Age Range 2 1/2 - 4

When your child is ready for this Most any time

Goals Have fun moving rice & water around in a variety of ways,

provide a variety of sense experiences, practice pouring and using

simple tools, muscle exercise.



Materials Required























Large plastic storage container & lid. Keep the lid on between uses!

White & colored rice to fill the tub about 1/3 full. You can add colored beans also.

2-3 jars or plastic bottles of various sizes and the lids, a plastic food container with lid

Cups with & without handles

A small pitcher with a handle and pouring lip

A set of measuring spoons

Two plastic or metal (or both) funnels, small and large

A teaspoon and a tablespoon

Any other container or tool you think would be fun – a tiny jar, a small saucer, plastic

food containers, small dishes, various bowls, etc.

For the water tub: some dishwashing detergent, food coloring, a plastic apron, a turkey

baster, an eyedropper, a pot scrubber, plus cleanup tools – bucket, sponge, towel
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Presentation and Use

Just set this one up and let your child explore. There are many points of interest to discover: the

sound of the rice or beans poured in different types of containers (glass, metal, wood, plastic),

the shape a pile makes when poured into a jar through a funnel, how much fits in each size of

measuring spoon, the color of the water, the color of the water and the suds when you add food

coloring and detergent, etc. Have a cloth and sponge ready to clean up spills.



Extending the Activity





Count scoops of rice. Count how many measuring spoon scoops it takes to fill a jar. Now



try it with larger and smaller spoons.





For a counting and numerals activity, get 11 plastic cups and write the numbers 0-10 on

them. Have your child put the number of beans or spoonfuls of rice on each cup into that

cup. Help as needed as your child probably has not started the Math Sequence yet. This

will be good experience for later. You can also put in 1 marble, 2 lima beans, 3 animals,

etc., up to 10 & let your child sift these out and matched them with numeral 1-10 cards.







Add a sifter and bury marbles, plastic animals, or other colorful small items in the rice.

Let your child discover these by sifting the rice through the sifter.







For a math activity, To add language, bury small animal figures and make a name card

for each animal. As your child finds each one, help as needed to match the animals with

their names.







Use shaving cream and food coloring instead of rice or water. Make 3 separate mounds

of shaving cream. Color one blue, one red, and one yellow. Mix up each mound to mix

the color. Now, mix the mounds together and see what colors you get!



Transfers

Young children love moving materials back and forth from one

container to another. The many choices of materials and tools

keep these activities interesting. As different containers and

tools are used your child will gradually develop muscle control

and a correct writing grasp. This prepares your child for

learning to write. In the process, he will learn many things

about the properties of materials and become more

independent. Pretty good benefits from such simple activities!

Here is a 2 year old pouring; and one of a child pouring with a pitcher.



Photo: Martha Jeurgens
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Age Range



Practical Life Activities



Children 2 and up enjoy these activities.



Preparing Your Activities

A plastic placemat in a single solid, light color makes a great work space. For transfers involving

water, include a sponge and a small cloth for cleaning up spills. Show your child how to do this.

Find some wood or ceramic trays to use for carrying the materials. Use glass, ceramic, or

wooden cups and bowls when possible. Different plastic containers also work. Each activity

should be attractive and inviting, as this generates increased enthusiasm and a sense of respect

for the material. Children appreciate it when they are given something special and are allowed to

do interesting things. Take a look at the concentration this young man puts into pouring!



Doing Transfer Activities

Have your child set out the mat to make a work space. Have your child bring the Transfer

Activity materials on a tray to the table.

For transfers using water, let your child get the water in a small pitcher and bring it to the

activity. Filling and carrying the water is an activity in itself . A stool in front of the sink will

allow your child to get water by himself.

Demonstrate slowly how to set up and do the transfer. Point out how to pour into the center of

the receiving container, the sounds the materials make as they are poured, and how to

immediately pick up or clean up anything that is spilled. That is the control of error built into

the material.

When finished, have your child put the tray with everything on it back on the counter. Complete

the Activity Cycle by having your child put the mat away in its storage spot.

The goal is to develop a proper writing grasp for holding a pencil. The photo sequence

illustrates a series of transfers using progressively more refined hand grasps, ending in a true

writing grasp. Use this same sequence at home.



Progression of Hand Grasps in a Series of Transfer Activities



The whole hand grasp is the

most primitive grasp. A few

drops of food coloring create

more Sensorial input.

Sponging water



Whole hand ‘claw’ grasp
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Using a baster to move water

encourages grasping with a ‘C’

shaped grasp, the next grasp

children develop. Squeezing and

aiming add more skills to

practice.

Baster transfer with water



Whole hand & ‘C’ shaped

squeezing grasps

The ‘C’ grasp is used to firmly

grip the cups. A rotation of the

wrist is required to pour. The

beans are aimed into the center

of the other cup, requiring

pouring and aiming at the same

time.



Beans with plain cups



‘C’ grasp



Rice is just a touch harder to

control than beans. It falls more

like water. You could also use

salt.



Rice with plain cups



‘C’ grasp

Back to the beans, this time with

a new grasp that requires

hooking the fingers around the

handle of the cup. This adds

another opposed thumb position

and more small muscle exercise.



Beans, cups with handles



Hooking grasp with wrist rotation



We use the rice again for a slight

increase in the challenge factor.

Salt works well also.

Rice, cups with handles



Same as above



Now the thumb is opposed to

four fingers in a new way and

the wrist is flexed (bent inward)

and rotated to pour.

Rice, handles & pouring lips



Wrist flexion, rotation
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Water increases the difficulty

and prepares a child for pouring

milk, juice, and other drinks.



Water, pitchers with handles &

pouring lips



Same as above but with water

The egg container is an

organizing tool and storage

container. The thumb is opposed

to the fingers with variable

pressure. Tongs that offer some

resistance provide more hand &

finger muscle exercise.



Tongs & plastic golf balls



Thumb opposed to 4 fingers



Now the thumb is opposed to

just two fingers, which moves

your child closer to a writing

grasp.

Tweezers & beads



Thumb opposed to 2 fingers



Water adds another element of

fine muscle control to the grasp

as the dropper is adjusted to

draw water in and push it out.

Eyedropper & water



Same as above

Your child has moved through

many different grasps and

motions, developing increased

fine muscle control. Now he is

ready to hold the spoon with a

proper writing grasp.



Small spoon & beans



Proper writing grasp



Extending the Transfer Activities

Once your child has progressed to doing water transfers, be sure to include an activity involving

pouring water from a larger pitcher, and from a milk or juice carton, into a cup. This allows your

child to practice this fundamental skill in a controlled way. Have the sponge and cloth handy to

clean up any spills.
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Use different colors of rice (brown, white, black, red) and different types of beans. Add food

coloring to the water transfers for a more colorful experience.

When your child is ready, she can pour her own cereal, milk, and juice. Put bowls, spoons, cups,

cereal, milk, & juice on low shelves in the kitchen and refrigerator, and your child can serve

herself breakfast! When cooking, look for safe opportunities for your child to pour ingredients.

Provide cups and spoons of various sizes in the tub when your child takes a bath.

The Tongs and Balls transfer can be extended in many ways. Glue colored strips cut from

hardware store paint sample cards on the balls and matching ones in the container for matching

balls to their spaces by color. Use red, yellow, blue, orange, green, purple, pink, black, white,

brown, grey, and turquoise. Little round labels with numbers on the balls and in the carton

makes a numeral matching activity. Use the numerals 0-10. Have your child try it with a

blindfold on. Watch how the tray acts as an aid to control the error in this activity.

Here are more great transfer activity ideas from the marvelous blog Counting Coconuts:



Pouring Milk



Tweezers and pom poms



Marbles & Golf Tees



This fun activity can be varied in many ways. You will need:













Styrofoam block for holding flowers (crafts store /

section)

Golf tees

Marbles, ping pong balls

A marker

Bowls to hold the marbles and tees, tray to hold it all

Photos: pinkandgreenmama



Spooning colored gravel
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Set everything up on a tray as shown. Let your child make a line of golf

tees pushed into the foam. Now he can balance the marbles on the tees.

He will quickly learn about keeping the tees straight up. Watching

marbles roll off crooked tees is the control of error in this activity. Let

your child figure this out.

After mastering the basic line, your child can make two or three lines of

tees. A larger foam block or two blocks glued together will allow your

child to make shapes – circle, square, rectangle, triangle – with the tees.

You can draw the shapes onto the block as guides.

For a math activity, use a fine point marker and write the numerals 0 –

10 on a set of tees. Write the same numerals on a set of ping pong balls.

Help your child as needed to set the tees in a left-to-right line from 0 – 10, leaving a bit more

space in between them than with the marbles. Your child can then match up each ping pong ball

with the tee with the same numeral. Be sure to have your child count the tee & ball combos

from 0 – 10 moving left to right.



Threading, lacing, sewing, weaving



These activities provide excellent small motor exercise, helping children learn to manipulate and

control objects with their fingers. They teach a functional skill, and can be used as pre-math

activities for counting.



Threading Beads

The simplest way to do this is to use jumbo wooden beads

threaded onto a shoelace or length of yarn. Next, your child can

move to smaller beads and shaped beads.

Most sets of beads come in various repeating shapes and colors,

which make them great „double-duty‟ materials for the sorting

activities (p. 117).

Nice jumbo wooden beads in mixed sizes and colors can be

found at:

melissaanddoug. Their Primary Lacing Beads are a beautiful set



in different shapes and colors, especially suitable for a first bead

threading experience for a child 2-3 yrs. old.

liveandlearn.



Item #2402 is a nice set of really big wooden

beads in a plastic tub that can be used by 2-3 yr. old children.

directadvantage. Item # 75714 is a set of varied shapes and sizes



Jumbo threading beads in a basket

mymontessorijourney
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of wooden beads, best suited for children over 3 yrs. old due to small parts and the choking

hazard. Assorted bead sets in interesting shapes and colors can be found at creative-wholesale.

These folks have really neat beads in various shapes. Their Safari Pony Beads, item # 1253SV289

have beads in African animal shapes in different colors. They have a Dinosaur bead set, item #

GP 1683SV-076 with all kinds and colors of dinosaurs. Their Mixed Marine Life Pony Beads

have all kinds of aquatic creatures, item # GP1254SV-289. They have many other sets.

You can always find various sizes and colors of beads at most arts and crafts stores.





These make great sorting activity beads for transferring with tweezers or a very small

spoon for developing a proper writing grasp (p. 230).







You can teach your child the color names of the beads as he threads them on.







As shown in the photo, you can establish a pattern and your child can thread beads on in

matching sequences that repeat. You and your child can use an index card and markers

or crayons and make a graphic depiction of the pattern with a line of circles in the

colors of the pattern. This takes the activity from concrete experience – beads - into

abstraction - a line of circles in colors representing beads.







It is natural to count beads as they are threaded on.



Lacing

Children love the back and forth action of threading yarn, a

shoelace, or even string in and out in a lacing pattern. Using cards

in various geometric shapes makes this a Sensorial and pre-math

activity also!

On pages 259 & 260 you will find two sheets of Lacing Shapes

Cutouts. Cut these out and, using a single hole punch, let your

child punch a series of holes equal distances apart around the

edges of each shape. Tie a knot in one end of a shoelace and show

your child how to go up and down through the holes to lace their

way around each shape.

As shown in the photo, a number of these shapes can be laced and

then tied together to make a mobile to hang in your child‟s room

or in your living room for all to see and appreciate! Make more

shapes on your own.

Foam lacing shapes can be made by tracing figures onto crafts



foam sheets, cutting them out, and punching holes around the

edges. For a description and free shapes, visit Shannons Tot

School (photo). Here‟s another version at Counting Coconuts.

Lacing shoes is fun, too!
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Sewing

This activity requires careful supervision. This is not a good choice for an early lacing and



threading activity. Your child needs to have mastered lacing and probably be at least 4 yrs. old

or older to do this activity.

At a discount store, get a roll of rubber shelf lining material – the kind with a grid pattern and

small holes - a couple of small plastic children’s needles, and some colored string or yarn. Let

your child pick out some colorful, big buttons with good size holes. The shelf liner also makes

great table mats for activities.

Let your child help cut the shelf liner into 4-5” squares. Make a big knot on one end of a piece of

yarn and Let your child thread it through the eye of the needle. Show your child how to sew the

button on. Now let your child start from scratch, assisting only as needed.

If your 5-6 yr. old child really enjoys this you can progress to felt, smaller buttons, sewing

thread, and a real sewing needle - always under close supervision, of course.



Weaving

Weaving is really fun for kids. It can be done many different ways and kids can create neat crafts

projects pretty easily. You can use twigs, a piece of cardboard, a plastic weaving frame, even a

dishwashing rack as a weaving loom. If he gets into it, your child can make potholders and

dream catchers! Weaving is an excellent small muscle control exercise.
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Start weaving using paper. Check out a great

description on Folding Trees. Start with colored

construction paper and leave wide spaces

between the slits to make it easier for your child

to weave colored paper strips through them. As

your child‟s skill improves, make the slits closer

together and use narrower strips. Try using

patterned crafts paper and colorful ribbons. Get

creative!



Weaving kits like the one this child is preparing are available at



most discount stores and crafts stores. They include a simple plastic

loom, material for making things like potholders, and instructions.

These kits can be an excellent introduction to weaving.

Photo: Julie Josey



Here is a neat weaving project from the Our House blog. This one is good once your child knows

the basics of weaving. Attach yarn as shown to a Styrofoam tray. Make little notches in the sides

of the tray so the yarn forming the warp threads stays put. Tape the ends down securely. Cut a

piece of cardboard to make the shuttle and attach the woof (or weft) yarn to it as shown in the

middle photo. Show your child how to weave back and forth. Change colors by tying on a

different color of yarn. The finished [project is shown at right above.

Left: twig weaving is cool. This one

is from Child in Harmony. Attach

yarn in roughly parallel lines and

weave in ribbons, flowers, dry

grasses, almost anything! Display

the result!

Right: weaving ribbon through a

shelf rack at Counting Coconuts.
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Play Doh™

Age Range 3 & up

Goals of this Activity









Exercise the muscles of the arms, hands and fingers

Teach colors, shapes, early counting, fractions

Learn to use simple tools like scissors, rolling pin,

cookie cutters



Materials Required

If Play Doh had been available, I believe Dr. Montessori would

have made it a standard part of her prepared environment. Play Doh is a fun, highly versatile

material for young children.

There are many play dough recipes. If you find one you like and turn making it into an activity

all by itself, that‟s great. I like the commercial Play Doh™. If you want to get started quickly and

inexpensively, just get a Play Doh set. Here‟s a video of a child using the Fun Factory.

Play Doh comes in many colors and sizes of tubs, and in sets with different colors of Play Doh

and plastic tools for working with the material. The tools are really cool. Get a set with the

scissors, cookie cutters, rolling pin, hammer, and squeezing tools. Cutting Play Doh with scissors

is easier than cutting paper and a great way to learn!



Activities

Play Doh is a classic, simple material kids can use independently right away. All you need is a

table and chairs and a plastic tablecloth. You can also set a big cookie pan on top of some

newspaper. Here are just a few good activities:

Small muscle exercise. Manipulating Play Doh is a wonderful



hand and finger muscle exercise. Encourage your child to squeeze,

pound, roll, pinch, poke, and press. Make long snakes of Play Doh

by rolling it between your palms. Poke holes in Play Doh balls.

Press your fingers into it and look for fingerprints. Using the tools

adds more small muscle control and coordination practice. Be

sure your child‟s thumb is on top – like shaking hands - when he

uses the scissors. Use all the tools. Rolling the dough into balls and

strings requires adjusting hand pressure while making the rolling

motion, which actually is a pretty sophisticated motor skill.

Counting. Have your child roll out some small balls, lay them in a line, and count them moving

from left to right (prep for reading). You can work on making sure your child says a number

each time her finger touches a ball, teaching 1:1 association. Don‟t go above 10 just yet; that will



come in the Math activities. You can have your child add and take balls away from a line and
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then count to see how many more there are or how many are left, introducing addition and

subtraction.

Teaching colors. Start with the names of the colors when the Play Doh

is new, and be on the lookout for more as different colors are mixed. At

this point, simply name the colors and encourage your child to point to

them and name them. For specific color activities, see the Sensorial

section, page 121.

Cutting in half and quarters. When your child presses out a circle or rolls out a long snake, take



that opportunity to show your child what it means to cut something in half. Cut the object in half

with the Play Doh scissors or a plastic knife. Show your child how both halves are the same

length or size. Point out that each piece is “one half” and then put them back together into “one”.

Play Doh offers better resistance than paper, making it a good material

for children learning to use scissors.

Cutting by inches. Have your child roll out a long snake. Get a ruler



and lay it next to the snake. Mark the snake at 1” intervals for cutting,

then let your child cut the 1” pieces – have him use the Play Doh

scissors if possible, or press down with any small straightedge. Point out that each of these is 1”

long. Next, cut pieces 1”, 2”, 3”, 4”, 5” etc. up to 10” long and have your child make a line up with

them, starting with the shortest or longest one and laying them in order, going left to right. This

is an exercise in visual discrimination. For an account, visit Shannons Tot School



Making impressions. Coins, fingers, marbles, wooden shapes from the Mystery Bag, buttons,



plastic utensils – lots of things can be pressed down into play doh to leave various impressions.

You can even leave some in the play doh, press a string into one end and let it harden, and you‟ll

have an abstract work of art!

Coil creations. Make long strings of play doh. Coil one then another on top of it to make a



container, a wall, a building, form a shape, anything you can think of.

Making faces. Use the rolling pin to roll out a circle of play doh. Use buttons or coins for eyes, a



rock or something else for a nose, and make a mouth by drawing with a plastic knife. Show your

child how to make a frown and a smile, and then let your child take over. Ask your child why he

made the face he did, what the face is happy or sad about, etc.

Making Shapes and letters. Make mainly lower case letters, and tell your child the phonetic



sound each makes. See page 234 for more on the phonetic alphabet sounds. You can make many

shapes, also!
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Fabric folding

With a few washcloths in a basket, a ruler, and a magic marker,

you can make a classic Practical Life activity. Use washcloths in a

single light color like white, light blue, or light yellow. Use a dark

colored marker and a ruler to make lines as shown. Have your

child lay out a table mat and bring the basket to it, then practice

folding the cloths along the lines.



Shannons Tot School



Cleaning a table

Hardly anyone these days cleans a table as described here. The idea is to create an interesting

cleaning activity that follows a sequence of steps. Getting the materials ready and cleaning up is

just as important as cleaning the table.

Find a table your child can use a soft bristled brush on and try this fun activity. Remember, your

goal is not to get the table clean as fast as possible! You want to involve the child in each step of

the process so she can eventually do it all by herself. Here is a Table Washing video.



Age Range



3-6



Goals of this Activity





Encourage positive feelings of, “I can do it myself!”







Teach carrying a task through from start to finish







Provide large muscle control and coordination exercise







Participate in maintaining the home environment







Materials Required







Child size sponge







Small, soft bristled scrub brush







Cleaning towel







Dishwashing liquid







Small bucket for water



Little Fruit Farm Montessori School
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Safety Considerations

Always exercise extreme caution with household chemicals. Do not allow a young child to apply

or handle potentially poisonous or caustic substances independently.



Presentation and Use

1. Have your child fill the bucket about ¼ full with water and add a few drops of

dishwashing liquid.

2. Have your child bring the bucket and other materials to the table.

3. Show the child how to get the sponge wet but not dripping.

4. Give the child the sponge and let him wipe down the entire table using circular motions,

until it is all wet.

5. Show the child how to brush the table using circular arm motions, and then let him do it

over the whole table.

6. Have your child wipe the liquid off with the sponge, squeezing excess water into the

bucket.

7. Have your child wipe the table dry with the cloth.

8. Have your child empty out the bucket, dry it inside with the cloth, and put the sponge,

brush, and cloth into the bucket for storage.



Cutting & Slicing

Age Range 3 & up for playdough, scissors, banana & cheese cutting; 4 & up for pickle cutting

When your child is ready for this

The pouring, baster and tongs transfers, cleaning activities, clothing fasteners, and the Nuts &

Bolts and Pipe Building are good preparation for cutting. They develop dexterity.

Play-Doh cutting is a safe way to get started using child safe scissors and a plastic knife. It



provides valuable hand muscle exercise. The next cutting activities use shapes on paper. Finally,

with close supervision, your child cuts a banana with a dull dinner knife. The next step is to cut

cheese and a pickle with a dull table knife, always under close supervision.

By proceeding gradually, developing skills along the way, millions of preschool children have

successfully cut vegetables in Montessori schools. And yes, we always keep a close eye on them

when they have a knife in their hands! That‟s just good common sense. Plastic knives make it

safer to start.
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Goals of these Activities













Introduce a fun activity involving food

Continue developing your child‟s sense of independence

Prepare the child for writing by utilizing new hand grasp motions

Introduce more complex tasks requiring increased care and concentration

Introduce going from left to right (as in reading)



Parent Involvement Level

Set up the activity on a tray, demonstrate it, and closely supervise to be sure your child can

successfully hold and use the cutting instruments; and demonstrates proper safety using the

knives. The banana and celery cutting require you to observe the entire activity closely.



Materials Required























Homemade play dough or commercial Play-Doh (easier)

Play Doh scissors – these are great and included in many sets

Small rolling pin, plastic knife, dull butter knife, cookie cutters

Child safety scissors – they have rounded ends

Paper, with and without cutting guide lines and shapes

Small cutting board

Nice tray or dinner plate

Smaller plate for serving cut fruit and vegetable

Small cloth

A banana, a cheese bar, and a pickle.



Activities

Play doh

Play Doh is easier to cut than paper. Your child can roll out



a cookie and cut it with scissors or a plastic knife. Rolled

strings can be cut into pieces. All the rolling, squeezing,

pounding, and cutting really exercises the hand muscles.

This child just needed a flatter piece of play dough!



Scissors & Paper





Hold scissors thumb up - like shaking hands.







Show your child how to hold the paper with her other hand,

and to keep her fingers away from the scissor blades.







Allow practice on blank sheets of paper first, cutting in any

direction that suits him. This isolates the cutting as the skill

being learned, without the complication of trying to follow

lines or cut out images. Then use sheets with straight lines.

Photo:

Shannons Tot School
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When your child can cut cleanly and with control, introduce new cutting challenges. The

Line Cutting Copy Master Sheet on page 261 has various line patterns. Use these for

making copies for your child to cut. Some examples:



When your child can cut these lines pretty well, you can use the

Cutting Shapes Copy Master Sheets found on pages 262 & 263.

Have a copy shop copy these onto multiple sheets of bright card

stock so your child has plenty for practicing.

You can make your own sheets like this with

Microsoft Word 2007. Just open a blank

document and use the Insert, then Shapes

functions to put shapes onto the page. The

shapes can be dragged out to various sizes. A

sample page is shown. As your child‟s cutting

improves, pick out magazine pages that interest your child, remove them

from the magazine, and have her cut out the different objects, animals, scenes, or people.

Now you have taken the simple act of cutting with scissors and made it a progressively more

complex activity that refines your child‟s small muscle control and coordination skills. Cool.

Now, let‟s cut some food!



Banana Cutting

Kids love this one, and it‟s easy to see why. It involves eating and

using a real knife! If you want to be extra sure your child is ready,

she can use a plastic knife first, then use a dinner knife when she is

ready.





























Have your child set out a plastic table mat.

Demonstrate the activity first.

Wash your hands.

Bring the dinner plate with the smaller serving plate, half a

banana, a dinner knife (the kind with a dull blade), or a

plastic knife, and a small cloth to the table.

Slowly, without talking, set the small serving plate to the

right of the plate with the banana.

Set the knife to the right side of the plate.

Peel the banana and separate a piece off, then turn it so one

end sticks out from your hand, ready to cut.

Grasp the knife slowly, and bring it straight down on the spot you will cut.

This is all a little ritual. Slowly cut a slice of banana.

Pick up the banana piece on the knife and set it near the outside edge of the small plate.

Cut another piece and lay it down so the pieces start forming a circle on the serving plate.

Continue until the banana is all cut.

Wipe the knife with the cloth and lay it down on the mat.
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Pick up the serving plate and invite your child to take a piece and eat it. Then you both

can finish eating the pieces.

Have your child wash her hands, then release the rest of the banana from the peel and let

her do the exercise.

When finished, have your child bring everything to the sink to be washed, or load it into

the dishwasher, then clean and put the mat away. This completes the Activity Cycle.



Cheese Cutting

Soft cheese is another good food for your child‟s

first cutting experiences.

The steps are the same. Use a small wood cutting

board and a plastic or dull dinner knife.

Show your child how to wash & rinse the cutting

board and plates when finished. This adds another

activity and a chance for a safety lesson on germs in food.



Pickle cutting

Once your child can cut bananas and cheese well,

try a pickle. Laid on their skins, pickles don‟t sit

flat and have to be stabilized with one hand. Start

by laying them on the flat side. They are also wet,

adding to the challenge for a young child.



Grape spearing

This isn‟t a cutting activity, but it‟s fun! Have your child pour

enough water into a bowl to let grapes float. Let your child pick

some grapes off the stems and put them into the bowl. Give your

child a toothpick or a fork and let him try to spear the floating

grapes. This activity requires an interesting mix of motor skills, eye

– hand coordination, and timing. These are all great practice for a

young child. As your child‟s skill improves, add more water.



Left: Julie Josey Middle: Shutterstock

Right: Cooking With Chopin
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Grinding



See at Shannons Tot School



Forget the electric coffee grinder and blender for this one.

Get your child a simple mortar & pestle and she can grind

up all kinds of things! Grinding is great hand and finger

muscle exercise as well as a Sensorial experience. Have your

child grind up some of the spices for the Spice Smell

Matching activity on page 141. Need some nuts to top off

that ice cream? Grind some up! Egg shells also make great

material for grinding. Grind them up into fine powder and

they make an excellent calcium supplement.



Stapling & book making



A Swingline Tot Stapler only costs about $2 and is a great tool.

Help your child fold a few sheets of paper in half, add a folded piece

of construction paper for a cover, and let your child staple along the

edge to make a book. With family, magazine, or internet photos

and your child‟s artwork, plus words your child says and that you

write in the book as captions, your child can read her own books!

Show your child how to fold a piece of card stock or construction

paper in half and staple along the sides make a pocket to keep treasures in. Staple strips of

paper vertically or horizontally between pockets to make hanging pockets. Put paper or silk

flowers in the pockets and make a hanging pocket garden! For a math activity, write numbers

from 1-10 on the pockets and put in that many straws or other objects that stick out.
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Knot Tying



Here‟s a fun way to get tied up in knots! Knot tying is a great activity.

Once your child masters the knots shown, she can get as fancy as she

likes. Knot tying kits are available, such as the Channel Craft kit

shown at left. This kit sells for around $10 on Amazon. It includes a

booklet, cords, and a neat post for tying

knots around, all in a nice box that looks

great on the shelf.



In the Montessori At Home! do-it-yourself tradition, it is easy to make

your own knot tying activity. All you need are two lengths of cord in

contrasting colors, a few pictures of knots printed out from a Google

search, and a nice bowl to put it all in. Later, you can add pictures and

instructions for more complicated knots, or even a Boy / Girl Scout knot

tying manual. There are soooo many knots to tie!

The knots pictured, top to bottom, are an overhand knot, a figure eight

knot, and a square knot. The square knot is an easy one to get wrong, so

have your child check his knot carefully compared to the photo.

Remember: right over left, left over right.

Be sure to make name labels for your child to match to the knots –

language! You can each also take turns trying to tie knots blindfolded

once you think you have them down pretty well.



Braiding



Braiding, as shown in the photo from Kids Crafts @ suite 101, is an easy,

fun activity involving sequencing and fine muscle control. Check out this

good video on how to braid. Start with thick cords of contrasting colors, as

in the photo.
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Nuts & bolts



Age Range 3-6, depending on the activity chosen

Goals of this Activity

Exercise the small muscles of the hand and fingers

Teach the concepts of right and left, and the „right is tight, left is

loose‟ rule

Exercise visual discrimination by matching up bolts, washers,

and nuts that are graduated in size.

Provide experience with counting



Materials Required

Galvanized hex cap screws. Get one each of hex cap bolts and

nuts to fit them in these diameters: ¼”, 3/8”, 7/16”, ½”, 5/8”,

¾”. Get 5 washers for each. Each bolt needs to be long enough to hold all 5 washers and still

have enough room to put on the nut. The bolts should get taller as they get wider.

Index cards and a marker

A container for the hardware and label cards



Presentation and Use

1. Have your child lay out a table mat and bring the container

to it.

2. Make label cards: bolts nuts washers

3. Show your child how to separate out the parts with their

label cards as shown in the middle photo.

4. Show how to find the right washers and put all five on a bolt, then find the right nut and

attach it, turning it to the right. “Right is tight.”

5. Help as needed with your child gradually taking over. Show your child how the washers

stop moving around and tighten down when the nuts are turned all the way down. Your

child can also compare how much each set weighs, a Sensorial experience.

6. Line up the completed sets as shown for a visual effect, going left to right, a pre-reading

skill.

Show your child which hand is their left hand and which is their right hand. Point out how the

nuts turn to the right to get tight, and to the left to get loose. Say, “Left is loose, right is tight.”

You may need to help your child at first in getting the nuts started, as this is the trickiest part.

Show the child not to force the nut if it doesn‟t go on straight and easy.
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Right is tight



Left is loose



Let your child use the material as long as she is interested in it. When finished, be sure she puts

all the parts in the container, puts it back in the spot on the shelf where it stays, and puts the

mat away, completing the Activity Cycle.



Making a Wood Sandwich

You can make a neat „wood sandwich‟ from two wood crafts

plaques or alphabet letters from the crafts store. This will

show your child how nuts and bolts hold things together.

Here‟s what you will need:





2 Identical unpainted oval or rectangular wooden

plaques or alphabet letters from a crafts store.







3 or more hex cap bolts & nuts ¼” in diameter, with two ¼” washers for each bolt. The

bolts need to be long enough to go through both wood pieces and leave enough showing

to easily attach the two washers (one on each end) and the nut.







120 grit sandpaper.







A power drill, and a 5/16” drill bit.



To prepare this fun activity:





Sand all rough edges smooth with 120 grit sandpaper.

You can certainly paint or varnish the pieces if you like,

but they will work just fine unfinished for this activity.







Put a piece of scrap wood on the bottom to prevent

splintering and clamp or securely press down to hold

the two pieces together.







Drill straight down through both plaques, spacing the

holes in any pattern you like.







Unclamp and sand off any new rough edges or splinters until the wood is smooth.







Put it all in a container and show your child how to bolt the 2 plaques together. Take it

apart and let him do it.



Two letter C‟s from a crafts store

bolted together



As your child‟s skills improve, add two ¼” box end wrenches to the activity. Learning how to

hold tight with one wrench on the head of the bolt, while tightening the nut with the other

wrench, is a sophisticated skill for children to master. Box end wrenches are easier to keep on

the nut and the head of the bolt.
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Pipe building

Age Range 3-6

Goals of this Activity









Exercise the small muscles of the hand and fingers in a

new way

Teach the concepts of right and left, and the „right is tight,

left is loose‟ rule

Allow the child to create free form pipe sculptures







Reinforce the Activity Cycle (p. 41)







Materials Required







A bowl or box

1” diameter male and female pipe fittings from the home

improvement store. Get different lengths of pipe, curved

and right angle elbows, caps, and T shaped pieces. Get at

least 2-3 of each kind.



Presentation and Use

1. Have your child lay out a table mat to make a work space and bring the box with the pipe

pieces to the mat.

2. Help your child as needed to get the hang of attaching the pieces together. Print out the

Right is tight, Left is loose cards on page 264.

3. Let your child explore on her own.

4. When your child is done, she can take apart the pipe, put the bowl away, and put the mat

away, completing the Activity Cycle.



Extending the Activity







Run water through the pipe.

Drop a small rock, a marble, or a nut from the Nuts and Bolts activity into the finished

pipe and work it down by turning and shifting the pipe. Stop at times before it comes out

and see if your child can figure out where the object is in the pipe.

Visit Buttercup’s Babies for a parent‟s account of doing

the pipe building activity with her two boys, titled

“Plumbing: who knew it was fun and educational?”

This story nicely illustrates how activities can be extended

to involve numerous interesting elements. This parent did

a great job of helping her kids get the most from an activity

they found highly interesting. Good job!
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Make a screwdriver board

If you can drill a hole into wood with a power drill, you can

make this simple material. Using bolts that increase in size

adds size grading to the activity. A hex driver and crescent

wrench tighten the screws. Very cool!

Photo right: Tree House Preschool Daycare



You can pay $30-40 for one of these, or make this one. Drill ¼”, 5/16”, & 3/8” holes evenly

spaced. The sleeves that go in the holes are called T nuts. Little points under the lips bite into

the wood and hold them in place. The ones pictured are ¼”, 5/16”, and 3/8”. The three hex cap

screws in those diameters screw into the nuts. Add a simple hand driver with driver socket for

the largest screw, and a small crescent wrench for the smaller ones and you‟re ready!

Starting with hex cap screws makes things easier and safer than starting with a blade or Phillips

screwdriver. When your child has mastered the hex cap screws, get some with screwdriver

fittings and let her work with those. Safety first!



Building a flashlight

Turn something we do without thinking into a self-contained activity that provides muscle

control and coordination practice, sequencing, and a safe experience with electricity. Neat!



On page 264 you will find a

master sheet for printing out

the „Right is tight, Left is loose’

cards shown in the photos.
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Battery fun



Batteries seem to multiply around our house, yet many of them are nearly

dead! Let your child help you figure out which ones are worth keeping by

using a simple battery tester (photo). Now, going through that box of

batteries can be a great activity!



Batteries also make a good Mystery Bag

activity. You can teach your child the names of the different sizes

and she can identify them by feel in the bag. Next, help her trace

the battery bottoms onto paper and write out the names of their

sizes. Compare them by weight in outstretched hands.



Flower arranging

Age



3 and up



Materials

Cut fresh flowers, dry flowers & plants, or artificial flowers

Nice vase or two, basket, jar, bowl, pot, etc.

Foam inserts if needed

Water if needed

Scissors



What to do

Let your child help you set up a work area and get everything together. He can trim flower

stems, pick off unwanted bits, and organize the flowers by size and color.

Stephanie at Discovery Days & Montessori Moments adapted

the activity for a 3 y/o (above), by using a jar with a lid with

holes in it to guide the flower stems. She created another

variation for her 5 y/o (right) with regular vases that are sized

for a child‟s hand; and a more varied flower selection.

This is an excellent example of creating activities suited to

children at different developmental levels. Great work,

Stephanie! By the way, you will love this blog.
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Kitchen Magic



You can do an entire Montessori program in the kitchen! Just



think of all the things involved in preparing food and how many of

them your child can learn to do and learn from. Look here.

Young children get a real kick out of working with and preparing

food, and of course the payoff – eating! As they prepare food they

are learning all kinds of things: measurement, textures and tastes,

language, science, safety lessons, practical skills of all kinds, the list

goes on and on. Your kitchen is an early learning activity center,

so make use of it! Here‟s a video of one Mom’s setup.

If you involve your child in food preparation and then make sure

you have regular family meals together, your kitchen can become

the heart of your family.

Photo: Shutterstock

Rather than try to list separate activities, here are a few examples of different types of

experiences your child can have in the kitchen:



Practical life

pouring (p.74)



spooning



whisking



cutting & slicing



cracking eggs



grinding (p.90) spices, nuts



rolling & kneading flour



cookie cutting



Pitting cherries (p.63)



juicing



tossing salad



spreading with a knife



coring



using tongs



using a spatula



making toast



microwaving



washing dishes by hand



loading the dishwasher



shelling nuts



dropping in a pinch of salt



spice smell matching (p.141)



feeling vegetables



tasting everything!



sounds of food preparation



slimy eggs



food & juice colors



heat of the stove



cold of the freezer



adjusting water temperature



feel of wood, ceramic, metal



smelling food cooking



weight of vegetables



Light bending in water



Feeling seeds



Crushing a grape



Yeast rising



Ice to water to gas



Dissolving in water (p.179)



Boiling point



Water expands when frozen



Taste buds (p.139)



Where veggies come from



Sprouting beans (p.160)



Plant vascular bundles (p.163)



Sensorial



Science
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Math

measuring cup, spoons



counting everything!



groups of objects



addition & subtraction



weighing



executing a recipe



recipes



food labels



boxes



cooking terms



starting & ending sounds



food word labels



discussions about food



shopping signs & labels



names of foods



shapes of veggies, containers



Reading



Encouraging Independence

Practical Life activities are all about independence. Once your child has experience with the

pouring and spooning transfers (p. 74), he can pour his own juice, make a bowl of cereal, and

get his own snacks. Watch a 17 month old boy pour a drink after making a sandwich!

Here‟s how Mari-Ann over at

Counting Coconuts – my favorite

Montessori Mom blog – does her

low snack drawer and low frig

shelves juices & snacks. This

allows your child to exercise

independence and stay healthy.

Outstanding!



Cool videos alert!

Here is a young lad helping Mom boil potatoes . This may look like a basic activity, something

just to stay busy awhile. Not from the child‟s perspective!

This child is experiencing small muscle practice, smells, textures, water splashing, counting,

sounds, language, sequencing, light refraction in water, the cooking process, science,

changing groups of objects, and look at his concentration & repetition! He is also having very



nice interactions with his Mom - pretty amazing stuff from dropping potato pieces into a pan.

This is a great example of how simple activities build brain nerve networks. Young children get

so much from this kind of activity.

Watch this not quite two year old getting himself a bowl of yogurt. He got his bowl and spoon

out before Mom could start the camera! Check out how he doesn‟t hand the yogurt over to Mom

to get the top off – independence! “Never help a child with a task at which he feels he can

succeed.” This child is on his way.
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Making Snacks

Kids love preparing food, and get wonderful Sensorial experiences while developing muscle

control and independence. Who doesn‟t like cookies or celery peanut butter boats? You don‟t

have to make treats that look like a magazine photo to have fun. There are so many simple and

fun snack activities. Here are a few quick ideas.



Cookies

Use ready-made dough or make from scratch. Let your child roll it out with a rolling pin and cut

out shapes using cookie cutters. Decorate as desired, bake, & enjoy.



Ants on a log (photo)

If your child can handle a knife, let her cut celery into sticks, spread

peanut butter in the grooves, & put on the raisin „ants‟. Photo: Food Fanatic



Frozen fruit juice & yogurt pops

Put fruit juice or different flavors of yogurt into plastic cups or popsicle

molds. Insert pretzel sticks for handles. Freeze and enjoy.



Banana pops

Let your child peel and slice bananas into 3-4” lengths, and stick a popsicle stick into the end of

each. Now your child can spread peanut butter on them and roll them in a mixture of nuts,

seeds, and cereal. Wrap them in waxed paper and freeze for 2-3 hrs.



Peanut butter wheels

Your child spreads peanut butter with a little honey in it onto a flour tortilla, sprinkles on

granola and some raisins, and then rolls the tortilla up. If your child is cutting well, he can cut

the roll into „wheels‟.



Apple fondue

Heat up some creamy or chunky peanut butter in the microwave (not too hot),

then let your kids add some Rice Crispy cereal and raisins. Cut apples into

wedges and let your kids dip them into the mixture.



Graham cracker stoplights (photo)

Have your child break graham crackers in half and „frost‟ one of the halves with

a spread. Now, show your child how to place M&M‟s to make a stoplight.. You

can talk about rectangles, circles, and what the lights mean. Point out the traffic

lights the next time you are on a car trip.

Photo: Rhyme Time

Please report non-working links to [email protected]. Thanks!
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Cheese & fruit kabobs

Make some pretty thick cheese slices. Let your child use cookie cutters to cut cheese shapes.

Skewer these shapes, alternated with strawberries, melon chunks, blueberries, etc., onto kabob

sticks.



Self Care



The drive toward independence finds a natural outlet in learning to perform personal care tasks.

Children readily learn these skills with a little instruction and demonstration.



Bathing

Safety Note: Young children must be supervised continuously in the



bathtub. Children can drown in very little water. Have everything

you need by the tub before drawing the bath water. With guidance, a

young child can learn how to put soap on a washcloth and clean

themselves. Encourage them to reach every spot they can. Finish the

job for them as needed. Shampooing usually requires assistance

until a child is about 6 or so; but younger children can start learning

how and help with rinsing and drying. Make bath time a warm,

inviting, fun experience.



Using a faucet

Let your child practice filling a small cup by creating a moderate flow of water, fast enough to fill

the cup fairly quickly, but not so fast that it splashes all over the counter. You will need to

provide a small stepstool at the faucets you want your child to be able to use independently. Let

your child turn on the hot water, feel how it warms up, and learn to adjust the temperature.

Safety Note: Keep the heat setting on your water heater low enough to prevent scalding.



Washing hands

Frequent hand washing is the primary weapon in preventing infections. More germs are

spread by the hands than by any other route. Provide antibacterial hand soap in a pump

container at every sink in your home. Remind your child to immediately wash her hands upon

returning home from any trip – especially after a trip to the store! Show your child how to use

lukewarm water and soap; and how to rub her hands together with moderate friction for at least

30 seconds, washing every hand and finger surface well. Show your child how to dry his hands

properly and throw the towel away. Watch this Suds Of Luv video!
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Oral care

Establishing good habits of brushing and flossing are essential elements of personal hygiene.

Make this fun and participate in helping your child learn these skills. Let your child try out a few

different tooth brushes and good toothpastes to find his favorites. Make sure your child has

regular teeth brushing and flossing times every day, especially after meals.

Electric toothbrushes clean teeth better than non-electric. There are many inexpensive models



for kids available.

Plaque disclosing tablets are wonderful for demonstrating to children the importance of



brushing properly and keeping their teeth clean. The experiences of seeing the plaque on their

teeth stained blue or red, and brushing properly to get it off, make big impressions on young

children.

Check out these web sites for more information:

oralanswers

ehow.com

teachkidshow



For a downloadable PDF chart showing how to brush and floss teeth, visit: mycohi.org

Here is a good video on tooth brushing.



Fingernails

It is a good idea to wait until your child is older to allow her to clip her own fingernails, as this

requires significant fine motor skill and can result in injury. Young children can certainly learn

to clean the underside of their fingernails using a small nail file or nail stick.



Blowing nose

Kids and runny noses seem to go together. Young children‟s immune systems are learning to

handle our planet‟s many bacteria and viruses. As they do, most children develop periodic

infections that cause a runny nose. Clear mucous usually indicates a viral infection or allergy.

Mucous that is yellow, tan, brown, or green; and a cold or flu that causes a fever and a

productive cough can indicate a bacterial infection and often requires a trip to the doctor.

Show your child how to always use a Kleenex type disposable tissue for blowing their nose.

Avoid cloth handkerchiefs. To help avoid blowing mucous back into the sinuses, teach your child

how to close one nostril with a finger and blow one side at a time. Show your child how to

properly dispose of the tissue and then wash her hands every time after blowing her nose.

Encourage plenty of fluids when your child has a cold or the flu. See your physician for a cold

that does not improve in a few days, if your child is producing colored mucous, or if your child

has a temperature of 102-103º for more than a day. A higher temperature requires immediate

evaluation by a doctor.
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Coughing

Coughing accompanied by colored mucous and a fever usually means a trip to the doctor. A

chronic cough in a young child is always a cause for concern and evaluation by a physician.

For normal coughs, such as when your child has a viral infection that just needs time and care to

run its course, show your child how to turn away from others and cough into a sleeve.

Coughing into hands covers the hands with microorganisms and should be discouraged.

Encourage frequent hand washing, especially after every trip to the store!



Grace and courtesy

Learning good manners and basic social skills is an essential part of early childhood education.

Children will not learn to respect the rights, abilities, and value of other people if they are not

taught how to interact with others in a civilized way. The earlier you teach your child these social

skills, the better. A wonderful post on Grace and Courtesy at Living Montessori Now .



Please & thank you

Remind your child to always say these words when asking for things and when something is

received. Establish natural consequences if the words are not used – such as the thing the child

wants not being produced! Use these words yourself all the time.



Excuse me / Pardon me

Practice saying this with your child. Stand between your child and something he wants, and

have him practice saying, “Excuse me,” as you move aside. If your child wants to talk to you

when you or someone else is talking, always emphasize that he must wait for a break in the

conversation and then say, “Pardon me,” rather than simply interrupt. Practice this at home and

when shopping or in other social situations.



Introducing oneself, greeting people

Do some more role playing practice with your child. Pretend you are someone else and teach

your child how to introduce herself to you, using her full name. Show her how to greet someone

you meet.



Making a request

“Please pass the salt.” “May I please use that when you‟re done?” Help your child learn how to

properly phrase requests to others. Practice making requests back and forth with your child.



Please report non-working links to [email protected]. Thanks!
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Allowing someone to pass

Always indicate to your child when she should step aside to allow other people to move by, such

as at the supermarket or other store, or in a public venue where people are moving down a

hallway or aisle. Teach your child to observe others and see when they are about to bump into

someone or block someone‟s path. This helps young children begin to recognize that they live in

world with other people; and that they must responsibly share spaces with them.



The Silence Game

Learning how to sit quietly is an essential skill in many social situations. You can practice this at

home by setting up a stopwatch or just watching the second hand on an analog clock and

making a game out of remaining silent and still for a period of time. As your child improves, the

time can be extended. For fun, have contests with rewards for sitting quiet and still. Make a

record your current family record holder and put it up on the refrigerator for all to see.



Home Improvement for preschoolers

For an expanded idea of how to get your preschooler involved in activities around the house,

take a look at this Montessori Minute guest post on the 1+1+1=1 blog. This was written not

only to give parents more ideas for activities; but to show that Montessori is as much about

taking time and involving your child in daily life as it is brick and mortar Montessori schools.



Containers & lids



Save containers without child-proof lids and make an

activity! Jars, small bottles, food containers, they all can

work. Including different sizes adds mixing and

matching to the experience.

Mari-Ann at Counting Coconuts took a Montessori

approach by using similar jars of different sizes, which

isolates size as the variable for a Sensorial experience.

The bag for the lids & the basket are great touches that

add more muscle skills practice!

There is another nice description of this activity on Peaceful Parenting.
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Gardening

Gardening is one of the best Practical Life activities

possible for a young child. Just think of all the brain

network-growing activities involved! Your child will

experience how life unfolds, grows, and matures; where

our food comes from; the responsibility of watering,

weeding, and caring for living things; an endless supply

of Sensorial experiences; and opportunities for sharing

beautiful interactions with you!

At KidsGardening.org you will find lots of ideas.

A fence garden at child height requires

almost no space and offers a total

gardening experience!

Discovery Days & Montessori Moments



The Gardening Launch Pad has a library of useful links.

My First Garden is another wonderful site.



You can start a garden anywhere! If you can set a wide

mouth planter on the ground or your patio, you have a garden. Children get a lot from a little, so

don‟t let a lack of space hinder you. A windowsill can work. You can even plant a garden in a

tire. Just getting what you need at the store can be a learning adventure!



Fasteners

Age Range



3 1/2 and up. 4 or so for shoe tying, depending on how many Practical Life



activities your child has mastered.



Goals of this Activity









Help your child learn to fasten and unfasten buttons, shoelaces, snaps, velcro, zippers,

snap links, pins, screw links, and locks.

Increase your child‟s sense of self confidence and independence.

Promote small muscle skill development.



Materials Required









Clothing, including belts, with medium to large buttons, snaps, zippers, and buckles.

A selection of bags and other containers with snaps, velcro, and buckles.

A pair of your child‟s shoes that have regular shoelaces.







Snap and screw links from a hardware store – carabiner type with spring gates, screw

links, shackles with screw-in shaft, and small combination and keyed locks.
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Presentation and Use

Young children love learning how to work fasteners. They get a real feeling of accomplishment

from it, as well as increased independence by learning to dress themselves – “Help me do it

myself!” Manipulating the fasteners provides great finger exercise. This is an excellent small

muscle skill activity. With each type of fastener, demonstrate how to open & close it first, then

let your child explore with it.

If you find your child becoming frustrated, just calmly bring the activity to a close and do

something else. There will always be another day.



Drape a purse or clothing over a chair back. Your child sits facing

the back and fastens the buttons, snaps, hook & eyes, & other

fasteners.



Belts can be draped over a chair

for practice with working buckles



Tying shoes

Tying shoelaces on a shoe is the best way to learn. Break up the task into steps and teach each in

sequence. Allow time to practice, moving to the next step when your child is ready. This is a

good shoe tying video. And here is another method, presented by a child!



Cross the laces



Bring top one under.

then over again



Bring it back through to

make another loop



Pull on ends to cinch

knot down a bit



Make a loop and

hold at the base



Pull the loops away from

each other to tighten



Make one wrap

around it
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Dressing Frames

At left is a Montessori Dressing Frame. This one is for buttoning.

Your child can certainly practice with fasteners with clothing draped

over a chair as shown earlier. If you find that your child needs some

focused practice with a specific fastener, a dressing frame can be

valuable. They cost around$11-15.



A cool fasteners pouch

A small camera pouch can make a complete fasteners

activity. The pouch shown has snaps, velcro, zippers, and

snap links on it.

Attached to the straps is a small combination lock, with

the combination label left on the back for reference. This

one will take a few tries.

Inside, your child will find a surprise. A chain made of

colorful snap and screw links, and a padlock with key,

all from the hardware section at a discount store. Lots of

fun and great muscle skill practice.

When your child has mastered the fasteners, you could

fill that pouch with her first digital camera.

A nice video about a cool locks & keys activity



Clothespins

What household doesn‟t have these? Clothespins make a great early fasteners activity. Your

child can first learn to simply attach them to the sides of their container. Add small pieces of

fabric and your child can lean to hold them up with the clothespins. Hanging up clothing on a

clothesline is another great activity – start with small pieces of fabric first until your child gets

the hang of it.

PreKinders wonderful post on fine motor activities, including a Clothespin Box

A cool clothespin game from the Activity Mom



Please report non-working links to [email protected]. Thanks!
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WWW…More Practical Life

Links, Videos, & Blogshots



Here are more great links, videos, and Mom blogger photos to give

you ideas. Every parent and teacher has their own style and

preferences. The ideas in this book are here to inspire you. Use items

you have easy access to and like. You will develop your own

Montessori At Home! style.

Right: Discovery Days and Montessori Moments



Counting Coconuts

Anyone who wants to do early learning at home should become

familiar with Mari-Ann‟s fantastic blog, Counting Coconuts. This

Mom from Bermuda puts activities together beautifully – you will

want to work with them yourself! Explore all the ideas this great blog

has to offer.

Watermelon snack

Orange juicing



Grace & courtesy

Buttering Bread



Snack Time!

Making butter



For an amazing collection of many easy to do activities, broken down by age groups, visit

Productive Parenting.

Montessori Minute post: A Preschooler’s Guide to Home Improvement



Here is a young lad learning to wash his hands – the single most important thing you can do



to prevent the spread of infections.

Practical Life for infants! A one year old child helps make salad.

Another one year old, this time exercising his grasp moving pasta back and forth.

Egg cracking + Handwashing.

Communal table cleaning



Please report non-working links to [email protected]. Thanks!



Next: Sensorial!
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Sensorial Experiences



Shutterstock



“The things he sees are not just remembered; they form a part of his soul.”

“The senses, being explorers of the world, open the way to knowledge”

Maria Montessori



The Sensorial area of a Montessori preschool contains special materials that do not just give a

child a variety of sense impressions. They also encourage the child to focus her attention on

specific sounds, smells, sights, tastes, and tactile impressions; and to make comparisons and

decisions based on this sensory information. This stimulates new brain nerve networks and

strong brain architecture, and develops skills such as observation, comparison, judgment,

reasoning, and decision-making.
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Some Montessori Sensorial materials are affordable for

home use. You can also create experiences with less

expensive materials and common items you already have

or can get anywhere. Montessori materials are designed to

last for years in Montessori schools. Your materials only

need to serve one child through a few repetitions. Once

your child is finished with them, these materials are

usually quick sells on Ebay!



When your child sees, hears, smells, tastes, and feels;

electrical impulses race to his brain, where they are interpreted as sights, sounds, smells, tastes,

and objects being touched. Since we perceive the world through our senses, and children‟s

senses are very keen, sense impressions are powerful brain nerve network stimulators .

Sensorial materials focus attention on making distinctions between objects based on their

sensory characteristics. The blocks of the Pink Tower are sorted and stacked by size, the Red

Rods by length. The Sound Cylinders are matched by their sounds, the Smell Bottles by their

smells. The Color Tablets are graded by shades of color. The Baric and Tactile Tablets involve

touch and the feeling of weight. A blindfold helps a child focus on senses other than sight.

Making decisions about objects based on sensory features builds strong brain nerve networks,

helps a child learn to focus attention, and opens the doors to learning anything. Along with the

Practical Life activities, Sensorial Experiences are the foundation of a Montessori early

learning program for 2-6 year old children.



The years before six are when children build up a storehouse of ‘concrete’ sense experiences.

In this case, concrete doesn‟t mean the stuff in your driveway, but sense impressions that come

from contact with the real world. Once children have enough of this raw material to work with,

they can begin to manipulate objects and situations mentally, through abstract thought. Here

is a graphic:



Objects



Drawings & Photographs



Mental Images



As an example, until a child handles and sees enough round, circular objects in the real world,

she will have difficulty imagining or visualizing a circle or the concept of ‘round’ mentally.

The real world sense impressions need to come first. That is why appropriate early learning

experiences for 2-6 year olds focus on actual objects children can manipulate with their hands

and experience through their senses.

Montessori materials are not the only sense experiences your child needs. Sense experiences

are everywhere! Every day brings new opportunities for highlighting sensory features of your

child‟s environment. Simply talking about everything you see, hear, touch, smell, and taste

will heighten your child‟s awareness.
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Preparation for Reading

Sensorial activities directly prepare your child for reading

and Math. Experiences with shapes and colors develop visual



acuity and discrimination. Many activities encourage your child

to lay objects out in a left-to-right pattern, which trains the eye

for reading. Activities like the size grading cards shown at left

help your child develop eye-teaming, focusing, and visual

tracking skills – all critically important for learning to read

successfully. All the objects can be counted – the best

preparation for Math.



These cards, and many more materials, are available from Montessori Print Shop.



Three Dimensional Shapes

Three classic Montessori Sensorial materials use rectangular and cubical objects that differ in

size gradually. Presentation: The objects are carefully carried to a floor rug and laid out in a

random grouping. The child then looks for the longest (Red Rods), thickest (Broad Stair), or

largest (Pink Tower) and sets that one aside. This is repeated with the group of objects that are

left, until all have been laid out (Rods & Stair) or stacked (Tower) as shown in the photos.

The Red Rods start at 10 cm (shortest) and add 10 cm each up to

the longest at 100cm, or 1 meter. They cost $35-45 from online

Montessori materials sources. The Red Rods are a bit long for easy

storage at home. Here is an article with instructions for making

a set of Mini-Red Rods. You can cut a set of straws in ½” greater

increments, or buy 2 yardsticks in a paint department and cut

them into 10 rods from 1” to 10” in length. Legos also work!

How to demonstrate the Red Rods

The Pink Tower has 10 cubes. The largest is 10 cm

on each side, the next 9, the next 8, etc., down to the

smallest which is 1 cm on each side. A Pink Tower

costs about $35-45 online. This is a nice material to

get if your child is 2-3 yrs. Old. Great video.

How to demonstrate the Pink Tower

Photo: Discovery Days and Montessori Moments
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The Broad Stair, or Brown Stair, has 10 rectangular prisms, each

20 cm long, varying by one centimeter each in width and height.

This material is unaffordable for many parents. I‟m not sure it

offers enough „bang for the buck‟ for home use. Not to worry,

though, there are plenty of other materials you can use!



At right: the Montessori Knobbed Cylinders. These are very

popular with 2-4 yr. olds. Montessori Outlet was the only

place I could find selling them separately, for $30 each. You

only need at most Blocks #1 & 3 for home use. Just Block #1

would be ok also. This is a wonderful material; but perhaps

too pricey for home use at over $100 for the set of four



The Montessori Knobless Cylinders, at right, are a popular, versatile

material. At around $50 they are pricey, but most 2-4 yr. olds get a lot

of use out of them, The cylinders can be graded, stacked, and used to

make various designs.

How to demonstrate the Knobless Cylinders (cool video)



Control Cards are perfect companions for the Knobless Cylinders! Pictured above are the

Knobless Cylinder Pattern and Sequence Cards from Montessori Print Shop. There are multiple

cards in each set. Your child matches the cylinders to the circles on the cards and sets them on

them to make patterns. This usually starts many experiences with discovering all kinds of

different ways to arrange the cylinders.

Legos can be used to make mini-rods for length

grading. You can make the rods all one color or

random colors as shown for different levels of

challenge. As with all grading activities, counting

comes naturally.
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Here are other good materials for giving your child experiences in grading objects by size:



Guidecraft Nesting Blocks



Guidecraft Nesting Cylinders



Geometric Stackers



Alphabet nesting blocks



Make graduated size shapes with

Legos! You and your child can

easily make cubes and rectangular

prisms in gradually increasing

sizes. Towers, plane figures, rods,

many possibilities!

Inchimals!



Let your child explore and work independently with these materials. As long as your child

treats the materials with respect, let her explore. Discovery is magic!



Discovery Days & Montessori Moments

Counting Coconuts



Videos, please!

Video of a child walking the maze



Cylinder Block Demonstration



A child at 20 months using the Knobless Cylinders (Note the shelves & control card sheet)

Child building Pink Tower



Inchimals video
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Size grading with bolts, washers, & nuts

Hex Cap Screws and the nuts and washers that fit them are found at most home improvement



stores. Ace Hardware is great for these. These items make great size grading materials.

To make the layout at right, get these sizes of hex Cap screws:

¾”X 3”

5/8 X 2 ½

½X2¼

7/16 x 2

3/8 x 1 ¾

5/16 x 1 ½

¼x1¼

¼x1

¼ x ¾ and,

¼ x 1/2



Get a plastic or wooden container

for all these items. For the nuts &

washers, get all the sizes at left

down to ¼”, plus one each #10,

#8, & #6 smaller sizes.



Your child can do lots of cool things with the washers and nuts in addition to attaching them!



The second photo above shows

washers used with the Mystery Bag.

The nuts & screw heads are all

hexagonal. This makes it easy to align

the sides many different ways.



Careful Counting

All these objects naturally provide lots of chances to count. Each of the Montessori materials, as

well as the screws, washers, and nuts shown, contain 10 objects. This is a wonderful way to

introduce your child to our ten-based number system. Be sure your child says each number

just has her finger touches each object. Children easily get their touching and counting out of

synch. This 1 : 1 Association is critical for math skills development and understanding.



Language

You can introduce all kinds of new language while your child is using these materials. Examples

include: Largest, smallest, larger than, smaller than, shortest, longest, wide, thin, round,

straight, edge, corner, point, side, face, cube, rod, circle, hexagonal, & rectangular prism.
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Geometric Shapes



These materials build brain architecture in children just by being handled! They also create

many other learning opportunities. A set of these should be in every home preschool.



Left: Montessori Geometric Solids, $45-50. Middle: a smaller,

hardwood set, $15 from Learning Resources. Right above:

Mystery Bag with a beautiful set of small geometric shapes, about

$15. This set has many other uses. Right, below: Montessori

Geometric Solids in a basket. Put these on your child‟s shelf and

let him explore.

How to demonstrate the Montessori Geometric Solids



Photo: Counting Coconuts

At left: a Shapes Puzzle for about $20. The

knobs provide small muscle practice and your

child will quickly learn these basic shapes.



Shapes & Colors

Shapes

The Shapes Train!



At right: good videos on shapes.



The Shapes Song



These beautiful, inexpensive, geometric shape printables are from Montessori Print Shop.

There are many more materials available – check out the free materials while you‟re there! A

printout of geometric solid names is on page 265.
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The passage to abstraction

On page 109 we covered how young children need experience with three dimensional objects to

learn to think in the abstract, or mentally, about the world. Once your child has used the objects

described for awhile, the next activities will help him move from three dimensional objects to

manipulating graphic representations. When it comes time to learn to read, recognizing

differences between the letters will be a piece of cake!



Plane Figures: Squares & Circles



At left and below: the Pink Tower Cornered Cards from Montessori

Print Shop. These can be printed out on white 110 lb. index card stock.

Cut them out carefully and you have a set of graphic representations of

the pink tower. Stored in a nice box, your child can use these to make

patterns as shown in the photos. This helps your child make the

transition to abstract thought by moving along the sequence of objects

– graphic representations – thoughts.



On pages 266-267 in the Printouts section you will find a set

of Circles. Print these on colored 110 lb. index and cut them

out carefully. Your child can make patterns, lay them out by

size, a number of different things.



At right is a material that doesn‟t really fit here, but it‟s so cool I had to

put it in! The Balancing Moon looks like a lot of fun. Around $17.
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Plane Figures: Triangles

Maria Montessori loved triangles. When you see how many different shapes and patterns



children make with them, it is easy to see why Montessori concentrated so much on this shape!

The entire set of Montessori triangle boxes is pretty expensive for home use, however, so I

recommend getting the Blue Constructive Triangle Box and

making the rest yourself with printables from Montessori Print

Shop. They have printable blue triangles also.

At left are the Montessori Blue Constructive Triangles. There

are 12 blue right angle triangles in a nice box. They cost around

$11-13 from a variety of online suppliers. Children explore and

make all kinds of shapes and patterns with these: rectangle, parallelogram, square, and many

other shapes.

How to demonstrate the Blue Triangles. Many patterns can be made. Some ideas:



The printable triangle sets from Montessori Print Shop pictured below will let you make all the

triangles in the five boxes of Montessori Constructive Triangles.



Geometric Shapes

On pages 268-272 in the Printouts you will find the basic geometric shapes and shape names.

Cut these out carefully and teach your child the shapes using Three Step Lessons (p. 42).
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Sorting

Young children readily take to sorting activities. Like the Transfers (p. 74), sorting is an open

ended activity with many variations. It can be as simple as sorting a bowl of coins into smaller

bowls of pennies, nickels, dimes, and quarters; or something more involved like sorting pictures

of living things like mammals, fish, birds, insects, mollusks, and reptiles. The possibilities are

endless. When you add a tool for use in picking up the objects, it adds small muscle control

and coordination practice to the activity, as with the Transfers.



Sample Sorting Activities



coins



pasta shapes



bead hearts with different

shades of color



colored beads with tongs



metal washers – more difficult



foam pom poms with tongs



beans using a small spoon



rubber bands by color



paperclips by color



Children love changing a container of mixed items into sets of similar items. They experience the

satisfaction of creating order out of chaos; and learn about classifying objects based on

common physical properties. Sorting develops visual discrimination. Counting and new

words are easily introduced. Objects can be labeled after sorting. Math concepts of sets and

groups are easily visualized when sorting. Sorting activities prepare young children for
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understanding science concepts like grouping objects or living things according to properties

such as magnetism, flotation, type of substance, and biological categories.

Adding tweezers, tongs, and spoons provides small muscle exercise, which helps a child

develop a proper writing grasp (p. 230).

Learning to recognize similarities and differences among objects helps a child create organized

patterns of thought and information retrieval. We understand new things based on what we

already know. The more information we have in our brains, the better our chances of making

connections. Sorting activities help young children make those connections.

The items above may already be in your house or can be inexpensively obtained at a discount,

office supply, home improvement store, or Goodwill. The clear cups are condiment cups that

cost less than a dollar. Using identical containers reduces distractions and helps highlight the

differences between the objects. Use nice glass, wood, and ceramic bowls if possible. This adds

interest to the activity and makes it special, which draws in a young child‟s attention.



Mari-Ann at Counting Coconuts set

up this nice sorting activity. The beads

are all the same color. This isolates

shape as the variable to determine

which ones go together. Simple

touches like this – and the attractive

dish - help a child focus in on the

essential element of the activity.



Here is another Counting Coconuts sorting activity, this

time using multiple different tools to pick up the objects, and a

nice wooden tray with built-in dividers. Mari-Ann‟s activities

are simple, attractive, useful, and interesting. Kids love these

kinds of materials and develop their own „design sense‟ from

using them. The aesthetic appearance of materials like these

helps children internalize a sense of beauty and order.



More sorting ideas

Buttons by color, shape, and size

Marbles



Types of rocks – you can label these with their names & make a rock collection!

Pictures your child helps cut out from magazines or printouts from internet searches



As your child starts using workbooks and printed materials, you can introduce a wide variety of

photographs for sorting. Your child can help cut these out. Ideas include:
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Living things: - birds, fish, insects, mammals, reptiles, flowers, trees,



bushes, etc.

Clothing: hats, coats, pants, gloves, shirts, belts, etc.

Transportation: trucks, cars, bicycles, airplanes, boats, trains

Fruits: See pages 273-275 for a printable!

A young lad using tweezers to sort colored cotton balls

Right: Land, Water, and Air sorting at The Learning Ark



Sensory Bins

Sensory Bins are popular for home use. They are versatile, easy to create, use, and store, and

provide a wide range of sense experiences for children. You can fill the bin with anything of

sensory interest that is safe for your child to freely explore!

Here are two wonderful videos from the great blog 1+1+1=1 showing how to let your child

explore, follow her lead, and still enrich the experience for her. Watch a skilled teacher doing

what she loves.

Use a plastic storage tub with lid, choose a base material like sand, cotton balls, ground corn

cob bedding (pet section), aquarium gravel, coffee grounds, etc., and put items with interesting

textures, smells, and themes into it and voila - A Sensory bin is born! Here are a few from the

great collection of Sensory Bins at Snails and Puppy Dog Tails:



Bug City

Coffee grounds and espresso beans

Plastic play veggies

Terra Cotta pot

spade and rake (Dollar Tree)

Magnifying Glass (Dollar Tree)

Variety of plastic insects

Feather Butterflies (Dollar Tree)

Styrofoam (for the flowers and

butterflies to stick into)

Texture brushes (that look like

flowers)

Seed packet and espresso beans

painted to look like seeds



Life’s a Beach

DIY Moon Sand (recipe here)

shells

blue sea glass

red gems

small shovel

small sand molds



Merry Christmas

Everything in it came from the Dollar

Tree. It cost $5 total. It has cotton

balls, some glittery craft foam

snowflakes, trees and snowmen, 6

jingle bells, 12 Christmas themed

erasers and 2 snowman boxes with

covers.
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Sensorial Bins encourage creative exploration. To your base material, add kitchen tools like

measuring spoons and cups, a sifter, tongs, etc, for small muscle exercise. You could add orange

or lemon peels and spices to add smells. Jingle bells and small objects in tiny containers for

shaking adds sounds. Use all kinds of textured objects: spiny rubber balls, cotton balls, beans,

paper from the shredder, soft pom poms, squeezable rubber objects, marbles, peanut shells,

anything with a distinct texture, smell, or sound.

Below are Sensory Bins from 1+1+1=1.



Fall Harvest Time



Watch the video.



Ocean’s Away



Black & red beans



Blue aquarium rocks



Fall leaves (Dollar Tree)



Toy boats



Crystal acorns & mini-pumpkins (Dollar

Tree



Fish toys



Pumpkin shaped cookie cutters



Blue stuff – unifix Cubes, marbles,

beads



Fall color spoons & scoops

Mini orange & green gourds (Dollar

Tree)



Sea shells



Down on the Farm

Black & red beans

All kinds of farm animal toys

Long handle scoops

Plastic fence toy pieces



Stuff from Oriental Trading



Sensory Bin Extensions

Parking lot numerals

Hide little plastic cars with the numerals 0-10 written on them, one numeral per car, in the

base material. Use a sheet of card stock and draw black lines to make parking spaces. Write the

numerals 0-10 in the ‘parking spaces’. Start with zero at left and go right (left to right for

reading). Your child finds the cars and parks them in their spaces by matching the numerals

on the cars with those in the parking spaces.



How many are there?

Bury objects in the base material – 1 of one object, 2 of the next, and so on, up to however high

you want to go. Give your child a plastic sifter and let him sift through and find the objects.

Have him set them in groups for counting.



Find my name

Write the letters of your child’s name one letter each on ping pong balls or other small,

identical objects. Use capitals only for the first letter of your child‟s first and last names. Now

your child can find his name and lay it out!
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Colors!

You can easily make wonderful home materials to teach your child colors

and provide the Montessori experiences of matching, making groups, and

grading that build so many new brain nerve networks.

Review the Three Step Lesson (p. 42). Use this teaching tool to teach your

child the names of colors. Point out colors at any time to get the ball

rolling. She may know them all already by the time you start!



Color Cards



Shutterstock



This is a simple way to isolate the primary colors: red, yellow, blue; and secondary colors:

green, purple, and orange; plus pink, white, black, and brown so you can make sure your

child knows their names. The cards on top are paint sample chips you can get free in a

hardware or home improvement store paint department. Look for true primary red, yellow, and

blue colors, and the best examples you can find of the other colors. Get two of each.

Find a nice little basket, box, or other sturdy container for your child‟s color cards.

At left are color cards all matched up. Here is a nice depiction

of combining the primary colors to make the secondary

colors. Use Three Step Lessons (p. 42) to teach your child the

names of the colors. Point out these colors around you

whenever you can. You can also use crayons.



Watch a Montessori Demonstration of Color Box #2



Save gas and download a beautiful set of free printable Color

Matching Cards from Montessori Print Shop! There are 11

colors in the set. Print them out onto white 110 lb. index or 67

lb. card stock, cut them out, and you are ready to go!

On page 276 is a printout of color names.



Combine a small muscle activity with

color matching! Glue colors on the

sides of a bowl and on clothespins and

let your child attach each clothespin on

its matching color. Write color names

on the clothespins to add language.



From Chasing Cheerios
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Videos: Show me, don’t tell me!

Here is a nice video naming colors by showing real-world objects.

Basic colors and shapes

The Colors Train

The Rainbow Colors Song



Color Shades



Age Range



3 and up



When your child is ready for this

Your child has done Color Cards, Sorting (p. 117), and

worked with Plane Figures (p.115-116).



Goals of this Activity





Develop visual discrimination based on subtle

differences in shades of color







Provide experience in organizing objects according to a common characteristic







Reinforce moving from left to right as a preparation for reading



Parent Involvement Level

Guide your child at first, then let him work on his own as soon as possible.



Materials Required

 Floor rug or table mat

 At least 6 different shades from dark to very light, of 5-6 different colors. Good color

families are red, blue, yellow, green, purple, and brown.

Head back to the paint samples color cards at your home improvement store. Look for the

sample cards that have shades of color from darkest to lightest. There will be usually be two

sample cards for each color with 3-4 shades on each card, going from the darkest shade of that

color to the lightest. Some cards have 6 on one card, & these are great.

Look for color cards where the differences in the shades are subtle, not obvious. This is more

important than getting „pure‟ samples of each color like you did with the Color Cards (p. 121).

The important thing is to get shades with the most subtle differences. Some colors will be

easier than others to grade. Brighter colors can be harder than darker, so get some of each.
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Trim off any words or numbers. Make all the cards the same size.

Pack up your color shades cards in a nice box, even a Tupperware

container works.

Save time and download the 9 Color Grading Cards from

Montessori Print Shop. These have perfectly graded shades of

color. Print these out on white 110 lb. index for durability.



Presentation and Use

1. Have your child set out the floor rug and bring the box of

color shade cards to it.

2. Have your child take out the shades of one color and

spread them randomly on the rug.

3. Ask your child, “Can you find the darkest color?”

4. Whichever shade the child chooses, have him place it on

the left side of the rug.

5. Ask, “Can you find the darkest color of the ones that are

left?”

6. Repeat step 4, placing the next color shade to the right of

the first.

7. Continue in this way until all the cards are graded into a line from darkest to lightest,

going left to right.



8. Repeat with other colors until all are done as long as your child‟s interest remains high.

Control of Error: If your child chooses a shade out of sequence, put it in the line anyway. It is



best if your child spots color shades out of sequence herself. That is the Control of Error of this

activity. If your child does not see the error, leave it alone and let your child work with the

material. Return to it in a few weeks or a couple of months and see how things go then!



Activities to Do Next

 Sense matching and grading activities starting on page 133

 Science classification activities

 Shape Sets and Groups (p. 144)

 When your child shows an interest, start the Math and Reading Activities
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Here‟s a variation by a creative Mom, using water and food

coloring in identical clear containers. Her child put

progressively fewer drops of food coloring (transfer and

counting activities) in each container to make subtle differences

in the shades of color. With the lids tightly screwed on (a small

muscle activity), and placed on a nice tray, this makes a really

inviting activity incorporating many different skills!

homelearningfrombirth



Color Mixing

Age Range 3 1/2 and up

When



your child is ready for this



Your child can pour water from a pitcher and use an

eyedropper; has done some sorting, and knows her colors.



Goals of this Activity





Learn how colors mix the primary colors red,

yellow, and blue to make the secondary colors orange, green, and violet (purple)







Provide small muscle control exercise and practice with pouring and an eyedropper







Reinforce moving from left to right as a preparation for reading







Reinforce the Activity Cycle and how to clean up



Parent Involvement Level

You and your child can work on this together and you can also let her explore with mixing colors



Materials Required

 Plastic table mat

 7-8 small, white or clear paper or plastic cups or a white plastic ice cube tray (best).

 Red, yellow, and blue liquid food coloring

 An eyedropper. Having 3 eyedroppers works better, but you can do it with one and clean

it well with clear water between colors if necessary.

 Name cards, one for each of these colors: red, yellow, blue, orange, violet, green, brown.

 Water

 A small water pitcher with a handle and pouring lip
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 Sponge and small cloth for cleaning up

 A nice tray for everything



Presentation and Use

Have your child set out a plastic table mat and bring the tray to it.

Show your child how to set everything up. Now put it all back on the tray and let her do it. Help

as needed but try to go with her arrangement.

Have your child get water in the pitcher and carefully carry it back to the table.

Show your child how to fill a space on the tray (or one of the cups) half full. Let him take over

pouring water in the rest. This can be tricky so have the clean up

items ready. Have your child stop and clean up spills, it‟s all part of

the process!

Help your child as needed to drop a few drops each of red, yellow,

and blue coloring into the first spaces (or cups) on the left. The

next colors will be made to the right of these, establishing a left-toright pattern for reading.

This is the fun part! Have your child put a few drops of a primary

color into the next space (or cup) to the right of the three primary

colors. Now add a couple of drops from another primary color and

see what you get! Continue until your child has made these

combinations:

R + Y = orange



R + B = Purple



Y + B = Green



Now your child can mix the secondary colors to make more, like

brown, and eventually, when too many colors get mixed together – black.

Cut small slips of paper and write the color names on them. Help your child as needed to match

and set them down above each color where they belong.



From the Activity Mom:

I found this fabulous idea at The Science Mommy. Put

about 1 cm of milk in a shallow pan and sprinkle food

coloring around the outside. Dip a toothpick in dish soap

and touch the milk with the toothpick. Watch the reaction

that takes place!
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Puzzles



Puzzles are wonderful Sensorial activities. They develop visual

discrimination and „figure-ground‟ perceptual skills. Estimations of what

might fit have to be made. Pieces are rotated until they fit. Handling the

pieces, especially if they have knobs, is a small muscle skill activity. All

kinds of puzzles are readily available. This makes it possible for you to

always find puzzles that hit your child‟s Learning Sweet Spot (p. 30).

Puzzle maps are especially good geography and memory experiences

(photo).

Building a World Map puzzle Photo: Montessori of Brea, CA



Make all kinds of puzzles online at The Jig Zone! Choose the 6-piece

models and you‟ll have an almost endless supply – animals, nature scenes, sports, etc. Your

child will have a ball with these. Suggested by Martha Jeurgens



Food Box Fun

The Activity Mom at describes this inexpensive and versatile

activity she did with her child at home:



“For this activity, cut and save the front and back from

each package. Put in a pile and work together to match

them up.”

Other Package Activity Ideas:





Hunt for and circle numbers







Hunt for and circle certain letters or letters of your name







Hunt for and circle words you know







Sort by size (small, medium, large)







Sort by shape (square, rectangle)







Sort by color







Read and talk about the ingredients







Label each box with a price and play store with a calculator
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The Memory Game

The Memory Game – also called „Concentration‟ – is a classic game for developing visual

discrimination and memory skills. It can be used with almost anything – pictures, letters, words,

numbers, shapes, colors – so it is a great tool for your home early learning activities. The

Memory Game is played with a set of cards made up of pairs of cards that have the same object,

photo, or figure on them. If you are doing colors, your set might look like this laid out:



Now, turn all the cards over. Take turns turning over two cards at a time. After a couple of turns,

you will remember where the colors are located and start to be able to match the first card you

turn over with your second. When you match two cards, you get to keep those. The person with

the most cards wins!

For younger children: If your child is young and just starting out playing this game, play it

with the cards face up first. You can also limit the game to just 3 pairs of cards. These

adjustments will help insure a successful experience, which is always your goal. Your child can

play this game alone, also, with almost anything on the cards that she is interested in at the

moment, such as sight words, geometric shapes, pictures of animals, etc.

Montessori Print Shop has 36 sets of Match-up &

Memory Cards for every season and topic. Two

sets are free! The rest are $.99 each, a bargain for

beautiful materials like these. Here are the free

Bird Set and the Frog Set
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Socket Grading



Age Range 3 and up

Goals of this Activity

Provide experience with graded sizing of objects,

and visual and tactile discrimination



Materials Required

Most home tool kits have a socket set. Find them at home improvement and hardware stores,

Walmart, Target, auto supply stores, etc.

3/8” Drive sockets are the most common size and work fine. You‟ll want them from pretty big,



say 1 ½” diameter, down to the tiny ones. They usually come in a little box with the ratcheting

handles included, and often a screwdriver type tool. You may have to buy the largest sockets

individually. Use the container the socket set comes in for storing it in your child‟s room.

Presentation and use

For this activity, all you‟ll need to do is demonstrate making a stack starting with the largest

socket. Or, you can make a left – to – right line starting with the largest.

Let your child explore and discover after that. Some sample designs are pictured above.



Extending the activity

Use the sockets as guides and trace an outline around the base of each one to make a set of

circles or a piece of art using circles placed at random.

Your child can use the socket set for tightening nuts and bolts in the activity on page 92.

Your child can make a slab of Play Doh and press the sockets down into it, starting with the

largest one and working down, to make a line of holes. Mix the sockets up and let him find the

right socket for each hole.



Small boxed Lego kits make wonderful, self-contained



activities! They provide small muscle practice, visualspatial experiences, sequencing, and experience with

moving between three dimensional objects and graphic

representations. They are inexpensive, and perfectly

suited for a 4-5 year old.
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Button tracing & matching



Here is an easy and very cool visual matching, small muscle, and

writing practice activity, courtesy of the Activity Mom.

Take your child to a crafts store and let her pick different colors,

sizes, and shapes of buttons. Let your child trace the buttons onto

a sheet of paper. Help only as needed with the tracing.

Mix the buttons all up in a nice little dish and let your child match

them to their shapes on the paper. There are lots of skills to work

on here. Photo: Nicole, the Activity Mom



Montessori Binomial & Trinomial Cubes



Our focus is on materials you can easily make at home. No book on

Montessori activities, however, would be complete without

mentioning these classic materials.

The Binomial (top) and Trinomial (bottom) Cubes are wonderful

materials that attract and challenge young children. There is

something magical about a three year old figuring out how to put

the Binomial Cube together. Slightly older children get just as much

satisfaction from figuring out the larger Trinomial Cube.

You can see these materials on page 48. The Binomial Cube costs

around $25; the Trinomial Cube around $35. If you can find it in

your budget, these materials are excellent. Perhaps you can find

another parent and share the cost. You can sell these on Ebay or to

another parent when your child is through with them.



Age Range



Binomial Cube, 3-4



Trinomial Cube, 4-6



When your child is ready for this

Binomial Cube: your child has done Practical Life activities like



sorting and transfers; and Sensorial Activities like the Circles and Squares Grading, Plane

Figures, Shapes, Color Cards & Shades, and Sorting.

Trinomial Cube: your child has mastered the Binomial Cube.
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Goals of these Activities





Introduce interesting, beautiful, complex three dimensional structures your child can

take apart and put back together using visual and dimensional cues







Promote organization, sequencing, and small muscle control skills



Parent Involvement Level

After a bit of demonstration, your child can work with this material independently.



Materials Required

 Floor rug or table mat

 The Montessori Binomial Cube or Trinomial Cube



Presentation and Use

Montessori schools have their typical multi-step demonstrations and ideas for using these

cubes. For home use, it is probably better to do a simple demonstration then let your child

explore and discover. If help is needed, help only for the shortest time possible.

Have your child place the lid in the space made when the

sides are dropped down, in the same orientation as the

colors on top of the top cubes. See the photo. This will be



your guide. You will see when the Cubes are opened that the

colors on the top and sides correspond with the colors and

sizes of the sides of the blocks that fit inside the cube. These

colors can be used as guides when building the cube back

together.

The classic use is to group similar blocks together, then use

the lid colors and the colors on the sides of the blocks to

figure out which go where.

There are many points of interest. Some of the cubes are identical, others are unique. Allow your

child time to explore this wonderful material – he will discover things on his own!

The Trinomial Cube is done similarly, but with more blocks and complexity. Let your child

discover.



Extending the Activity







Group similar blocks together.

Rebuild the cube blindfolded.







Count how many blocks are in each group of blocks and in the whole cube as a math

activity.







Binomial & Trinomial Control Cards from Montessori Print Shop



Videos Please!



Binomial Cube Demonstration



Trinomial Cube Demonstration



A Trinomial Cube Speed Demon!
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Mystery Bag

Age Range 3 and up

When your child is ready for this

Your child has done Practical Life activities like Transfers,

and Sensorial Activities such as Sorting.



Goals of this Activity





Develop tactile (touch) discrimination







Provide experience in identifying objects based on

their shape and size







Verbal practice in describing objects based on their physical characteristics







Language experience with sight words and geometric shapes



Materials Required

 Floor rug or table mat

 Name labels strips cut from index cards & a pencil or marker

 A cloth bag the child can reach into without seeing what‟s inside

 Various objects to put in the bag. Examples:

 Small wood shapes and other objects from a crafts store

 Common items from the home – paper clip, pen, spoon, straw, rubber band, key,

small knick knacks, etc.

 Different size coins – penny, dime, nickel, quarter, half dollar

 A selection of the child‟s own small toys

A very nice Montessori Mystery Bag with a great double set of wooden geometric shapes

(photo) just the size of a child‟s hands is available online for only about $15 plus shipping. This

is a wonderful value and comes with an extra bag. Your child can identify the geometric shapes

by name: rectangular prism, sphere, cube, ovoid prism, cylinder, triangular prism.



Presentation and Use



Mystery Bag videos on the next page!



1. Have your child set out the floor rug and bring the bag to it.

2. Sit down and get out the objects you are going to use today. Starting with normal

household objects that are distinctly different is usually good. Let your child feel

them all and say their names before they go in the bag. Now, let your child try this

with her eyes closed.

3. Make a list of all the objects in the bag using lower case block style letters.
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4. Put all the objects in the bag.

5. Name an object and have your child reach into the bag, find it, and bring it out.

6. Have your child (help as needed) find the object‟s name on the list and cross it off.

7. Continue until all the objects are found and crossed off the list.



Language

Use all the descriptive words you can think of: curved, straight, rough, smooth, metal, plastic,

wood, penny, dime, nickel, quarter, long, short, edges, points, etc.



Extending the Activity





Have your child put in objects and test you to see if you can identify them.







For later sessions, use other object sets. Use coins or metal washers after your child has

had experience and success with objects that are easier to differentiate by feel.







If you get the Montessori Mystery Bag online (pictured above), you will use the names

of the geometric shapes: rectangular prism, sphere, cube, ovoid prism, cylinder,

triangular prism. There are a number of good activities with these:

Mystery Bag Video #1



Mystery Bag Video #2



Mystery Bag Video #3







Cut straws into three different lengths; say 1”, 2”, & 3”. Set out one of each length on the

table and lay a small card next to each. Label the cards 1 inch, 2 inches, & 3 inches.

Have your child feel in the bag and tell you which length she thinks each straw is by its

number before removing it from the bag.







As a verbal exercise, encourage your child to talk about what each object feels like before

removing it from the bag. Help your child find the right descriptive terms. For example,

“The straw is long, around, and hollow.” “The paper clip is thin and made of twisted

wire.”







Count how many objects are in the bag each time to add math to the activity.







The Montessori Geometric Solids are a wonderful material for giving young children

experience with three dimensional shapes. See these on page 114.



Mystery bags with common

household items and coins. The

coins will be harder to identify

by touch.
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Fabric Matching



Age Range



3 and up



When your child is ready for this

Your child has done some Practical Life activities like

sorting and transfers. The Mystery Bag is also good.



Goals of this Activity









Develop tactile (touch) discrimination

Provide experience organizing objects according to their texture

Help your child learn to focus attention on a specific sense, the sense of touch



Materials Required

 Floor rug or table mat

 Two 5” squares each of 8-10 different kinds of fabrics with different textures. Get these at

a fabric store or by cutting up old clothing.

 A blindfold. Get one from a game, use a scarf tied around the head, or buy one at a party

& costume store.

 A nice bag or small box to hold the fabrics and blindfold

Fabric stores usually have remnants available, but you may find it cheaper to have them cut

6-8” wide strips from bolts of fabric. You can also use old clothing of different textures.

Examples of fabric for this exercise are corduroy, silk, burlap, felt, denim, vinyl,

terrycloth, nylon, and lace. Each fabric needs to have a distinct feel.



Presentation and Use

Have your child set out the floor rug and bring the bag to it. Sit down and get out the fabrics. Let

your child feel them all. You may want to do it like this first to help your child succeed.

Put the blindfold on your child.

Have your child hold out one hand. Put a piece of fabric into it and encourage the child to feel it

thoroughly with his fingers.

Now, pick a different fabric and put that one in his other hand. Ask, “Do they feel the same, or

different?” Your child should respond that they feel different.

Repeat with another different fabric, and then use the matching fabric. Let your child look out

from the blindfold to see that they are the same.

Repeat with the other fabrics, changing up how many pieces you try before using the matching

one each time.
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Extending the Activity









You put on the blindfold and have your child give you fabrics to feel and match.

Lead your child around the house to identify objects and surfaces, and then do it

blindfolded.

Do the activity using small items in bowls – rice, dry corn, beans, cereal, marbles, beads.



Weight Matching



Age Range 3 and up

When your child is ready for this

Your child has done some Practical Life activities like sorting

and transfers, and some Sensorial activities like sorting, the

Pink Tower, Fabric Feel, or the Mystery Bag.



Goals of this Activity





Develop baric (weight) discrimination







Provide experience in organizing objects according to their weight







Provide experience with counting and written numeral recognition



Parent Involvement Level

Do this activity together, as it uses a blindfold. If you get into quantities from 0-10, you will do

some Three Step Lessons. For a simpler presentation, see page 136.



Materials Required

 Floor rug or table mat

 Pennies

 Penny coin wrappers, get a pack of the kind with one

end already formed in a circle

 A pack of small, colored, circle shaped labels

 A black marker & scissors

 A blindfold. Get one from a game, a costume shop, or

use a scarf tied around the head. See p. 46

 A box or Tupperware container to hold the pennies, envelopes, and blindfold
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In this activity, your child wears a blindfold and feels the weights of the coin wrappers with

different numbers of pennies in them in her outstretched hands . She will match the

envelopes based on their weights.

Getting the weights ready is an activity in itself involving counting, numerals, and finger exercise.







Have your child help you get the penny coin wrappers, pennies, labels, and the marker

together.







Show your child how put pennies in the coin wrappers. Have her make up 2 wrappers

each with 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, & 18 pennies.







Trim each wrapper down to size. Cut far enough above the penny stack so you have

enough wrapper to crimp down and cover the pennies.







As you cut down and crimp the wrappers, write how many pennies are in each wrapper

on the colored labels and attach them to the top of each stack. This gives your child a

visual symbol cue to know how many pennies are in each stack. The heights of the stacks

also aid in matching them up after your child has weighed them in his hands.



Note: If your child has not begun the Math sequence activities yet, no problem, just help her as

needed to count out the pennies & write the numerals on the labels for her, telling her what each

numeral is. This will all be good information for the future, even though she does not recognize

these numerals yet.



Presentation and Use

1. Have your child set out the floor rug and bring the container

with the penny stacks in it.

2. Have your child put on the blindfold and stretch out his arms

and hands, palms up.

3. Put a wrapper with 4 pennies in one hand, and a wrapper

with 8 pennies in the other hand.

4. “Do they weigh the same or is one heavier than the other?”

5. Remove the blindfold and show the child by looking at the number of pennies written on

each wrapper that one is heavier than the other because it has more pennies.

6. Put the blindfold back on and try different combinations of wrapper stacks, allowing

your child to try to feel whether they weight the same or are different. As your child gets

better at it, use stacks with only 2 pennies difference.

If your child is unable to feel any difference between the stacks, bring the activity to a positive

close and do something else, saving this one for another day. This just means your child needs

more activities involving handling objects to develop more tactile and baric discrimination.

You could also make up wrappers with more widely differing numbers of pennies, like 5, 10, 15,

20, & 25. This will increase the differences in weight, making it easier for your child to identify

them.
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As your child gets better at feeling the weight differences, make up a new, more challenging set

during a future session with 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, & 14 pennies.



A simpler presentation

For a quicker experience, have your child put on the blindfold and stretch out her hands palms

up. Simply put different numbers of pennies or nickels or quarters into her hands – sometimes

the same in each, sometimes different – and let her decide when her hands have the same or

different weights of coins. She can lift the blindfold and count to check, adding math practice.

Words to use with this activity include: heavier than, lighter than, weighs more than, weighs

less than, same, different, wrapper, and the numeral names.



Extending the Activity

You put the blindfold on and have your child put wrappers or coins in your hands. Good luck!



Sound Matching

Age Range 4 ½ and up

When your child is ready for this

Just try it. If it is too hard, make the materials easier

to identify by sound. Or, just fill containers as an

activity and save sound matching for a later date.



Goals of this Activity





Develop auditory discrimination







Provide experience in matching objects

according to a common characteristic – their sound



Materials Required

 Floor rug or table mat

 8 identical small containers with lids, filled with different materials. Possible containers:

Baby food jars & lids (your own or have a friend save some). Free!!

Gladware‟s Mini Round 4 oz. plastic container with lid. A set of 8 is around $3 at

Walmart.

 A tray to carry the containers on

 A blindfold

 Different materials to put in the containers for shaking to make different sounds:
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beans

small paper clips

ground thyme

pea gravel



unpopped popcorn

salt

coins

cotton balls



water

peppercorns

flour

toothpicks



There are many other possible materials, but these are a good start. This is an activity where

getting it ready adds another learning experience to the activity.

Choose 4 materials to start with. A good first set is two containers each of beans, Grape Nuts

cereal, salt, and finely ground thyme. Have your child help you fill two of the containers half

full with beans. Repeat with the other materials, making two containers half full of each

material. Now, you have 2 matching sets of four materials from loud – the beans – to very soft –

the ground thyme. Put the lids on securely!



Presentation and Use

Have your child set out the floor rug or table mat and bring the tray with the sealed containers to

it.

Have your child put on the blindfold.

Hand your child the container with the salt and have him shake it next to his ear.

Put a container with the beans in your child‟s other hand and have him shake it. Let him take

turns shaking the containers to hear the sounds.

Ask, “Do they sound the same or different?” Your child should say, “Different.”

Let your child lift up the blindfold to see that the containers have different materials in them.

Now try it again. Start with the salt again, and give your child the matching salt container as the

first one for comparing. Your child should respond that they sound the same. Allow him to see

that they have the same material in them. Continue in this way, comparing one container to

another, until your child has matched all four pairs of containers by sound.

The second part of this video shows a child demonstrating the Montessori Sound Cylinders.

NOTE: Using two very different sounds – like salt and beans - for your child‟s first experience

will help make sure he has early success with the activity. This generates enthusiasm. Use

sounds that are more alike as you progress. If your child says they all sound the same, try

pointing out two very different sounds and say, “These two sound different. One sounds loud

and one sounds very soft. These two sound different.” If this gives him a better idea of things,

that‟s great. If he still says they all sound the same, bring the activity to a positive conclusion. Do

more activities involving handling objects and using visual discrimination, like the socket

stacking, red rods, pink tower, pipe building, and nuts and bolts, as well as listening to music!

He will be ready for this activity before you know it.

Language: Words to use doing this activity include soft, loud, quieter than, louder than,

same as, different, identical, half full, and all the names of what goes in the containers.
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Extending the Activity

 Reverse roles and you wear the blindfold while your child hands you the containers.

 Get another set of containers and do 6-8 pairs of sounds at one time.

 Use different materials. Try matching containers with 20 pennies, 20 nickels, 20 dimes,

and 20 quarters. Try sand, sugar, salt, and ground thyme for a more difficult set.

 Experiment and make up your own sets of material.



“I got this package of eggs at the Target dollar spot. I liked that they

were striped so B wouldn't get confused and start matching them by

color. In the different eggs I put a penny, 2 lima beans, rice, and

macaroni.”

The Activity Mom



Tactile Matching



Age Range



4 1/2 and up



Goals of this Activity





Develop tactile discrimination







Provide experience in matching objects according

to a common characteristic – their feel



Materials Required

 Plastic table mat











4 grades of sandpaper: 60, 100, 150, & 200 grit

8 3X5 index cards

Scissors and a glue stick

Blindfold



Cut 2 identically sized rectangles from each weight of sandpaper, sized so they fit on 3X5 index

cards. Center the sandpaper strips on the cards and glue stick each onto its own card. Write the

number of the grit of each piece on the back of each card. Put them all in a little box or tray.
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Presentation and Use

1. Have your child set out the table mat, then bring the material to it.

2. Let your child close her eyes and practice feeling the different strips of sandpaper by

slowly stroking each with two fingers. See if she can feel the differences between the

cards. Have her stroke the sides of a card and the sandpaper and say, “The sandpaper is

rough, the paper is smooth.”

3. Have your child put on the blindfold. Lay out a 60 grit card and a 200 grit card. Guide

her hand to the 60 grit card and have her stroke it lightly with two fingers. Repeat using

the other hand and the 200 grit card.

4. Ask, “Do they feel the same, or different?” If your child states they feel different, let her

stroke them again and tell you which one is rougher and which one is smoother.

5. Repeat using other cards, sometimes using ones that match and sometimes not, until

your child has matched up all the cards by feel to the best of her ability.

If your child has trouble, let her do her best, then check the backs of the cards with her to see if

the numbers match. Let her close her eyes and see if she can feel the differences between the 60

/ 100, 100/150, and 150/200 cards. It can be difficult, be patient.

To make the activity a bit easier, use more widely differing grits, such as 40 / 120 / 200 / 320.



Extending the Activity





You put on the blindfold and have your child lay out the cards for you to stroke and

match.







The Fabric Matching activity on page 133 is a good companion activity.



4 Kinds of Taste

Matching

Scientists now list six or seven types of tastes. For

our purposes, we‟ll use the traditional 4 types:

sweet, salty, bitter, and sour. Have some water

close at hand for your child to swish between

tastes. Some lemonade or other fruit juice makes a

nice treat after the tasting is finished. This activity,

of course, blends very nicely into a cooking

experience.

On page 277 is a printout of the taste names.
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Materials





Small paper cups, like Dixie cups







A lemon or lemon juice, candy or plain sugar,

unsweetened chocolate, and table salt







Name cards: sweet, salty, bitter, sour (p.277)







A hand mirror for taking a look at the tongue, & a

blindfold



Presentation

Ask your child, “How do we taste things?” Get your child‟s

ideas and discuss. Explain that we have little areas on our

tongue called „taste buds’. These are in groups at the front and back and along both sides of our

tongue. See the picture.

Ask your child if he would like to see what a few different things taste like. Have your child set

out a plastic mat and bring the cups, name cards, and things to taste to it.

Show your child the name cards and have him repeat the names.

Start with the lemon, or lemon juice. Let your child put a little on his tongue and wait for the

reaction! Explain that this kind of taste is called sour. Put the sour name card in front of that

cup or the lemon.

Now do the rest: potato chips or salt dissolved in water – salty; candy or plain sugar – sweet;

and unsweetened chocolate – bitter. Put each name card with its taste.



Extending the activity





The center of the tongue has no taste buds. Why not see if that is true? Have your child

stick his tongue out and place a very small amount of sugar, then salt, right in the

middle. Without moving his tongue, can he taste them?







Have your child place an ice cube on her tongue for as long as she can stand it, and then

try tasting some of the tastes. Was her sense of taste as strong? Why?







What about hot spices – what taste buds do they stimulate? They actually stimulate pain

receptors. Go easy on these!



Websites & Videos

Video on Taste Buds

A video on tastes (they list 5 but that‟s ok)

All about the tongue from the Headless Professor!

The sense of taste
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Spice Smell Matching



Age Range 4 ½ and up

Goals of this Activity





Develop olfactory discrimination







Provide experience in matching objects

according to a common characteristic –

smell



Materials Required

 Plastic table mat

 Spices: ground cinnamon, minced garlic, cumin seed, ground thyme, vanilla bean, &

Mrs. Dash (many will work, these are good starters, discover more!)



 12 small paper cups, like Dixie cups, or condiment cups

 Make a label card for each spice.

 Blindfold



Presentation and Use

1. Have your child set out the table mat and bring the spice jars, cups, and name cards to it.

2. Set the name cards out on one side of the mat, leaving spaces between them to put the

cups.

3. Let your child help you pour a bit of each spice into the cups. Make two cups for each

spice, a total of twelve cups in matching pairs. Smell each spice and talk about how they

smell.

4. After you fill and smell each pair, place them above the name card for that spice, read

each spice name and encourage your child to say each spice name.

5. Put the blindfold on your child.

6. Pick up one spice cup and let your child smell it.

7. Get a different spice cup, let your child smell it, and ask, “Do they smell the same or

different?” Let your child smell both again and decide.

8. Whether your child correctly states they are different or are the same, lift the blindfold

and show your child that they are different. Place them back in their spots.

9. Repeat, mixing up spices that match and don‟t, eventually pairing up all the matches by

smell.
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Extending the Activity





Try other spices







You put on the blindfold and have your child give you spice cups to smell and match.







As you cook meals, invite your child to smell the different foods and spices.







Identify noticeable smells when you take walks or visit different places.







Take turns putting on the blindfold and leading each other around the house to smell

various things – furniture (fabric & wood), flowers, food items, candles, soap, etc. and

see how many you each can identify.



Blocks

Blocks are wonderful, hands on Sensorial materials. They have a universal appeal to young

children and generate imaginative play. Store in a nice box, preferably with a lid.



The Plan Toys 50 Construction Set are great blocks.



Melissa & Doug’s 100 Wood Blocks are nice small blocks. You may

want to get the larger set below also for those BIG building projects!

$16-20 on Amazon.



Melissa & Doug’s 60 Standard Unit Blocks are a nice set of larger

blocks. $45-60 on Amazon & elsewhere. As with the smaller blocks

above, you can find these from different manufacturers. Check at your

local toy stores, also.



The Guidecraft 34 Piece Hardwood Block Set is a great buy at

around $30 on Amazon.
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Geo Boards

Geo Boards nicely combine small muscle exercise and experiences creating shapes. All you need

is a Geo Board and a pack of colored rubber bands. Get sturdy rubber bands as this activity is

hard on the little guys!

Instructions for making this Geo Board, and the photo, can be

found on the fun blog Child In Harmony. You need 6-12” square

of wood about 1” or so thick, some wood screws, a tape measure,

pencil, and a power drill.

Draw a grid of lines all the same distance apart, say 1”. Where they

intersect, drill starter holes. Screw in the wood screws, leaving the

same length sticking out on each – enough to easily get a rubber

band around them. That‟s it!



You can also buy a plastic Geo Board for under $5. This one was

found on Amazon.



Let your child freely explore with the Geo Board. When he is ready, you can make up some

control cards with different shapes: square, rectangle, triangle, hexagon, etc., and let your

child work at recreating the shapes with rubber bands on the Geo Board. Neat!



Copy Me Tray

This is an excellent material from the Activity Mom.

Put two each of various

different objects on a tray.

Arrange your set into a

pattern; and let your child

match it with his. Now let your

child go first.
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Shape Sets & Groups

This last Sensorial activity is great for preparing your child for math. It involves grouping objects

based on their colors, geometric shapes, and characteristics. Your child will see how sets of

objects can overlap; and of course there are many opportunities for counting.

Children 4 and up are usually ready for this as soon as they know the names of basic shapes and

colors. As always, if your child doesn‟t seem ready bring the activity to a positive conclusion and

try it again another day.

You will need a floor rug or table mat and the Shape & Color Sets Cutouts (p. 278). There are 6

shapes: squares, circles, equilateral triangles, hexagons, ovals, and half-moons. There are 3

colors of each shape.

Cut 5-10 lengths of string or yarn and tie them into circles of different sizes. A small box can

hold the shapes and name cards. A fancy envelope also works well.



Presentation and Use

Review the shape names and colors with your child. Ask her to point out the red half moon, the

yellow octagon, etc., until you feel she is comfortable with the shapes and colors.

There are many possibilities for creating sets of shapes and marking them off inside the string

circles. Shown at the top are sets grouped by shape. Here are some other possibilities:



Sets grouped by color



Sets grouped by curved or

straight sides



One set of all triangles and

squares, subsets with shapes

with either 3 or 4 sides



The first two photos above show simple groupings. The last shows how you can illustrate how

sets of objects „interact‟ when the objects belong to more than one group at the same time. There

are Sets and Subsets.

Explore and let your child come up with ways to group the shapes into various sets and find

objects that belong in two or more groups. Materials like the pattern blocks shown on page 105

also lend themselves well to this activity.
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Art & Music



Shutterstock



Art and music are not simply amusing pastimes for young children. These experiences touch

children’s souls and resonate within their being. There is a reason young children love freely

creating artwork and moving to music: these things are part of the human psyche; a deep,

essential part of us all. It is only natural that children should express an attraction to and love of

these activities.

Art and music experiences for preschoolers at home are not aimed at creating famous artists or

symphony musicians. The simplest activities can often be the most meaningful for a child.

Expose your child to art and music in fun ways and let things evolve from there. Young children

derive a number of developmental benefits from art and music activities:





Activating millions of new brain nerve pathways







Large and small muscle exercise







Visual experiences with line, color, and design







Improved visual, tactile, and auditory acuity and discrimination







Improved memory







Freedom of self-expression
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Art Activities



Art projects and preschoolers just go together. The developing personality finds avenues for selfexpression and freely asserting ideas. The Sensorial aspects help a child learn about color, line,

shape, and the textures of different materials. Art allows a child to create memories and

keepsakes of significant events, the seasons of the year, holidays, and their own growth and

development. Giving special works of art they made themselves as presents is very meaningful

for a child. When our children have grown, these precious artifacts become some of our most

cherished possessions.



Collage

Colored construction paper, a glue stick, a bottle of washable

white glue, and a pair of scissors are the basics for creating

endless collages. The word collage comes from the French word

coller, which means, ‘to glue’.

The simplest way to approach collage is to get a big bowl and

start putting things in it for your child to glue. Lay out a plastic

tablecloth. Let your child run the show, starting with picking the

color of construction paper. Assist as needed until your child has developed good control over

the glue stick and white glue. A paper plate also makes a good collage background.

The possibilities are endless. For a sample of ideas, search ‘children’s collages’ on Google and

check out the ‘images’ link at the top. Here are just a few of the many things that can be used for

making collages:

pasta



coins



magazine pictures



photos



beads



stick-on shapes, letters



cotton balls



pipe cleaners



buttons



paper clips



metal washers



leaves



sticks



grass



fabric



tissue paper



q-tips



construction paper shapes



straws



raisins



flowers



seeds



shredded paper



popcorn



beans



glitter



foil



Labels



yarn



colored rice



crayon shavings



newspaper







Get out the watercolors and crayons and let your child draw a picture on the paper before

doing the collage.
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Experiment with gluing layers of tissue paper and combining things in weird ways.







Pre-cut some sun, flower, house, and other shapes for your child to use







Make prints of family photos & special events and trips on plain paper and let your child

make a collage with them.







Collect objects when you take a walk or visit a forest and make a collage with them when

you get home.







Have your child tell you something about a collage. Add the child’s words to the collage

in lower case, block letters. If your child uses a sun, write ‘warm’ or ‘the sun makes light’.

Use these as sight words for reading practice.



Handprint Poem

This is always a favorite. Get a sheet of brightly

colored construction paper. Cover the bottom

of a shallow bowl with brightly colored finger

paint. Have your child make a handprint on

one side of the sheet. Print out the poem, cut it

out, and glue it to the other side of the sheet.

Frame it & hang.



Sometimes you get discouraged

Because I am so small,

And always leave my

fingerprints

On furniture and walls.

But every day I’m growing,

I’ll be grown up someday,

And all those tiny handprints

Will surely fade away.

So here’s a special handprint

Just so you can recall,

Exactly how my fingers looked

When I was very small.



Play Doh

As mentioned elsewhere in this book, if it had been available, I believe Maria Montessori would

have required Play Doh in all her schools. It allows artistic expression & creativity, provides

excellent hand and finger muscle exercise, and can be used to teach counting, shapes, and

colors. There are nearly endless uses for Play Doh!

Yes, Play Doh can get messy, like many fun activities. Use a vinyl tablecloth and have your child

wash her hands when she is finished.

An internet search will give you a bunch of home recipes for

playdough. My recommendation is to save yourself the trouble and

buy Play Doh. It’s everywhere, cheap, and comes in great colors

and handy kits with tools and toys that kids love. The cost –

benefit ratio is very favorable with Play Doh kits. With that said,

make a batch yourself using any recipe you choose if you like. This

is an activity your child can participate in also.

Go to hasbro. Look under ‘Fresh Ideas’. In the beginner section

you will find a bunch of great Play Doh projects.





Teach your child to roll up balls using her palms. When she is good at this, show her how

to do it using just her thumb, index, and middle fingers. This is excellent fine motor

exercise.
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Squish the balls into discs for more finger control exercise. Press coins into the discs and

take them out to see the imprints. Make 5 pennies, then 1 nickel. Make 10 pennies, then 1

dime.







Hide a coin in one ball and play a ‘shell game’ with it and two other balls. Line up the

three balls. Show your child as the coin goes in one ball. Line them back up then start

moving them around fast into new lineups while your child tries to keep an eye on the

ball with the coin. Finish with the balls in a line again and let your child dig into the one

he thinks holds the coin. Did he guess right? This is a great visual concentration exercise.

Let your child move the balls around while you keep track of the ball with the coin.







Use different colors of Play Doh to teach colors.







Make a series of identical balls and use them for counting, then addition and subtraction

exercises.







Use scissors to cut Play Doh for cutting practice. See page 87.







Let your child pound Play Doh with her fists and the little plastic hammer, knead it with

the rolling pin, and push holes in it with her fingers. Everything she does will be good

hand and finger exercise. Have your child make small balls and pick them up with tongs

without crushing them.







Show your child some of the Tactile Letters (p. 235). Have him roll out strips of Play Doh

and use them to make the letters. Do the same with the shapes on page 116.



Water colors

A set of water colors is an easy and fun art activity for

preschoolers. Get a big pad of water color paper, a jar of water,

and show your child how to get the brush wet and get color on it.



Painting and Drawing

Paper and markers, crayons, colored pencils, paints, it’s all good. If you

can afford one and have space, painting easels are great. They

encourage free movement of the arms and hands. A piece of plywood

painted with chalkboard paint and leaned against the wall can work

also; and does double duty as a chalkboard. Painting can, of course, get

messy! Aprons, floor coverings, and old clothes work well.

Let your child use tools other than paintbrushes for painting: cotton

balls, q-tips, leaves, crumpled tissue paper, foam paint brushes, sponges – try things out!

Painting and drawing is a great way to help your child learn color names. Ask your child to tell

you about her artwork and write her words on her pieces to bring language into the activity.

Displaying your child’s creations with his name on them is always a great idea.
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Great arts & crafts activities from the Mom Blogs:



Shannon’s Tot School

Modern Art with a Matchbox Car



Coffee Filter Spray Art



Stringing Straws and Buttons



Make Your Own Lacing Cards



Gluing Sand to Paper



Shaving Cream Marbled Paper



Chasing Cheerios

Painting Her Dream



Seashell Fish Collage



Straws and Box Lid Marble Maze



Our Art Museum



Dyed Paper Towel Art



Do A Dot Art Painters



No Time for Flash Cards

3 Fruity Cheerios Activities



Recycled Bird Feeder



Apple Print Wreath



Band-Aid Art



Cardboard Roll Crafts



Recycled Book Order Beads



More Ideas:





Tape crayons together in a bundle and let your child use it for drawing.







Make pasta frames by cutting cardboard frames,

painting them with glue, and letting your child

place pasta around the frame.







Make vegetable stamps. Cut vegetables into

different shaped pieces and use as stamps for

dipping into paint or stamp pads and stamping on

paper or cardboard.







Make Thumbprint Bugs by getting paint on your

child’s thumb and pressing it onto paper. Draw

legs and antennae to make a bug. Make a whole

swarm!







When your child has the control to color inside the lines,

check out the fabulous Geometric Art Patterns printable

materials from Montessori Print Shop:
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Music



Expose your child to many different kinds of music. Children’s

songs, classical, jazz, popular, country western – practically any

music you put on will benefit your child! Kids love to move,

dance, and sing along. They remember things better if they learn

them in a song. Music is just fun. Simple musical instruments

can help your child develop auditory acuity and discrimination,

learn the basics of music, and learn to play simple songs.



Dance & Workout to music

The easiest way to bring music into your home is just to play songs on CD’s or the radio. Old

time rock and roll is always a kids favorite. There are too many kids music CD’s out there to

count - get a few and dance with your child! If you get one or more of the Fit Decks (p. 52), you

can do exercises to music. Turn down the sound on a fitness video and turn up the tunes.

Everyone can get in better shape and have fun doing it.



Get Rhythym !

Simple rhythym instruments are great fun for kids. You can find them

at any toy store or online. To preserve your sanity, you may not want to

have them out at all times. Put some toe tapping music on and let your

child play along to the rhythyms. Store your child’s rhythym

instruments in a nice basket or a plastic storage container. A set called

Melissa & Doug’s Band In A Box is around $18 on Amazon.



Working with rhythyms is a good first experience in music for young children. Start by clapping

your hands to the beat of your favorite songs. Try different beats and speeds. Clap a short

rhythym and let your child try to match it. Let your child try all the rhythym instruments and

learn to keep time with her favorite songs. Get your own percussion ensemble going!



Tones and Notes

The Mini Chimalong is a classic music toy that has won numerous

awards. Children love it, it is well made, and it teaches the musical

scale. Your child can play songs right away with the color coded guide.
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A xylophone is another excellent first musical instrument. It can be

used for both percussion and playing melodies. Amazon has them for

$15-40. The Hohner Kids Toddler Glockenspiel (different kind

pictured) gets high ratings for sound quality and tone accuracy. You

can write the notes on the bars with a marker.

Have your child turn away while you play a note. Play another note

and ask your child if the notes sounded the same or different. Mix up the notes as you play,

then let your child hit the notes while you turn away and answer ‘same’ or ‘different’.

Teach your child the difference bwteen low and high notes. Once she can distinguish and

identify notes that are higher and lower, have her try to hum along at the same pitch as

different notes. Strike the note on the xylophone repeatedly as your child adjusts his humming

to match the note’s pitch.

How to play ‘Twinkle Twinkle Little Star’ on the xylophone; And Mary Had a Little Lamb.

Check out this site on How to make your own musical instruments at home!



Notes from glasses and water

Glasses filled with varying amounts of water, with

food coloring added to highlight the amount of water

in each, can be struck with a pen or a fork to make a

variety of tones from low to high.

Work with your child to identify the highest and

lowest tones; and identify tones as being the same or

different.



Music Online

There are many great sites online where your child can have wonderful music experiences and

sensorial explorations with sound. Here are a few good ones to get your started:

At pbskids, you will find an enormous variety of online games, including music games. They

also have great videos. Check it out.

freekidsmusic.com has a huge list of songs you can hear for free! Click on a song then the ‘play’



symbol lower down. You will visit here often.

creatingmusic has a couple of great areas for young children. The first is at

creatingmusic.com/new. Here, your child can play three scales on three different instruments.

creatingmusic.com/BlockGames. contains three excellent games with musical sounds.
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Funschool has some good pages:

funschool.kaboose.com/fun-blaster Boomthang allows your child to add different rhythms



and melodies together & see what happens.

funschool.kaboose.com/fun-blaster/games This game involves remembering color and sound



combinations.

funschool.kaboose.com/fun-blaster/games/game_music_matchem Here your child can



learn to match the sounds different instruments make with their instruments.

kidsknowit Has a selection of educational topics and songs that tell about them. You can use



these songs to make multimedia presentations. For instance, play the song about volcanoes

under the geography selection while you find and watch a You Tube™ video showing a volcano

erupting, or looking at Google images of volcanoes erupting. The possibilities are endless.



Explore and find more music sites. Save them on the desktop for easy access!



A Piano Horn makes a cool little instrument for kids, and costs only $7-



A Harmonica is another inexpensive instrument that makes real music

and is very suitable for young children.



If your child really gets into music, a portable electronic piano makes

a great instrument. There are many good guides for learning the piano

for kids; and learning piano has been shown to improve math and

reading skills!



Videos, please!

Old McDonald Had a Farm

Shapes Song For Children

The Tuneables!
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Digital Life



Photos: Shutterstock



“Our students have changed radically. Today‟s students are no longer the people

our educational system was designed to teach.”

“…the most useful designation I have found for them is Digital Natives. Our

students today are “native speakers” of the digital language of computers, video

games and the Internet.”

Marc Prensky



Our kids live in a brave new world Maria Montessori never envisioned. Let‟s just hope the power

stays on and the servers keep running. That is almost the only thing about traditional education

we can hang our hat on: it will come in handy if the power goes out!

In less than twenty years, digital devices and the internet have caused children to think

differently and require new educational systems. Our schools can‟t keep up; but not to worry.

Those children are now starting to run things and they will change the schools. Our children and

theirs will use information in ways we have not conceived.
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A 2-6 year old child without access to an internet computer is at a

distinct disadvantage. Children need to learn to use computers

and mobile digital devices as soon as they can focus on the

screens. Opinions abound, but that is just reality today.

So, I guess you should delete this book – except for this section –

from your computer or tablet, eh? Not so fast. Young children’s

absorbent minds need input from all their senses, lots of

activity with three dimensional objects, and interaction with

caring adults and other children in order to fully develop . A



computer cannot provide all this. Yet, children now also need

digital experience from a very early age. The answer:

Shutterstock



Explore using the computer with your child as often as you can.



Reading with your child every day is the single most important thing you can do to help your

child learn to read and love reading. It is the same with the computer and internet. Set aside a

regular time each day, or as often as you can, and explore with your child using the

computer. To combine the two, read on the computer! Here are more things you can do:



First: install excellent parental controls. At this point your program can be pretty basic, you

just want to block out the bad stuff. Do some research and you‟ll find a number of good

programs. Net Nanny, Cyber Sitter, Web Watcher are just a few.

The good thing is, your child is still a preschooler, so he won‟t be doing any programming just

yet! Have fun surfing around and finding games, and while you are at it teach your child basic

computer skills:

Care of the computer. I don‟t know about you, but I would be very nervous handing a three

year old my $800 Ipad! Teach your child not to set drinks down near the computer, to use

everything carefully, not to punch the screen with her finger, and how to carry a laptop. Start

your child out with less expensive digital devices such as those recommended here.

Learning the parts of the computer. Teach your child what and where the keyboard, display,

touchpad, mouse, on / off switch, enter key, cables, and different ports are.

Turning the computer on & off. Show your child how to close all programs before shutting off

the computer.

Using the mouse & touch screen. Games and apps will teach your child.

Clicking / touching an icon to open a program, closing a program. Put icons for your child‟s

sites and games on the desktop. Show him how to open them, log in, and turn them off.

Opening up a browser, logging in.

Right clicking to ‘save as’. Show your child how to save a photo to a file.
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Cutting & Pasting. When your child is ready, show him how to open the word processor and cut

& paste some text from the internet into a document. Do this with photos, also.

Internet searching. Give your child one word at a time and let her search it. Show her how to

explore the web sites, images, videos, etc.

Sending a text or email. Now you‟re in trouble. This is the digital equivalent of learning to

walk, so watch out! Obviously, parental controls become even more critical now.

Maintaining privacy. When your child is ready, teach her about opening emails and never

giving out personal or family information to anyone. Internet safety must be taught just like

looking both ways before crossing the street.

Learning to type. Computers will read our minds pretty soon. For now, typing skills are still

required. 6 yr. olds are still considered a bit young to learn to type, but everything is changing

downward when it comes to children and computers. If your 5-6 yr. old wants to learn, search

for and try a free program first. If your child is ready and interested, you can buy a kids typing

program that has fun games. Some good sites are listed, but they change all the time, so you‟ll

need to research these on your own. Here is a cool keyboard for kids.

Games. Take a look at these sites with free computer games:



ehow



Good site on teaching children how to use computers and the internet.



shambles



All about computer keyboards and learning to type.



freeonlinetypinggames



Click on „Kids Typing Games‟, great games for learning to type



auntlee



More good typing games



lego



Click on games.



jumpstart



Simple registration, great games



mathnook



Great math games and challenges. Make sure your child has progressed far

enough along the Math Sequence to have the skills needed for a game.



starfall



One of the best free reading sites. More on this in the reading section.



funschool.kaboose



More games, including art and many printable games.



knowledgeadventure



Wonderful educational games.



mothergoosecaboose



Educational games, art, music, poetry.



pbskids



Great site.



abcmouse



Many great games at different levels



kidsknowit



Very unique educational songs on a wide variety of topics.



tvokids



Click on the „Ages 2-5‟ link.



exploretheblue



Discovery Channels‟ fish and ocean web site has a number of good games
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Internet videos – a powerful learning tool

One of the most incredible uses of the computer for young children is

watching videos on sites like YouTube & Vimeo. Children readily absorb

huge amounts of information from visual and auditory inputs. There are

usually multiple videos on just about any topic including how to do almost

anything. Every Google search includes a „video‟ link at the top that will

take you to numerous videos on any topic. Videos are becoming a

primary learning tool for children. They see something being done and

hear specific new language. They can watch videos multiple times and

internalize new language and information. The information young children get from these

videos really activates brain nerve connections. This is the future, folks, and it‟s here now.

The children at left are watching a video on African dancing

at Discovery Days and Montessori Moments.



If your child expresses an interest in something, or you

are doing an activity together, search for videos relating

to that topic. Save a few in your favorites and watch

them with your child. Put links to them on the desktop.

Allow your child to watch them a number of times if she

wants to. These videos are short, interesting, powerful

teaching tools.



Searching the internet

Doing internet searches is one of the best computer experiences for young children . Under



your close supervision, they can immediately see a huge variety of images and videos related

to anything. Let your child name a word (red, cow, dog, house, sun, bird, etc.), and see what

she can find! You never know where a search will lead, it‟s like an adventure.



Electronic devices

Many good hand-held electronic devices designed for young children are available. They make

good introductions to computers by teaching a child how to use and interact with a device. Start

your child out with something like this instead of an expensive tablet. Two good examples:



Leapfrog Text and Learn. A great little device. It teaches the alphabet &



letter sounds, shapes, and has music features. As little as $20 online.



Leapfrog Scribble and Write. Multiple modes teach letters and shapes



and give great writing practice. Encourage a proper writing grasp – see

page 230.
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Making computer books

A nice way to extend your child‟s computer experiences into

reading is to make books using images and information from

computer searches. Take a subject, any subject your child is

interested in.

Let‟s say today your child is into sharks. Help your child search

the word shark. Take a look at the images and web sites related to

sharks. Save sites in your Favorites under Sharks. Save photos you

like for printing. If you‟re not sure how to do this, try this:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.



Right click on the photo.

Choose „save image as‟

Give the photo a name, choose a file where you want to save it, then click „Save‟.

Open a blank document in your word processor.

Choose „Insert‟ then „Picture‟ or „Photo‟.

Find the file and photo and double click on the photo. It should appear on the page with

circles or boxes around the edges. Click and drag these to make the image larger or

smaller. Move the cursor down and paste in another photo.

7. To save time, type words you will want in the book onto the page anywhere you can. In

this case, you might want things like teeth, mammal, nurse shark, tiger shark, great white

shark, etc. Use the Century Gothic typestyle shown here, as it matches the sandpaper

letters used in the reading section.

8. Repeat until you have filled the page with photos and words and print it out onto white

card stock.

9. Have your child cut the photos and words out.

Have your child staple sheets of paper to make a book, see page 251. On the cover, your child can

glue stick on a photo. Write or paste in a title. Continue pasting in photos and captions.

When your child is ready, cut and paste interesting facts, as well as your child’s comments,

about sharks and type up, print, and cut out these words for gluing in the book.

This called ‘Organic Reading & Writing’ – see page 250. When children participate in making a

book about something they are really interested in, their attention is focused on the photos and

words in a powerful way. Your child can make his own library!

For more great bookmaking ideas, check out Tech-it & Fake it‟s Let’s Make Books page!

Crayola makes this really cool EZ Type Multimedia Keyboard

for kids. Parents rate this item very highly. Crayola has cheaper

versions also. This one is around $30 on Amazon.
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Warning: Avoid CVS – computer vision syndrome! Children using display screens close to



their eyes are at greater risk of suffering eye strain, headaches, blurred vision, and neck and

shoulder pain. Here is a good article on eye strain in children, and a video.



Apps

Apple and Android Apps are all the rage. There are good ones for kids. You can also find plenty

of free computer games. To find some good apps, take a look at two reviews on the great blog

1+1+1=1: HERE & HERE.

Check out this review of over 30 iphone apps.

Here is a good review of Android apps for preschoolers.

Montessorium has some good ipad apps



Google Earth

Check out the Geography and Culture section starting on page 184. Google Earth is an

incredible program!



Many parents rate the Vtech Tote and Go Laptop highly for

kids 3 and older. It has 30 activities, a mouse, and an LCD

screen. Check your local toy stores for similar products.



Preschoolers primarily need muscle movement and hands-on early

learning activities. Computer experiences are valuable for brain

development and preparing a child to succeed in our digital world.

Find the balance and your child will be ready for anything!
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Science



Shutterstock



“It is necessary to place the soul of the child in contact with creation, in order

that he may lay up for himself treasure from the directly educating forces of

living nature.”

Maria Montessori



Why can birds fly but a dog can‟t? Why can‟t fish come onto land? Why can‟t we live

underwater? Why do we have night and day? How does water become ice, liquid, and vapor?

How does a seed become a plant? What makes clouds? Why do we breathe? The questions are

endless, as are the opportunities to teach young children about their world.

Maria Montessori included science activities appropriate for the time in her prepared

environment. This included things like leaf shapes, the parts of the body, and experiences in

gardening and raising animals. If Montessori were alive today, you can bet the prepared

environment would contain many more science activities – we‟ve come a long way since 1900!

Science activities for 2-6 year olds should include experiences with the natural world such as

weather, volcanoes, plants, animals, space, land forms, the ocean, our bodies, and the physical
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properties of objects; as well as experiences with the unseen forces of nature like electricity,

magnetism, gravity, and sound transmission.

Science for young children need not be complicated or expensive. At this age children are

exploring the world for the first time. The simplest experiences can be the most meaningful and

fascinating. The important thing is that they see things happen and participate.

Following the Montessori approach for young children, we can create all kinds of hands-on

activities that teach basic science concepts in fun and engaging ways. Computer experiences,

especially videos, are also great. For many of these experiences a self-contained material is not

needed. You can do many of these at the sink, in the kitchen, sitting at the computer, or outside.

Each activity can include experiences with language, videos, photography, safety lessons, and

more. Use this technique of extending and expanding your child‟s experiences whenever you

and your child do something together. Include words by writing them out and reading them.

Look for other experiences that can be included. You may be surprised how much information

you can pack into a simple activity. Your young child has an absorbent mind – whatever

information you give her while her attention is focused goes right in!



Can a bean grow without soil?

This simple experiment teaches a number of science concepts. Kids really enjoy it. Talk about

how seeds and beans become plants and how they grow in gardens. Check out this cool video of

tomato plants sprouting. Take a look at the other plant growth videos, too. Ask your child if he

thinks a bean could ever sprout out of the ground, without soil.



Materials









A small clear glass bowl

A cloth

2 each of different dry beans, like pinto, kidney, black or

other beans. Mung beans (Chinese green beans) work very

well.

What to do

1. Let your child pour in a few of each kind of bean into the bowl.

2. Have your child wash the beans and drain off the water a few times. Keeping any beans

from falling out as the water is drained off adds a muscle skills challenge.

Note: Some beans are dried by laying them out on dirt roads. The dust you wash off may

have come from a road as far away as China!

3. Let the beans soak overnight in enough water so that they won‟t soak all of it up.

4. In the morning, drain off the water, cover the bowl with a clean cloth, and set it out of

direct sunlight and direct heat. You can even put on a high shelf inside a kitchen cabinet.
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5. Rinse the beans with water and drain 1-2 times a day for 2-3 days, keeping the beans in

the same dark or semi-dark spot.

In a couple of days, you should see the beans sprouting! Let

your child taste a few.



Extending the Activity

When they have sprouted your child can eat them or plant them

outside or in a germination pot with potting soil.

Photo: Ude

There are so many great experiences children can have with

plants. Get into gardening! You can grow flowers and

vegetables from seeds then use the flowers as decorations and

eat the vegetables. Your child can have his own little garden plot and prepare the soil, decide

what to plant in it, and take care of it. These are incredible experiences for young children!



Making a dull penny shine

Show your child some dull pennies and some bright ones. Ask her, “What could we do to make

the dull pennies bright again?” She may suggest washing them with soap or brushing them off,

both logical choices. Give them a try. Could just sitting in a liquid make them bright? Invite her

to find out. This activity introduces the concept of acids and bases, has a language component,

and can even be extended to include biology and a safety lesson.



Materials

















Dull pennies

4 small plastic or glass cups

Lemon juice, lime juice

Baking soda

Cloth or paper towels

A black marker

An index card



What to do

Write, or have your child write if she is writing now, lemon juice on one cup, lime juice on the

second, baking soda on the third, water on the fourth.

Fold the index card in half to make a tent card that stands by itself. Help your child as needed to

write Making dull pennies shine again, or something similar that you both decide on, on the card

so you now have a name card for your experiment – and a language activity.
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Get some dull pennies. Divide them into two groups, those to drop in the liquids and some

similarly discolored pennies for comparison. Have your child drop 3 pennies into each fluid.

Make sure the pennies are covered. Wait 10 -15 minutes. Remove the pennies and rub them dry

with a rough towel. Keep the groups from each cup separate.

The pennies from the lemon and lime juice cups should be noticeably shinier. If not, try

different pennies. Not all discoloration comes off with an acid bath, but most pennies will clean

up noticeably in lemon and lime juice. Which liquid cleaned up the pennies best? Which did the

worst job?

You can point out to your child that the lemon and lime juices are acids, while the baking soda is

a base. Explain that acids are better at eating away dirt and grime than bases. The plain water is

in between an acid and a base, so it did not do anything except get the pennies wet.



Extending the Activity

Here is a quick safety conversation you can have based on this experiment:

Ask your child, “If the lemon and lime juices were strong enough to clean dull pennies, why

don‟t they hurt our skin or eat it off?” Listen to your child‟s explanations. Explain it this way,

“Some acids are even stronger than the juices. These liquids would damage our skin or even

eat it away and hurt us badly.”

Ask your child, “Can you think of somewhere on your body where the lemon and lime juices

might sting if they touched there?” Listen to your child‟s thoughts. “If the juices got into our

eyes, do you think they would sting?” Your child will probably agree they would.

“Let‟s not find out, ok? When we do not know what something is, we need to keep it off our

bodies and especially out of our eyes.” You can point out that when scientists work with acids,

they wear gloves and face masks. Google „acid‟ and click „images‟ to find acid danger warning

signs from laboratories.

Here is a quick biology conversation: “Do you know our bodies make strong acid inside us?”

“Our stomachs make acid that digests our food so our bodies can use it.”

“Why doesn‟t that strong acid in our stomachs eat away our stomach?” “Our stomachs have a

coating on the inside called mucous that protects the skin.”

“We also have mucous inside our mouths. Feel the inside of your mouth with your finger. The

wet stuff you feel is mucous. It protects your mouth.”



The Activity Mom at activitymom.blogspot.com describes



this chemistry experience:

Sprinkle baking soda onto a plate. Use a medicine dropper to

drop vinegar onto the baking soda. Watch the fizzy reaction.

B thought this was so cool! He didn't ask me why it was

happening which I'm happy about because I wasn't prepared

to answer that. I think my go to response for something like

that in the future will be "Great question! Where do you

think we could look to find that answer?"
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How do plants drink water?

Like most good science experiences for young children, this

one is very simple but can be extended to introduce many

science facts and new language. Ask your child, “How do

plants get water from the ground all the way up to their

leaves? Do you want to find out?” If the interest is there, off

you go!



Materials

Celery stalks

Cups

Water

Red & blue food coloring



What to do

Let your child fill the cups half full with water. Have her put in a few drops of food coloring to

make a red cup and a blue cup.

If you feel she is ready, and under close supervision, your child can cut pieces of celery about 5

inches long and a couple a bit longer. Make nice clean cuts. Leave a few with the leaves on. Have

your child put pieces in each cup. Set the cups out of the way and wait a few hours.

When you return to the cups examine the stalks. Can color dots be seen around the edges of the

ends that are sticking up? Is the bottom of each piece stained with color?

Wait another day. Now, the bottom ends will be all colored. The top ends should clearly show

little dots of color at the end of each vascular bundle, or tube, extending up the outside of the

stalk just under the skin. The leaves will be starting to be dotted with color.

Point out the lines on the outside of the celery and show your child how they are actually tubes

going up the inside of the stalk. You can explain that the water traveled up the celery by

capillary action. That‟s how plants get a drink! Here is a video of a tree drinking.

Just using the words above is enough for now. Your child needs to hear correct terms even if she

is not quite ready to understand all about them yet.



Extending the activity

A biology conversation:

“Do you think we have tubes in our bodies that carry fluid?”

Google „circulatory system‟, click on „images‟ and find a good picture of the human circulatory

system. Point out the heart and where your child‟s heart is in his body. Explain that the red and

blue lines are tubes like those on the celery. Check out this video of the circulatory system. It is

a bit technical for preschoolers, but the video animation is good.
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“These tubes are arteries and veins. They carry blood all over our

bodies. Every part of our body needs blood all the time to live.”

Another demonstration of capillary action:

Put a small amount of the colored water on a plate. Get a paper

towel, and let your child dip a corner of the towel into the water.

Watch the water travel up the towel.

Now, check out this video of a cool capillary action experiment

you can do at home!

A fun video activity on growing gummi bears!



These bones of mine

Children have a real fascination for what is inside their bodies. For this activity, all you need is

your child and a picture of a human skeleton. Internet access makes this activity much more

complete.



Materials







Internet computer

Paper and pencil



What to do

Google human skeleton, click on „images‟, and find a nice

skeleton with as many bones as possible listed. Make a title on

a sheet of saying: Bones of mine that I can feel



Bones of mine that I can feel

fingers

knuckles

hand

wrist

forearm

elbow

shoulder

jaw

head



chin

sternum

ribs

hip

knee

ankle

foot

toes

spine



Have your child start on the fingertips of one of her hands. She can squeeze and feel her fingers

one by one, feeling for hard bones under the skin. Some bones are easier to feel – like the

knuckles where bone sections join. Have your child bend a finger so each section is clearly

shown, and feel each knuckle, especially the points that stick out from the body.

As she feels bones, have her write down where. Help her with simple, non-scientific names like

finger, knuckle, wrist, forearm, upper arm, shoulder, chin, jaw, head, sternum, ribs, spine,

hip, knee, ankle, foot, and toes. Do the same bones on each side feel the same?



Have your child feel for bones on one side of her body with the opposite hand, or on both sides

together with both hands, which ever she likes. She can move up to her wrist, forearm, elbow,

upper arm and shoulder. Then have her move toward her head. Go down the neck to her torso

and have her feel her ribs and sternum (breastplate in center of chest). Then she can move to her

hip, down her leg to her knee, then down to her foot and finally her toes.
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If your child is writing well now, have him write down all the bones he can

feel on the sheet of paper. If he is not writing well enough yet, help and have

him read the words with you.



Extending the activity





After a chicken dinner, save a leg and thigh bone, clean them well

and let your child examine them. Feel how strong they are, how hard

to bend, even though they are very light. Cut a bone in half (you may

need a small saw!) and examine the center. Show your child that the

middle is hollow and filled with bone marrow. This where our

blood cells are made. Get some of the marrow out using a fork or

toothpick and examine it.

A great set of 25 Skeleton Three Part Cards (left) is available

from Montessori Print Shop. See page 38 for directions on using

these.

Here is a nice video of children learning about the human

skeleton in a Montessori school.

Here is a free, large, printable skeleton!



My body makes sounds that I never hear!



These activities will make your child think. You might find it interesting also! You can really play

doctor in this one. You will be listening to the same sounds your doctor or nurse does when you

are examined. Our bodies sounds tell health professionals quite a lot about what‟s going on

inside. You will be listening to heart, lung, and belly sounds; and watching very cool videos.



Materials

An inexpensive stethoscope. You can also buy one at most nurses‟ uniform

shops. Have the staff show you the correct way to put it on and listen. If

you buy online, search „how to use a stethoscope‟ for directions. It usually

helps to bend the earpieces slightly forward and put them in your ears that

way, facing slightly forward. Tap on the end lightly to see if you have the

earpieces in right. Swivel the listening part around or switch the earpieces

around if not.
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What to do

Ask your child, “Would you like to hear something really special?” If he is interested, say, “Let‟s

listen to the sounds our bodies make on the inside!”

Show your child his new stethoscope and tell him, “This is a stethoscope. It lets us listen to what

is happening inside our bodies.”

Show your child how to put the stethoscope on and tap the listening end lightly to hear that it is

working. Turn off the TV or any other source of noise so it is quiet.



Heart Sounds

Place the end firmly against your skin just to the right side (your left

side as you look down) of your breastbone, between ribs at either of the

spots marked T or P in the drawing. Let your child put in the earpieces

and see if she can hear your heart beating. Take a listen yourself. Try

the other spots also. Now, let your child listen to her own heartbeat in

the same spots.

A normal heart sound is called ‘lub dub, lub dub’ and has a regular

rhythm. You can discuss what your heartbeats sound like. Do they

sound different? Is yours faster or slower than your child‟s?

You can Google search for heart drawings and photos and let your child see what a human heart

looks like. Here are cool videos of the human heart beating.

Here is a site where you can hear normal heart sounds. depts.washington.edu



Lung sounds

“Do you think our lungs make noise when we breathe in?” Ask your

child if he wants to listen to find out. With the room very quiet, have

your child listen to your lungs in spots between ribs along the sides

of your chest as you breathe in deeply through your mouth .

Another good spot to listen is 3-5” below the bottom of either side of

your neck, below the bone that goes across to your shoulder.

You should hear sounds like air swooshing or a balloon inflating.

Listen while breathing in and out.



Shutterstock



You can Google search for lungs and let your child see what they look

like. Our lungs actually inflate and deflate as we breathe, like balloons!

Check out this animation of how the lungs work. Watch the heart &

lungs HERE.



At wilkes.med.ucla.edu, you can hear normal lung sounds, as well as lungs with crackles and

wheezes – indications of possible disease like pneumonia.

See page 183 for another cool lungs experience!
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Belly sounds

Listen all over your bellies. You should hear gurgles, pops, bubbling, and other weird sounds.

These are the sounds of your gastrointestinal tract doing its thing. It‟s all normal, all good. You

can hear these sounds especially well after you eat!

Here is an incredible video simulation of traveling through the GI Tract.

This video shows the stages of digestion.



Look into your eyes

Your eyes see everything, but have you ever looked

closely at them? Here‟s your chance! Get a magnifying

glass and take turns looking at your eyes and your

child‟s. The photo shows the parts of the visible eye.

How do your eyes compare in color, pupil size, and iris

appearance? Are your pupils of equal size?

Here‟s a fun experience: turn off the lights so the room

is dark. Now turn on a flashlight. Look in each other‟s

Webvision

eyes carefully as you quickly shine the flashlight into

each other‟s eyes. Watch for the pupil to get smaller

right when the light hits it – it happens really fast! Do both of your pupils react at the same

speed? Pupil reaction is one way doctors tell how well your nervous system is working.

Take a look at this excellent video about how our eyes work.



More Amazing Human Body Videos!



Watch these with your child:

An amazing 3d build-up of the human skeleton with

great music!



Here are your major muscles, again to music.

This is a nice brief introduction to the nervous system.

Another good video on the circulatory system.

Take a quick tour of the body‟s internal organs



Beautiful three part cards like the Internal

Organ Cards above can be downloaded

instantly from Montessori Print Shop. They have

an incredible selection of card sets you can

use to teach your child almost anything,

especially science-related topics!
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My amazing hands

There is a simple hand measurement activity in the Math section. This one

is going to include more things your child can measure about her hands.



Materials







A sheet of graph paper for each hand you want to measure

Two nesting bowls









Dry beans in a bowl (like kidney, pinto, or lima)

A measuring cup with an „ml‟ (milliliter) scale











A tape measure

Water

Paper and pencil



How long is my hand?



How big is my hand?



5 inches



114 squares



How much does my

hand hold?



What to do

Make lines to divide the sheet of blank paper into 4 equal

sections. Label these:



42 beans



How much water

does my hand move?



90ml



How long is my hand? This measures length

How big is my hand?



This measures surface area



How much does my hand hold?



This measures capacity



How much water does my hand move?



This measures volume



These measurements are stated in their most direct, simple form at first. When you have made

each measurement and are writing it on the sheet, you can introduce the formal terms length,

area, capacity, and volume. You can write these at the bottom of each square.



Length

Have your child spread his hand out on the table. Measure the length from the wrist to the end

of the longest finger. Record it on the chart.



Area

Lay down the graph paper sheet. Have your child spread his hand out on it. Trace his hand.

Now, count all the squares inside the hand tracing. Count even partially covered squares as 1

square for simplicity. Record the result on the chart in number of squares under: How big is my

hand?



Capacity

Have your child pick up as many beans as he can hold without dropping any and drop them into

an empty bowl. Now he counts how many beans he picked up. Record the result.
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Volume

Fill up the smaller of the two nesting bowls with water right to the rim. Set it inside the larger

bowl. Have your child make a fist and slowly lower it up to the wrist into the water. Watch the

water spill over into the larger bowl. Remove the smaller bowl carefully. Now, pour the water

from the larger bowl into the measuring cup. Record the result. “My hand pushed ____ ml of

water out of the bowl.”



What tree is that?

Find a tree and find out what it is! At the

What Tree is It? site, you can identify

trees by leaf, fruit, or name. Follow the

links and choose the characteristics of

your tree until you find its name.

At right is one of three sets of Tree

Identification Cards from Montessori

Print Shop. Check these sets out and find

one that pictures trees you have in your

area – then go look for and identify them.

Field trip!



Growing carrot leaves

Here‟s a fun one. Cut about ½” off the top of a few

carrots. Now find a shallow dish and put ½” or so of

sand in it. Add water until the sand is all wet but no

water is visible on top of the sand. Push the carrot tops

a little bit down into the sand. Let them sit in a well lit

area and don‟t move them. Add water if the sand dries

out. In a couple of weeks, you should have leaves! They

will continue to grow as long as you water them.
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Sponge salad

For this you’ll need:

A new, rough textured sponge

Cress seeds

Water

A dish



Rinse the sponge several times with clean water and lay it in the dish. Sprinkle cress seeds over

the top of the sponge. Add some water to the dish. In about a day the seeds will crack open. They

will start to root in about three days, and probably by the next day will have leaves. When they

get big enough, trim them off with scissors and eat. Sponge farming!



How far can you feel?



This experiment may surprise you! All you need is two

paperclips or sharpened pencils, a ruler, and a piece

of paper.



Start with your child‟s forearm. Have your child close her

eyes. Lightly press one point into your child‟s forearm

and ask her how many points she feels. She should say

one. Press both points down very close to each other and

ask again. Your child will still say one.

In small increments, increase the distance between

the two points and ask your child each time how many points he feels. Eventually the points



will be far enough apart that your child will feel two points.

Measure the distance between the points, which introduces math. Write forearm, and the

distance between the points. Repeat on other spots of your child‟s body – head, back, legs, etc.

Then switch positions and have your child press the points on you in the same spots. How do

your distances compare?

The nerve sensors in our bodies are not evenly distributed . They are as little as a few



millimeters apart on our fingertips, for example, and up to several centimeters on our backs. To

feel two points, each point must fire a different Sensorial nerve. Neat!
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Where in the world am I?

Take a trip with your child from your house to outer space! This activity is probably better for 56 yr. olds, but even younger children can have fun watching Google Earth.



Materials





Internet computer with Google Earth free download.

Just Google „Google Earth‟ and get the free download.

This is one program you will use and love, it is

amazing.







A paper folding map of your city







A map of your state







A map of the United States







A world globe. There are great interactive, talking globes out there that tell you about

countries, oceans, and more. The three dimensional aspect is perfect for young kids.



What to do

1. Start by walking to the end of your street and reading the name of your street. Have

your child say it.

2. Walk back to your house, and read the number on your house. Write down your street

name and house number address. Have your child do it if she is writing now.

3. Get out the city map and find your street and the approximate location of your house by

using the street name guide. Make a mark where your house sits. Add the name of your

city to your house address.

4. Get out your state map and find your city on it. Have your child mark it on the map and

say your state‟s name. Add your state name to the sheet.

5. Get out the U.S. (or wherever you live!) map and find your state on it. Have your child

mark your state and city, and repeat the name of your state. Add, U.S.A. to your sheet.

6. Get out the world globe and find the U.S. and the approximate location of your state and

city. Have your child repeat: “the United States Of America”. Explore the globe to see

where our country sits on the planet. Add „Planet Earth’ to your sheet.

7. Get on Google Earth and repeat the steps you have followed so far. Type in your address

and „fly‟ to your house! Then gradually zoom out to see your city, state, the U.S., and our

earth from space. You can add „Our Solar System’ to the sheet.



Explore Google Earth!

Google Earth can occupy hours of exploration. Travel to the world‟s great cities. Zoom in on



cities around the world and see how people live in Egypt, China, South America, anywhere.

Explore the great rain forests, oceans, deserts, and mountains. Click on „Sky‟ and you can visit

different galaxies and see amazing astronomical sights. Explore everything this wonderful

program has to offer. It is an amazing resource. See Geography and Culture, p. 184.
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Where land and water meet

Just getting out the Play Doh is a recipe for fun! In this case, you can also learn a whole lot about

some of the geologic forms land and water make when they meet. It also includes excellent

computer experience. You can even make an erupting volcano!



Materials





A plastic container, about 1‟ X 2‟ X 1‟ deep.







Brown and blue Play Doh







Land and Water Form Book







Land & Water Form Photo Book



*Download the above materials from Montessori Print Shop



What to do

Build these land forms using brown Play Doh for land and blue for water.

Help your child to build up the land above the „water level‟. For a river or canyon, make a slab of

brown Play Doh, then run a butter knife or finger through it and smooth up the sides to make a

narrow passage. Make strings of blue „water‟ and put it in the bottom. For the island, isthmus,

and peninsula, help your child make an „ocean‟ of blue water over the bottom of the container,

then shape and set the brown „land‟ on top of the water.

Match up each Land Form Cutout with the one your child makes. Have your child say the name

of each land form. For writing practice, let your child practice writing these names.

Match up your three dimensional models, the cards you used as guides, and the photos in the

Land & Water Form Photo Book. Use the cards for 3-Part Card lessons (p. 38).



Extending the activity

Many more beautiful Land & Water Form materials are available from Montessori Print Shop.

These are high quality sets ready for you to print out and use at home. Start with one set and get

the others according to your child‟s interest.
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The Forces of Nature



Most children, fortunately, never experience extreme examples of Mother Nature‟s incredible

power. Lightning, rain, and snow are the most common natural events children witness. With a

few activities and some great videos, you can bring experiences safely into your home. Explain

these events so your child doesn‟t feel a disaster is imminent!



Make a volcano!

Make a volcano with a baking soda & vinegar ‘eruption’. First, do your child a big favor and

visit kids.discovery.com. This site has wonderful interactive videos of volcanoes. You can even

build your own virtual volcano!



To make your erupting volcano:

Get a deep tray or tub. Find a small bottle, like an empty

juice bottle, put it in the middle of a piece of cardboard,

and build up a nice Play Doh volcano cone around it.

Make the top of the cone even with the top of the bottle.

Put the cap on until the cone is built.

Your child may want to surround the cone with blue

Play Doh „water‟ to make it a volcanic island; and

perhaps add orange or red „lava‟ coming down the sides.

Use a funnel if needed to put about a tbsp. of baking

soda, a few drops of red food coloring, a tbsp. of dishwashing liquid, and a tbsp. of water into the

bottle. Get the video camera ready.

You may want to get some newspaper and take the volcano outside for the eruption. Pour about

a tbsp. of vinegar into the bottle and watch the volcano erupt.



Check out these volcano videos:

Iceland volcano Call your child in when the intro ad is



over, as it has scenes of violence. The volcano footage is

worth it, though.

Kilauea. Great footage!

Another Hawaiian volcano Incredible.
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Ocean waves in a Bottle

Easy & fun! All you need is:

A big water bottle or a 2 liter soda bottle

Water & a funnel

Cooking oil

Food coloring

Glue or duct tape



Fill the bottle about 1/3 full with water, add a few drops

of food coloring, and fill the rest of the bottle with

cooking oil. I suggest you glue or tape the cap on tight!

Hold the bottle horizontally and tip the ends up and down to create a wave-like motion in the

liquid. You can swirl the bottle rapidly in a circle to make a whirlpool.

Why this works: because oil and water do not mix!



Sites & Videos

Here are great videos of natural events:

Toowoomba flood



Floods 101



Dust storm in Phoenix, AZ



Tornados.net



Video Montage of natural Disasters (wonderful piece)



Powerful Ocean Waves



Hurricane Irene – View From Space



FEMA Ready Kids Disaster Preparedness Site – games and good info for the whole family!

Wildfire!



Natural Disaster Printables

Great printable materials from Montessori Print Shop:



Natural Disaster Book

Natural Disaster 3 Part Cards.
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Why is the moon changing?

Watching the phases of the moon is a great science experience for

children. On the web site listed below you can get the moon phase

calendar for every month of the year. Check to see if the moon looks

like what the calendar says it will each night. When your child is

ready, you can explain why the moon changes! This activity also

gives a child practice with using the internet, a calendar, counting,

and many new words.



Materials









A moon phase calendar for the current month. You can find this at Moonconnection.

A few cloudless nights so you can go outside and see the moon!



What to do

Print out a moon phase calendar for the current month from the web site above.

Go out tonight and take a look at the moon. Does it look like the calendar says it should on

today‟s date?

Match the way the moon looks with the moon phase on the calendar that looks closest to it.

Continue following the phases of the moon at night this way. If you miss a night or two, no

worries, the moon changes rather slowly! You could schedule your moon observations on your

child‟s calendar in her room (p. 221).



Extending the activity

On another page on moonconnection is a graphic on why the

moon changes its appearance due to its position related to the

earth and the sun. This page also has all the names of the

moon phases for your child to learn. Help your child name the

correct current moon phases during the month.

A very nice Moon Phase Chart for your child‟s room, shown

at left, is available from Montessori Print Shop.

Video: The Phases of the Moon



Cool Astronomy Videos

Our solar system



The Solar System – Space School



Space School – Earth



Planet Earth – a great video



Solar System HD



Our amazing solar system
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Make a sundial

A really simple, very cool project! Just turn a paper

plate upside down and punch a pencil or pen

through the middle so it stands straight. Set it in the

sun. Draw a line over the shadow and write down

the hour at the end of the line. Repeat once an hour,

on the hour.

Once you have a few hours on your sundial,

compare it to a clock in your home. This can be the

start of experiences in telling time (p. 217).

rootsandwingsco



Check out this project at Roots And Wings Co.



Which ice cube melts first?



This is an easy experiment, with an interesting result.

All you need are a two pieces of card stock, one black,

one white, a couple of ice cubes, a watch, and sunlight!

Lay the two pieces of card stock out in the sun. Check

the time, and then put a cube of ice on each one.

Measure how long it takes each cube to melt. The cube

on the black card will melt faster because black absorbs

sunlight, while white reflects it. Video of ice melting.

Shutterstock



Birds, birds

These bird house and feeder kits cost $6.99

each from Craft Kits & Supplies. They make

great crafts & science projects to do with your

child. Your child can paint them if he wants to.

Hang them outside and watch the birds come

to eat – and maybe move in!

Use the attribute guide at whatbird.com to

identify the birds that visit you.
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Electricity without a wire!



Static electricity makes for all kinds of fun. You can have fun doing the activities and learning



new words. If your child is a little older, she can learn about positive and negative charges and

how they interact.



Materials













A few balloons

Comb

Tissue paper

Your own hair or a wool or nylon sweater

Water faucet



What to do

1. Turn on the water faucet so it has the smallest stream of water that maintains its shape

as a single stream. Comb your hair 20-30 times. Put the comb up close to the water at

right angles to the stream and watch the water bend toward the comb.

2. Tear off a few very small pieces of tissue paper and lay them on the countertop. Comb

your hair 20-30 times. Place the comb above the paper pieces and watch them jump up

to the comb.

3. Inflate a balloon. Rub it up and down against your hair or a wool sweater. Did your hair

stand out straight? Do it again and stick the balloon against a wall - it should stick to the

wall.

4. If you have carpet in your house, put on socks and walk while rubbing your feet against

the carpet, then touch a metal doorknob. Did you get a spark?



A great video on bending water with static electricity.

For more information on why these things happened, here are

some good web sites:

kids-science-experiments

sciencemadesimple

enchantedlearning
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Paper can fly!

Paper airplanes hold endless fascination for children. Taking a piece of paper and making a

plane that actually flies is a thing of wonder. Many good web sites will guide you in making

planes from the very simple to very complicated. Perhaps your child will develop a new hobby!

Check out these sites:

funpaperairplanes

10paperairplanes

ehow

tvlesson



Experiment with different kinds and weights of paper, and slightly pushing the wings of your

planes up and down.



Watch the weather

At The Weather Channel Kids! Your child can click on „Get Weather’, plug in your zip code (a

math experience) and get the daily weather. Have your child go outside and see if it looks like it

says it does! There are also great games, videos and more on this entertaining and informative,

fun site. Wonderful weather materials are available at Montessori Print Shop.



Making a telephone

Ever try this when you were young? It is still just as interesting to kids today. A simple, fun

activity that teaches about vibration and sound transmission.



Materials













A ball of string

A skein of yarn

A couple of toothpicks or small paper clips

Two cups, they can be Styrofoam, paper, or plastic

A pencil or pen



What to do

1. Choose two cups of the same material. Punch a small hole – just large enough for the

string to go through - in the center of the bottom of each cup from the outside of the cup.

2. Cut a 15-20‟ length of string.
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3. Push one end of the string through one cup from the outside of the cup. Repeat for the

other end & cup.

4. Tie a toothpick or paper clip onto each end of the string.

You and your child each grab a cup and move away from each other until the string is very tight but don‟t break it!

One of you holds your cup tight against your ear while the other talks softly into their cup.

Can you hear the other talking? Now you talk while your child listens. Keep that string tight.

Next, change out the string for the yarn. See if you think the yarn works better. Feel the yarn for

vibration while one of you talks. Can you feel it vibrating?

The next time you see a music store, take your child in and go to the guitars. Let your child pluck

a guitar string and watch it vibrate. That is the same way your voices traveled down the string

and yarn – by vibrating them.



Salt & sugar magic!



Watching a solid dissolve in a liquid then reappear after the liquid evaporates looks like magic to

a young child. How can it do that? Depending on your child‟s age this simple activity can involve

the experiment itself and a few new words, or a Google search about molecules and solutions. As

always, follow your child‟s lead.

Materials







Salt & sugar







A spoon







Two microwave safe glass cups about 1/4 filled with water (too much will take too long)



What to do



“Did you know we can make salt and sugar disappear and come back again?” If that generates

interest, continue.

Get out the materials, and let your child taste the salt and the sugar. Have her pour a little salt

into one cup, and a little sugar into the other. Have her look to verify that she can see each

material in the water.

Now have your child stir each cup until the material in each dissolves. “Where did the salt and

sugar go?” Get your child‟s ideas and maybe discuss a bit. “They dissolved into the water.” Have

your child taste each solution to be sure she understands that the salt and sugar are still in the

water.

“How can we get them back?” Again, get your child‟s ideas. “We‟ll need to make the water go

away, to evaporate off, first.”
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Tell your child you can do that two ways: you can wait for the water to evaporate, which will take

maybe a couple of days (depending on how much water is in the cups); or you can heat the cups

up and boil the water off.

Assuming your child does not want to wait, put the salt solution in the microwave and boil the

water off. Let the cup cool, and then show your child the salt clinging to the cup, and let him

taste it. Repeat with the sugar solution. You brought the salt and sugar back again!



Magnetic – Non Magnetic



In the Sensorial section your child did activities involving

sorting and grading objects according to physical

characteristics that can be sensed directly by sight, taste,

touch, sound, and smell. There are physical properties of

objects, such as whether they are magnetic or not, and

whether they sink in water or not, that are not

immediately obvious to our senses. They must be

identified by other testing. This and the next activity

introduce this concept.



Materials

Gather a collection of metallic objects such as coins, paper clips, eating utensils, a pen with a

metal barrel, metal jar lids, screws, bolts, washers, nuts, keys, etc. Also gather non-metallic

objects, like small plastic objects, plastic eating utensils, a pencil, rubber ball, foam, glass knick

knacks, cardboard, paper, a playing card, etc. – as many different types of objects as possible.

On page 279 in the Printouts are name cards saying magnetic and non magnetic to print out.

Buy a fairly strong magnet. Home improvement stores usually sell magnets that look like a pen

for holding small screws and bolts. Arts and crafts stores usually have horseshoe magnets.

Lastly, put the objects, name cards, and magnet in a bowl or nice box.



What to do

Have your child get out a floor rug or table mat and bring the bowl to it. Set out the bowl and

name cards as shown in the photo.

Show your child the magnet. Explain that the magnet will pick up some things, but not others.

“Things the magnet will pick up are called „magnetic‟.” Show your child the magnetic name card

and say, “This says magnetic.”

“Things the magnet will not pick up are called „non-magnetic‟.” Show your child the nonmagnetic card and say, “This says, non-magnetic.”
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Ask your child, “Would you like to find out which things in the bowl are magnetic and which

are non-magnetic?” Assuming you get a positive response:

Have your child get out one object at a time and try to pick it up with the magnet. Help him as

needed to put each object in the right group.

At some point, ask your child if she sees something that is the same about all the magnetic

objects. You can show her that each one is made of metal. Help her identify metallic and nonmetallic objects around the house. Test them with the magnet.

Other sorting options: Living & Non-living; Plant & Animal; Straight & Curved; Large &

Small. Can you think of more?



Sink - Float



As in the previous activity, your child will group objects

according to a physical characteristic that is not

immediately obvious to our senses – whether they sink

or float in water.

The procedure is the same as in the above activity. Print

out the sink and float cards from page 279. You will need

a variety of objects, some that will sink and some that

will float. The bowl your child carries the objects in can

be filled with water for the experiment. Be sure to

include a towel so your child can dry each object before it

is placed under the correct sign.

It is always good to include a few large objects that will float, such as a good sized capped jar, a

big piece of foam, or a closed plastic food container; as well as some small objects that will

sink, like a paper clip, a penny, etc. Doing this will show your child that physical size is not what

determines flotation.



Extending the activity

Take the closed food container that floats and fill it with more and more coins to find out how

many coins it takes to overcome the flotation of the air in the container so it will sink.

Surface Tension Experiments



Ask your child, “Did you know water has a skin on top?” Try this fun experiment.

Drop a paper clip in the water and watch it sink.

Take a regular size small paper clip and bend up the inside loop so it is at right angles to the

other loop, making a little handle.
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Carefully set the clip down onto the water to show your child how a paper clip can sit on top of

the water‟s „skin‟. Let your child try it.

While the paper clip is floating on the water, drop a few drops of liquid dish or hand soap on the

water and watch the paper clip sink. You can explain that the soap breaks up the water‟s skin.

Another fun surface tension demonstration is to shake some black pepper onto the water. Drop

a few drops of the liquid soap near the pepper and watch it move quickly away from the soap.

The soap broke up the water‟s skin, and the skin around it pulled the pepper away!



So many kinds of animals



You will find printout for this activity on pages 280 -282. You can do this activity with pictures

of types of plants, transportation, land & water formations, clothing, etc.



Mammals



Birds



Insects



Fish



Crustaceans



Do your own Google searches, print pictures, and make activities to classify:

Plants: trees, vines, flowers, bushes, ferns, cactus, grasses

Transportation: buses, trucks, cars, motorcycles, bicycles, airplanes, boats



Reptiles
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Up close and personal

A magnifying glass is a wonderful science tool for young children.

They are fascinated by seeing things up close. The set pictured cost

$1 from a hardware store bargain bin. The Magnifying Bug Viewing

Jar cost $2 at Toys „R Us. Great learning materials for very little

money! Another bug viewer.



Test your lungs!



This simple experiment will tell you how much air your lungs hold! All you need is an empty 2

liter soda bottle, a 2’ length of CLEAN, clear plastic aquarium tubing, a magic marker, and

your sink.

Put about 4-6” of water in your sink, then fill the bottle with water. Put your hand over the top,

turn the bottle over really fast and put the top down into the water in the sink. Remove your

hand and hold the bottle upright upside down.

Now, slip one end of the tubing up into the mouth of the bottle a little ways. Take a deep breath,

put the other end of the tubing in your mouth, and BLOW. The air from your lungs will displace

water in the bottle. Mark the level of water in the bottle with the marker. Now have someone

else try. Keep track of whose marks are whose.

Here is one bloggers account of this activity.

And another blog account here with some good tips.



As you exhale through the tube, the air from your lungs pushes water out of the bottle. If you

exhale a really big breath, then the amount of water you pushed out of the bottle is how much air

your lungs hold. This is called your „VO2 max’. Who in your family has the largest VO2 max?
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Geography & Culture



The digital revolution has opened up the world for easy viewing by today‟s children. Maria

Montessori would have been thrilled to have Google Earth at her disposal! With an internet

computer and a few simple tools, you can give your child an incredible range of geography and

cultural experiences. For the activities in this section you will need:





Internet computer with the Google earth free version installed







Compass







World globe







Continent, land & water form, and other printed materials.







City, state, and country maps for your locale







Drawing paper, blue, brown, green, and black markers or pencils
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Google Earth is a free download from the page linked above.



Every household with children should have this marvelous

program installed. You can buy a compass at most sporting

goods stores. Unless you plan to take wilderness trips, you

don‟t need an expensive one.



A talking globe costs from $30-125. Expensive, but a good one will serve

your child well into his school years. These globes are a complete

geography lesson themselves! They tell your child about the oceans,

continents, and various countries. A great investment in a tool your child

will use frequently for a long time.



Montessori Print Shop has inexpensive, beautiful Geography and Culture Printables. Pictured

above are, left: Continent 3-Part Cards, a 7 card set; middle: Land and Water Forms Book, a

10 card set; and right: Land and Water Forms Photo Book, a 10 card set. More excellent

printable materials for this section from Montessori Print Shop:



Animals of the Continents

14 maps, 84 photo / drawing cards



World Control Maps Masters and Labels

Colored and B&W maps, name cards, labels
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Printed materials take your child‟s understanding one step further into abstraction. Young

children progress from hands-on, Sensorial-based, ‘concrete’ experiences, to graphic

representations, and on to abstraction, or the ability to manipulate objects mentally and

picture the world as thoughts.

You could take a large chunk of time and try to create many of the printed materials yourself.

When they are so readily available and inexpensive, though, why bother? Montessori Print

Shop‟s materials are used in Montessori schools around the world and your child will love them.

Their site has full instructions for printing and using all the materials.



Discover Google Earth

Take some time and learn your way around Google Earth.





Learn how to zoom in and out on the planet, and

how to spin the earth around. Practice using the

control pads at the top right to spin the Earth.







Type continent or country names (or your address)

in the „search‟ box hit enter, and fly all over the

world.







On the top left menu, click „view‟ and check „sidebar‟. Get familiar with the boxes that

appear on the left side. Under „Layers‟ try checking only „Borders and Labels’ first. This

will clearly show the boundaries of all the countries of Earth.







Zoom in on islands, countries, and cities. Click on them and read all about them. Enable

Photos on the sidebar and click on the white square photo symbols to see photos from

all over the world!



Spend some time getting familiar with Google Earth – explore it with your child.



Where in the world am I?

This activity is described on page 171. Do as much of it as your child maintains interest in, and

complete it another time, if needed. This is a wonderful way to give your child a picture of your

family‟s geographical location all the way out to your place in the universe!



Google Earth and the Globe

It works out really well to introduce your child to Google Earth and the Globe at the same

time. This provides three dimensional and graphic experiences together. Move the globe around

as you explore the world on the computer. Find oceans, continents, and countries on both.
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Match up the worlds

Bring up the image of planet earth on Google earth. Set the globe next to your computer. Turn

the globe to match the image on the computer as you rotate both bit by bit slowly and match

up the land and water areas. You can point out ocean and continent names. This activity

familiarizes your child with both representations of our planet.



Find the Continents & Oceans

Locate all 7 continents: North America, South America,

Africa, Asia, Europe, Antartica, and Australia. Locate

the Pacific, Atlantic, Indian, Arctic, and Southern

Oceans. Type the names in the search box on Google

Earth and fly there! Turn the globe and find the

continents and oceans on it at the same time. Listen to

what the globe has to say about each continent and

ocean. Type in your address and fly to your house!

This would be a good time to print out the free Globe, Continent, and Ocean Labels from

Montessori Print Shop and introduce the continent and ocean names. You can do Three Step

Lessons (p. 42) on them if needed. A Google Earth Tour of the Continents and Oceans!



Discover Countries and cities

Type the major countries of the world in the Google

Earth search box and fly to them. Locate each on the

globe.

Type city names in the search box on Google Earth and

fly to them. Locate them on the globe also. Check out

the many photos and other information. If you live in

the USA, take a zoomed-in look at Cairo, Egypt. Have

you ever seen so many large apartment buildings in your

life? These experiences will help your child start to learn

how other people and cultures live.



Acres of apartment buildings in Cairo, Egypt



Visit all the cities where you have family or friends. Fly to their houses!



Discover major land and water forms

Search Google Earth and your globe and find the land and water forms listed. Be sure to click on

the photo squares on Google Earth to get better views! Practice using the top arrow on the top

control pad at the upper right to drop down to a view that is closer to „ground level‟. This will

give a much clearer picture of mountains and canyons, particularly. Another really interesting

thing on Google Earth is how it shows underwater topography.
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Fly to the following land and water forms by entering the search terms in Google Earth:



Land Forms



Google Earth Search terms (type these in the search box)



Continent



Africa, North America, South America, Antarctica, Europe, Asia,

Australia



Desert



Sahara desert, Canyonlands, Mohave Desert,



Mountains



Nepal: Zoom in on the Himalayas. Use the top arrow on the top right navigation pad

to get closer to a ground level view. Zoom in to see the mountains in elevated relief.



Island



Hawaii, Fiji, Japan



Canyon



Grand Canyon



Peninsula



Florida, Baja Peninsula, Italy



Volcano



Mt Saint Helens



Water Forms

Ocean



Pacific Ocean, Atlantic Ocean



Lake



Lake Huron, Lake Okechobee



Isthmus



Eaglehawk Neck, Isthmus of Panama



Strait



Strait of Gibraltar



River



Amazon River, Nile River, Colorado River



Land & Water Forms

Print a set of Land and Water Forms from Montessori Print Shop. Use

110 lb. index white card stock. Cut the cards apart. Practice naming

them and discussing them with your child.

Get out your art materials and let your child try drawing these forms.

She can also throw in some trees, boats, birds, etc., for good measure!

The Land and Water Photo Book makes a great companion material.

Do internet searches of these land and water forms to see more. Save

favorites in folders and on the desktop.



Be sure to check out National Geographic Kids for games, cool videos, information

about different countries, and a whole section just for little kids!
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Building a World Sites & Videos Library

A complete set of photos, videos, and web sites related to all the countries on Earth is beyond

the scope of this ebook. You can, however, easily make your own internet library.

Pick a country or continent. Do a Google Search. Check out the web sites, and then click on

„images‟, and „videos‟. Work through all these and save your favorites in folders titled with the

names of the continents and countries you are researching. Drag favorites to the desktop.

For Africa, for instance, search Africa, African people, African animals, African landscapes,

African houses, African food, African holidays, African Dancing, African cities, and African

Music. Check out the photos and videos. Save your favorite African sites, photos, and videos in

one favorites folder titled, „Africa‟, or in subfolders under that one for each category.

Do similar searches for many different countries and cities. Soon, your child will have a custom

made library of internet folders covering the planet!



The Montessori Materials for Geography from Montessori Print Shop make excellent

companion materials that your child can take out and use at any time. Keep them in envelopes

or little baskets or trays on your child‟s shelves. You can punch a hole in a corner of each card

and use a metal ring to keep sets together.



Check the TV Guide

Keep an eye out for TV shows with a cultural theme. National Geographic and the Discovery

Channel frequently have shows from countries all over the globe. Record these shows to watch

when you and your child can sit down together. Fire up Google Earth and get out the globe to

extend the information in the programs.



Using a Compass

A good video on the basic parts of a compass

Here is a video on introducing your child to the compass.















Get out a paper map of your city, & find your street address. Mark it with an X.

Get out the compass and align the moveable arrow to true North.

Align the compass rose on the map (the little compass looking part that shows N) with

the compass, so both are oriented to the north.

Have your child stand facing North, holding the compass.

Ask, “What direction is East?” Help your child find the big E and point that way with her

right arm.
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Repeat for West (left), then for South, which will be behind your child.

Reinforce that when your child faces North, East is on the right, West is on the left, and

South is behind.

Reinforce all this with Google Earth by looking at the whole planet and showing your

child that North is up, South down, and west & east left & right.



Now you can take your compass with you on trips and figure out which direction is which

anytime!



Mapping

Now your child can make maps! Map your back yard or an area of a park, such as a playground

area. This is typically more appealing to 5-6 yr. olds.

Explain that a map is like looking down from an airplane. The top of a playground structure is

a good place to explain this. Draw a sample map for your child:



Playground structure



Sand



Grass



Walkway



Bushes



Start



Start



N
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Make your child a „treasure map’ and hide the treasure (previous page, behind last bush). Show

your child the starting point and help him as needed to use the compass to orient himself facing

North. Tell him to follow the map steps to find the treasure.

This simple activity can be modified many ways. If your child shows an interest, let her draw a

treasure map for you! You can make maps of rooms in your house, your yard, all kinds of places.



Make a Terrarium

Here is a simple project. You will need:





Medium size rectangular plastic food container







Gravel & small rocks







Sphagnum moss







Soil







A small, shallow bowl







Plants & flowers or seeds



A Big Terrarium!



Have your child place the small dish in one corner – this will be a pond. Now your child can lay

down a layer of gravel on the bottom of the rest of the container. Have her put a layer of

sphagnum moss over this, then a layer of soil. Now she can place rocks where she wants them,

then plant flower and plant seeds by pushing them into the soil with the tip of a pen or

something similar. Water and place in an area that gets sun daily. Soon, you will have a

terrarium! Hermit crabs love these kinds of environments. Just don‟t let anyone talk you into

having snails – take it from me, snails mean more & more & more snails. Two are interesting,

fifty are an issue!



Videos Please!

The Secret, Planet Earth. See how many land and water forms and animals you can identify.

What Does it Feel Like to Fly Over Planet Earth? Find out!

Beautiful Views of Planet Earth. Stunning video.

BBC – Planet Earth HD Trailer. Incredible video, fast moving.

Learn the Continents – An Educational Song for Kids!



Other activities





Visit your area museums – look for hands-on exhibits







Look for land forms of interest near where you live: lakes, rivers, hills, canyons,

mountains, a beach – take a field trip!







Compare how folks dress, move around, and shop where you live with others all

over the world.
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Mathematics



Photo above by Julie Josey, Mom



“Children of three years very easily learn numeration, which consists of counting

objects. A dozen different ways may serve toward this end, and daily life presents many

opportunities; when the mother says, for instance, „There are two buttons missing from your

apron,” or “We need three more plates at the table.”

Maria Montessori



A video introducing Montessori math



Most children enter a sensitive period for learning about numbers at 3-4 years old. As

Montessori states, the best preparation for making the most of this time is to include counting

in all the activities you do, and throughout your daily life. Opportunities to count are

everywhere! As with all aspects of early learning at home, it‟s about taking the time and making

the effort to help your child build a better brain. By the way, your child‟s sensitive period for

Reading and Writing will probably happen at about this same time.
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Once your child has a good foundation in counting

objects up to 10 and shows the interest, you can start the

sequence of activities given here. This is the same

sequence followed in Montessori preschools. It is very

easy to replicate at home. Young children who learn

these skills in early childhood learn math in school

much easier. They have the necessary skills for success



as well as confidence and positive associations with

numbers acquired from many successful experiences.

Math skills follow a logical progression and a sequence of skills. It is easy to keep track of where

your child is at in the sequence. Use the Record Keeping Form on p.254-256 to note when your

child was Introduced to an activity, if he is Practicing with it, and when he Masters it.

Allow plenty of repetition and practice at every step. Math is logical but unforgiving. Miss a

step and you are lost! Make sure your child really masters and understands each step and she

will have a wonderful foundation for success in school; and develop a love of numbers.

Teaching your child basic math does not require expensive equipment. It has more to do with

taking the time and making sure each step is mastered before moving on.



Counting & Groups: preparing your child for math

The best preparation for math is counting and working with groups of objects. How many

fingers and toes do you have? How many cars are in the parking lot? How many people are in

line? Pepperoni slices on the pizza, socks in the drawer, grapes in the bowl, books on a shelf;

children have so many chances to practice counting.

The Practical Life and Sensorial activities are the foundation of Montessori for children under

six. They encourage counting, as well as grouping objects. Pieces of food are organized into a

group on the plate. Objects are grouped when sorting. The Three Dimensional Shapes

activities all use groups of objects that change in size as they are manipulated:



1:1 Association is Important!

When your child counts, help as needed to get her to slow down and say each number just as

her finger touches each object. Children often get their verbal counting and their touching of

the objects out of synch. One to one association is a very important math concept.
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0-100 By Repeating Three Steps

The first goal in Montessori math is to get your child thoroughly familiar with amounts and

numerals from zero to one hundred. This takes awhile, so don‟t rush it. Enjoy the process as

you watch your child progress.

In Montessori, Three steps are repeated to teach children the numbers 0-100:



1. Learn Amounts

2. Learn Numerals

3. Match the Amounts and Numerals

This sequence is repeated with increasing amounts and larger numerals until your child has

mastered recognizing and working with amounts and numerals up to 100. Let‟s get started!



Zero, one, two, & three

In addition to a set of identical objects, I recommend getting the

Montessori Sandpaper Numerals, shown at left. These are about

$6.95 (without a box) at Montessori Outlet. Try making your own

with sandpaper and cardboard and you will spend more, waste time,

and still have poor quality numerals.

It is also smart to order the Montessori Sandpaper letters now,

since your child will likely be using these at the same time.

Here are two more materials you will need for Montessori

math. At left: the Teen Bead Bar Box, bead bars with

from 1-9 colored beads, and nine golden bead 10 bars,

Around $7. At right is the 100 Golden Bead Chain, about

$3! Both photos from Montessori Outlet.



First: Amounts 0-3

Get 6 identical objects. Quarters, Legos, plastic bears, pieces of pasta in one shape, straws –

almost anything will work as long as they are all the same shape, size, and color.

1. Have your child set out a table mat or floor rug and get the box with the objects. Don‟t

take them out yet.

2. Point to the empty rug and ask, “How many are there here?” Your child may say any

number of things. Tell your child, “There are zero here, zero means none!”

3. Now do a Three Step Lesson (p. 42) using amounts 1,2 & 3:
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Step 2: Recognition



Step 3: Recall



“This is one.”



“Show me the (three,

one, two).” Switch

positions



“This is two.”



“Which one is (two, one,

three)?” Switch

positions



“How many is

this?”



“This is three.”



“Where is the (one,

three, two)?” Shown

with Small Grids Boards

(p.283)



“How many are

there now?”



“How many are

there?”



The Small Grids Boards shown in the bottom photo under Step 2 are on page 283 in the

Printouts section. These help show amounts in an ordered, different way.

If your child makes it through all three steps in one sitting, that‟s great. If not, no worries, it will

all get absorbed over time. Be sure to practice counting up to three, or up to ten, objects

regularly and try it again in a few days. If the interest is there, you‟ll know it and your child will

get it. There is no hurry.



Second: Numerals 0-3

While your child is practicing amounts up to three, he can be learning the numerals 0-3. This is

also done using Three Step Lessons (p. 42).

When you do Step One, be sure your child traces each numeral with 2 fingers while she looks

at it and says the number. This gives tactile, visual, and auditory messages, which really helps

information „stick‟ in the brain. Here is a video of a Sandpaper Numerals Three Step lesson.



Step 1: Identification

“This says one.”

Trace and say

“One”



“This says two.”

Trace and say

“Two”

“This says

three.”

Trace and say

“Three”



Step 2: Recognition

“Show me the (three,

one, two).” Switch

positions



“Which one is (two, one,

three)?” Switch

positions



“Where is the (one,

three, two)?”



Step 3: Recall



“What number

is this?”



“What does

this say?”



“What numeral

is this?”
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It will probably take a few lessons over a period of a week or two to learn all these numerals.

A shallow pan with a thin layer of cornmeal makes a great

numeral and letter writing practice tool. The tray here was

used to trace the letter C.

If the interest is there, your child can also start using

Numeral Writing Practice Sheets. Print these out on the

sites listed on page 232.

Most children learn their numerals and letters at roughly

the same time, so these activities can overlap. Your child

should also be Tracing, p. 231.

Show your child the numeral zero by itself and have him trace and look at it as with the others.

Review that zero means none.



Third: Matching Amounts and Numerals 0-3

The third step of our 3-step repeating pattern matches the amounts and numerals your child has

learned. This can be done a number of ways, all basically the same. Have your child set out a mat

or rug and get out the objects and a set of cups with the numerals on them or small numeral

cards. On page 284 is a 0-10 Numeral Cards Printout.



Here are three ways of matching amounts and numerals 0-3. At left are straws and cups. The

cups have little labels with the numerals 0-3. In the middle are numeral cards and pennies. At

right are the cards and the 1, 2, & 3 Montessori bead bars.

Have your child set out the containers or numeral cards in a row, then count out and put in or

lay down the amounts. The middle layout is helpful because it clearly shows the odd numbers –

those where one penny is left without a partner; and even numbers, where all the pennies have

a partner. Do at least two different kinds of layouts to reinforce what your child has learned.

Let your child match up these amounts and numerals until you are sure he has it mastered,

then move on to 4, 5, & 6.

Here is a great video showing amounts and numerals 1-10. Even though your child has only

done up to three, this video is great practice! Here is another video showing 1-10 in a different

way for variety. If she likes them, Let your child watch these as 0ften as she wants to.



Now we will move on to amounts and numerals 4, 5, & 6
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Four, five, & six

Repeat the three steps you did for 0-3 with 4, 5, & 6. Pictured below is the third step,



matching amounts and numerals:



Seven, eight, & nine

Repeat the three steps with 7, 8, & 9. Review 0-6 to be sure your child really has those

mastered. Below are pictures of the third step, matching amounts and numerals:



Ten

Our number system is based on 10, so we spend time learning this special number all by itself.



Rather than using Three Step Lessons, you can just introduce groups of ten objects like coins or

the ten bead bar, then the numeral 10; and match them up right away:
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The final step is to match up

all the amounts and numerals

0-10

Note how the Cards & Counters

layout (left) clearly shows even

and odd numbers: every penny

under the even numbers has a

partner.



Montessori Print Shop has these really cute sets of

the 1 to 10 Counting Cards, with themes for the year.

Your child attaches clothespins and counts. Just click

on the link to download these for around$1.30. Great

small muscle practice, too!



Let your child practice the layouts to be sure he masters these amounts and numerals. Right: a

simple tray with both pennies and straws. See another version at The Activity Mom.



Once your child is confident with amounts and numerals 0-10, move on to 11-20. This is

where the Teen Bead Bar Box (p. 194) comes in really handy. You can use pennies also; the



beads just make things easier.



Montessori schools use the Teen Boards

(left); nice wooden materials that hold up

through years of use.

The printed cards shown at right serve the

same purpose at home equally well!



Print your 11-20 Numeral Cards on 110 lb. white index sheets on p. 285-286. Combine these

with the Teen Bead Bar Box or a bowl full of pennies and you are all set! The 3-steps continue:

amounts – numerals – matching amounts and numerals
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Continue to use three numbers at a time, not only because that is the optimal number of items

for doing Three Step Lessons; but also because you want to be sure your child thoroughly

masters every step in the Math Sequence.



11-13

The Montessori Bead Bars (p. 194) are the best for creating amounts now. The nice thing about

them is how they clearly show 10 versus amounts less than ten, and how they combine:



A 10 bar



plus a 4 bar



makes 14



The bars are much quicker to handle when creating different amounts

than a pile of coins, allowing your child to remain focused on the

process. Have you ordered your Teen bead Bars yet? While you are at

it, order the 100 Golden bead Chain (photo). This costs less than $5

and is invaluable for working with numbers up to 100. You will need it

pretty soon the way your child is going!

If you want to use coins for larger amounts, an additional step is needed: teach your child that

one dime = ten pennies. If you can do that, you can then use dimes to represent ten, and add

pennies to make larger amounts.

You can use layouts like these to help your

child understand that 10 pennies = 1 dime.

The bead bars remain the best option, but

coins can also work.



Amounts 11, 12, & 13

Using either bead bars or coins, let your child use a pencil as a pointer

and count these amounts. Lay out a ten bar and a one bar and help your

child as needed to count to 11. Repeat for 12 and 13. Do this a few times

just to familiarize your child with these larger amounts.
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Here is a good video on introducing the Teen Bead Bars . When your child is ready, do Three



11, 12, & 13. It may seem backwards to have your child count the amounts

before the lesson, but I always found this helps most children succeed – which is really the

important thing. Practice enough so that your child can count and identify these new amounts

correctly every time.

Step Lessons with



Numerals 11, 12, & 13

When your child has a good grasp of these amounts, print out the Teen Numeral Cards (p.285286) to teach him the numerals 11, 12, & 13:



10 and 1



Say „11‟



Do Three Step Lessons (p. 42) by doing each number by itself

in the First Step, Then all three together, as shown at right, in

the Second Step. Finally, show your child each number by

itself again in the Third Step and ask for each: “What number

does this say?”



Matching amounts and numerals 11, 12, & 13

Now set up a layout as shown and let your child

match up the amounts and numerals. Have her

put the 10 and 1 bead bars together, count them,

and say, “Ten and one makes eleven.” Then she

puts the numeral cards together and says, “Ten

and one says eleven.” Repeat with twelve and

thirteen. At right is the same activity using dimes

and pennies.



Here is a video on matching the amounts and numerals 11- 19. It shows a little different set of



steps than I use, but it‟s ok. Many ways work, children are very adaptable!
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14-16

Repeat the steps for 11-13 with amounts and numerals 14, 15, & 16.



17-19

Repeat the steps for 11-13 with amounts and numerals 14, 15, & 16.



20

As with 10, we spend some special time on 20. This helps children start to realize the

significance of something happening every time we reach a multiple of ten in our number

system. We go from tens to hundreds, to thousands, etc. this gets the process of understanding

that started!



These are a few ways to reinforce twenty objects and the numeral 20. Practice until you feel

your child is ready to move on. When you practice, be sure your child counts all the way to

twenty often enough to make this second nature.



Use different layouts (left) when you practice to

be sure your child has really learned the amounts

and numerals, and not simply how to use specific

layouts! Also, have your child identify groups of

object that are not identical, starting again with

1, 2, & 3 (right).



Now is also time to start Addition. See p. 209
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21-99

As you may have already guessed, continuing on up to 99 is simply a matter of repeating the

steps you have already followed. Next up is 21-30, then 31-40, etc., up to 99. Stop at all the

multiples of ten – 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90, and do each of these separately. Stop

regularly to review and practice all the numbers your child has learned as you move along.



Each time you need a new set of Numeral Cards, print them out from

the master sheets on pages 287-292. As your child gets into larger

numbers, you will quickly see that the Teen Bead Bar Set does not have

enough Golden Bead Ten Bars! For more, get a set of Golden Bead Bars

of Ten like the box shown at left. These are about $13.



Take your time and be sure your child masters these amounts and numerals . You are laying



the foundation for years of successful work in school with mathematics. There is no hurry!



100



Getting here is a big accomplishment! Make sure you tell your

child how proud you are of his hard work and effort. Then do

layouts that reinforce 100, just as you did for 20, 30, and up.

The layout at left makes 100 with the 100 Golden Bead Chain

and 10 dimes. Encourage your child to skip count the ten

bars: “Ten, twenty, thirty, etc…”

This is a good time to bring out a one dollar bill and point out

that 100 pennies makes one dollar.
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The 100 Golden Bead Chain

Pictured on page 199, the 100 Golden Bead Chain is very useful at this point for reinforcing

counting up to 100. Why do we do this so much? Because it is a firm foundation for

comprehending every amount and numeral above 100!



On p.293 you will find a printable for the 100 chain pointers. Print

and cut these out. Have your child lay out the chain and count it,

placing the pointers at the 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, & 90 beads.



Lay the chain out straight. Write a number from 1-100 on a slip of

paper and give it to your child. He should recognize it and be able to

count to find the corresponding bead on the chain.



Have your child organize the chain into two halves, ‟50-50‟, and place

written numeral cards as shown. Encourage your child to count the

bars by tens, “ten, twenty, thirty”, etc. Now do 60/40, 70/30, etc.



The Hundred Board

Now we do activities to help your child become thoroughly familiar

with amounts and numerals 0-100 in many different ways. An

essential material for this is the Hundred Board. There is even a

Hundred Board Ipad app!

At left is the Montessori Hundred Board. It has a grid of lines

forming 100 spaces. The numerals 1-100 are printed on square

wooden tiles that fit the squares on the board. This material costs

around $23-30 online.

Montessori Print Shop has the 1-100 Math Series materials for



under $3 that includes a blank Hundred Board & the numerals

cards 1-100 that fit on it (right) Print these out on 110lb. index, cut

out the numerals, put 100 pennies in a bowl, and you will have a

very serviceable Hundred Board material that will work very well

at home – for under $5!
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There are many activities your child can do with the Hundred Board. Here are a few:



Fill the Square with Amounts and Numerals

Your child gets out the Hundred Board and a bowl of pennies.

Starting at the top left corner, your child lays them left to right, filling

the top row while counting to ten. This is repeated on the next row left

to right as your child counts 11-20; and so on until the whole board is

filled, up to 100.



Your child lays out the numerals randomly and places them on

the Hundred Board, starting with 1 at the top left corner. The

top line has 1-10, the next 11-20, and so on until all 100

numerals have been placed.

Hundred Board video



Skip Counting



Left: Your child counts each row to its end. When she reaches the end of each she places the 10,

20, 30, etc numerals in the last squares, then counts to 100 by tens.

Middle: Your child counts again, placing a numeral every five squares. The tiles will all be the

multiples of 5: 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, etc., up to 100. Now your child can count to 100 by fives.

Right: Your child counts to 25 and places the 25 numeral. Then he counts on to 50 and places

that numeral. He continues to 75 and finally 100. Now he can count to 100 by 25‟s.



Your child can now place a numeral card on every other space, starting at the 2 space, and skip

count to 100 by two‟s. Repeating the activity using every third space will let your child count to

100 by three‟s and so on. Skip Counting is an excellent introduction to Multiplication

Here is a fun Hundred Board activity. Print out a sheet of numerals and cut it into random,

irregular puzzle sections. Now, help your child as needed to put it back together!
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Making Shapes

Help your child initially as needed to make shapes using the Hundred Board. Let him discover

more on his own. When he makes a new shape, encourage him to draw it on a piece of paper.



Beyond 100

There are Montessori materials and activities for teaching children numbers into the thousands

and beyond, and the decimal system. At home, the activities presented here constitute a pretty

ambitious curriculum. If you and your child are eager and game, though, here are ideas about

where to go next on your upward number journey:

Video: Montessori Decimal System Activity Demonstration



At homeschoolmath, near the bottom under Place Value, you will find many free Hundred

Board worksheets to print out that will give your child great practice.

The Montessori Golden Bead Hundred Square has 100 beads wired together

into a square. It only costs a few dollars, and illustrates for the child that 100

is an important quantity in the building of greater amounts using the decimal

system.



The Montessori 10 Wooden Squares of 100 are wooden representations of

the golden bead 100 square. 100 Circles are printed on each side to represent

the beads. Once children understand that these squares represent 100, they

can easily build larger numbers using them, up to 1000.



The Montessori 10 Wooden Cubes of 1000 take the process the next step.

Each one represents 1000, so with these and the materials above, your child

can go all the way to 10,000!



To see where you can take Montessori math, watch this video on Golden

Bead Addition. It uses the golden beads and the wooden 100 squares and 1000 cubes. Note how
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the Teacher lays out the objects on her tray so that they follow a decimal system pattern of

largest to smallest going left to right from the children‟s point of view . Little things like this

can be the difference between understanding and confusion!



Activities with money

Once your child is very familiar with amounts and numerals up to 100 by working with the

previous materials, you can embark on new math adventures. A good place to start is money.

Maria Montessori was very fond of using money for math. Our children see us using and talking

about money all the time, so these are also Practical Life activities!



Coin Values

Get out 25 pennies, a nickel, a dime, and a quarter.

Show your child that 5 pennies make one nickel , 10 pennies

make one dime (you did this one earlier), and 25 pennies

make one quarter.

Lay out the coins and = sign cards to give your child a visual

experience of these coin amounts.

Give your child 5, then 10, then 25 pennies and let her figure

out to give you first a nickel, then a dime, and finally a quarter

back. Then do it in reverse – give you child a nickel, dime and

then a quarter and have your child give you the correct

number of pennies back.

Work on this until you feel your child understands these coins and the amounts they represent.

Now try it with two nickels, then two dimes, then two quarters. Use the Hundred Board if

needed to help your child figure things out.

Keep playing this game, adding more nickels, dimes, and quarters as your child gets more

comfortable.



Making a Dollar

Children love to start using bills! First, explain that a dollar is 100

pennies. Then use the Hundred Board to lay it out. Place an = sign

and then a dollar to the right of the board with 100 pennies and

read with your child, “1oo pennies equals one dollar.”
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Ask your child, “Do you want to find out how many nickels, dimes, and quarters make a

dollar?” If the answer is yes, here you go:

Have your child set out a floor rug or table mat.

“There are 10 pennies in one dime. How many dimes do you think it

takes to make a dollar?” “Let‟s find out!”

Have your child count the first row of pennies, left to right, removing

the pennies as she goes. When she gets to the end, have her place a dime

on the last square in the row. Repeat for the other rows.

When your child is done, have him count the dimes. “Ten dimes make

one dollar.”

Now you can repeat these steps with nickels and quarters.



Your child starts counting squares at the top left square and puts a

nickel down every five squares.

Have your child count the nickels. “Twenty nickels makes one dollar.”

Your child repeats the above, but counting to twenty five four times, and

putting a quarter down every time she reaches twenty five.

“Four quarters make one dollar.”

Practice these coin and number skills whenever you can. When your child‟s money skills

advance a bit, try making worksheets as shown in this video.



Let’s Buy & Sell!



Now that your child has practiced with money, she can „buy and

sell‟. You and your child collect groups of objects to „sell‟ each

other. Each of you gets an amount of real money, like 5 one

dollar bills and a collection of coins.

Start with simple prices, like even dollars, $1.10, $2.25, $1.05. As

your child gets better, she can count dimes by 10‟s, nickels by 5‟s,

and quarters by 25‟s. Help her as needed and always encourage

her to count to verify amounts.

Sell items back to each other for a higher price to teach your

child the concept of making a profit. You could end up with a

businessperson on your hands!

A great blog post on introducing money at Counting Coconuts.



A child‟s cash register makes

a great companion for this

activity. Kids love them. This

one has a solar calculator and

takes a „credit card‟!
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My Allowance and Bank

A child‟s coin bank and a regular small allowance are great first

experiences for young children in managing money. Your child can

keep a written record of how much money goes into the bank, then

total it up and check it for accuracy when the bank is emptied.

Saving up for something is another good experience, as is starting a

bank account and making regular deposits. Your child should go with



you to the bank, keep the deposit receipts in an envelope, and keep a

passbook record of his savings.

It is generally not recommended to pay children for doing chores. Children need to learn that

everyone in a family makes a contribution of their time and effort to keep the home clean, the

shelves stocked, and the family going. Most families are not profit generating enterprises (unless

yours is on reality TV!), so there is no need to pay children as if they were employees.



Cashing In Coins

A set of simple coin tubes like those pictured at left make it easy to

organize coins into envelopes to cash in at the bank. Kids love this whole

process. Let your child do it independently as much as possible. Keep a

running total of how much you have; then you and your child can go to

the bank to cash them in!

Some stores have automatic machines with hoppers for pouring coins

in while the machine keeps a running total. These can be great fun. Let your child drop the coins

into the hopper and keep an eye on the growing total.



Money Games

Monopoly Junior is a wonderful game when your child is old enough. It involves counting dice



and money, buying and selling, collecting rents, and the concept of owning property.

PayDay is a classic game that teaches about earning money and paying bills.

Money Bags teaches coin combining and counting skills while having fun.

Moneywise Kids is a fun board game for practicing counting and exchanging money.



There is a free money counting game at: apples4theteacher

At familylearning You will find a collection of good free money games
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Operations with numbers

Your child has, or is acquiring, a firm foundation with amounts and numerals 0-100. Now it‟s

time to start doing something besides counting all those numbers! You can start addition

activities when your child knows amounts and numerals up to about 20.

A nice video on a first experience with addition.

A boy at Montessori school doing addition with bead bars. He is working from a printed



worksheet with problems written in this format: 4 + 3 = ____. These are easy to make up on

the fly and let you customize addition to your child‟s current number skills level.



Addition

Addition Cups

Materials













The Numeral Cards you used for earlier activities and a + and an = sign

3 identical small clear glass cups or plastic condiment cups

20 pennies

A pad of scratch paper and a pencil

A nice tray or box to hold everything



Presentation

Have your child set out a floor rug or table mat and bring

the materials box to it. The basic setup is shown at right.

“Let‟s add 4 plus 3 and see how much we get, ok?”

Have your child put 4 pennies or beads in the first cup

and put the 4 card below it as shown, then put 3 pennies

in the second cup and the 3 card under it.

Point to the signs & say “This says plus, this says equals.”

Now read, “Four plus three equals – what? Let‟s find

out.”

Have your child pour the pennies in both cups into the

third cup as you guide her to repeat, “Four plus three.”

Have her count how many pennies are in the third cup.

“Four plus three equals seven.”

Have your child put the 7 card under the third cup. Read the operation again, pointing to the

numeral cards: “Four plus three equals seven.”
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Now show your child how to write this operation on the pad of paper: 4 +

3 = 7. Have your child write it. Put the objects back in their group and the

numeral cards back in the row.



1 + 2 = ____

2 + 3 = ____

3 + 4 = ____

4 + 5 = ____

5 + 5 = ____

3 + 3 = ____

4 + 4 = ____

1 + 3 = ____



Do more addition this way as long as your child is interested. Make a sheet

with addition problems, as at right. Let your child practice with a number of

sheets like this. Keep the sums at 10 or below until your child has mastered

larger numbers, then start including larger sums.



A Snake Game

This addition activity reinforces the ways numbers can

combine to total 10. This provides a helpful point of

reference for future operations with numbers.

You will need:





The Teen Bead Bar Box







The Numeral Cards and

previous activities



+



&



-



signs from the



“Do you want to make a snake that changes color?” Your

child sets out a table mat or floor rug and brings the

materials to it.

Set out the Teen Bead Bars in the order shown below,

going left to right: 1 – 9 – 2 – 8 – 3 – 7 – 4 – 6

Now your child counts the snake, starting at the left end.

Each time she reaches 10 have her replace the two Teen Bead Bars that made 10 with a gold ten

bar. As she does this, the snake turns from multi-colored to gold.

Your child can put the 1 bead bar at the end to give the snake a head.

You can also get a sheet of paper and, if your child is now writing numerals, have her write out

each addition problem as she does it: 1 + 9 = 10, 2 + 8 = 10, etc.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1



+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+



1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9



=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=



Sheets like these that follow a pattern

are very effective in helping children

start to see relationships between

numbers.

Have your child use the bead bars.

Enough practice and your child will

have a thorough understanding of

quantities for life!



2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2



+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+



1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9



=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=
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Multiplication



Multiplication is a quicker form of addition. Once your child has done a lot of addition and

amounts and numerals into the 20‟s, this activity is a good introduction to multiplication. Invite

your child to learn to do something new with numbers.



Materials















The Hundred Board

The Hundred Board Numeral Cards

A card with the X sign and one with an arrow (see photo)

A bowl of pennies

A quarter

A pad of paper and a pencil



Presentation

Tell your child you are going to count in a new way; and that the X

sign says “Times”.

Write out a few multiplication problems on the paper, and set up

the board as shown. Write 2 X 3 = ___ on a piece of paper.

Read the first problem with your child: “Two times three equals

____.” Have your child repeat this.

Tell your child, “What the problem tells us to do is count to two,

three times.” Show your child how to put the 2 card over the second

square on the board.

Now, show your child how to place an arrow drawn on a card to the left of the third row and say,

“This will remind us to count to two, three times.”



2

Now put on the pennies as you count

“One, two” three times, starting in

the upper left corner.



one



two



one



two



one



two



When you are done, you will have put 6

pennies on the board.
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“Now we counted to two, three times. How many pennies are on the board?”

Have your child count the pennies. “Two times three equals six.”

Have your child fill in the answer on the paper as 6.

Repeat with 4 X 2, 5 X 1, 3 X 4, and other problems. Have your child fill in the

answer on the paper each time. Do more problems whenever your child is

interested.



2X3=6

4X2=8

5X1= 5

3X4=

3X3=

4X4=



Subtraction: Beads on a String



This is a nice, simple way to introduce subtraction. Have your child string beads on a string or

shoelace. Tell him about the minus sign. Let‟s say he strings 5 beads on, as shown below on the

left. Have him count them. Now slide 2 beads down the thread and say, “5 minus two”. Ask your

child how many beads are left. He counts three beads. “5 minus 2 equals 3.”



5 - 2 = 3

Try some different starting amounts. Let your child decide how many beads to slide down. Get

out some paper and pencil and have your child write out the problems as you do them:



6 – 4 = 2, 8 – 3 = 5, etc. Make up sheets with subtraction problems as before.



Subtraction Cups

The same materials you have been using for addition, plus a minus sign and a couple of small

cups, is all you need to start. Most children who have done some addition adapt quickly to

subtraction.

You can explain subtraction by saying something like, “What will happen if we take things away

from a group?” Or, just invite your child to learn a new skill with numbers.

Have your child set out a floor rug or table mat and set things

up as shown.

Your child now puts 7 pennies in the left bowl, and the 7 card

under it. Pointing to the minus sign, tell your child, “This sign

says minus. Minus means to take away.”

Have your child put a 4 card under the next bowl, as in the top
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photo. Place the = sign and reinforce that this sign says

„equals or the same as‟.

“This says 7 minus 4 equals. That means we take 4 away from

the 7 bowl.”

Your child takes 4 out of the 7 bowl and places them into the 4

bowl as shown in the second photo.



Now, your child pours the contents of the left bowl into the

last bowl and counts the last bowl to see that there are

three there.

“Seven minus four equals three.”



Repeat using different amounts and problems. Have your child write out sheets

summarizing the subtraction problems she completes, as shown.



7–4=3

10 – 5 = 5

8–3=5

9–2=7

6–3=3

2–2=0

5–4=1



Subtraction with Money



This activity will start introducing your child to money and provide subtraction practice. You

will need paper, pencil, and a collection of pennies, nickels, dimes and quarters.

Now, start out with some simple subtraction:

1. Give your child 25 pennies. Make up a subtraction problem that says 25 – 10 =

2. Have your child count out 10 pennies and give them to you. Now have your child count

how many are left and fill in the answer to the problem: 15.

3. Continue with problems like: 50 – 10 =, 10 – 5 = , 20 – 15 = , 50 – 25 =

4. When your child is ready, you can substitute nickels, dimes, and quarters for pennies and

do even more complex problems Involving money changing and subtraction combined.

You could even get out a dollar and use that to stand for 100 and subtract from there.

This will take some practice!

Of course, you can do larger addition problems with coins, too!
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Fractions

When your child has mastered amounts and numerals up to 20 or so, she can start learning

about fractions. There are many materials you can use.



Fruit & Cheese Fractions



The next time you cut a fruit or vegetable, ask your child, “Where should we cut to make two

pieces the same size?” Let your child pick a spot to cut and try it. Compare the two pieces to see

if they are the same size. When you get it just right, explain that, “We just cut the banana in

half.” Another time, introduce quarters. You can even do eighths. Repeat this with other fruits

and vegetables when the opportunities present themselves. Small individual pieces of cheese are

also great for fractions cutting practice.

As you do these, have your child use all the fractions terminology possible: one whole, one

half, one quarter, two halves, four quarters, etc., so your child gets really familiar with the

reality of fractions and the terms.



Fractions Cards

On page 294-296 you will find a series of Fractions Cutouts. Print these out onto colorful card

stock and cut them into fractions. Store these, and the Fractions Cards and Labels from

Montessori Print Shop (next page) in a nice box or envelope. Make more sets as needed.
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Montessori Print Shop has a very nice printable set of 31

Fractions Cards and Labels from 1 whole to 9/10.



These plus the cards above will give your child different

graphic experiences that will reinforce the concepts and

realities of fractions.



Activities





Show your child the circle and square with 1 and tell

them, “This is one whole.”







Put the halves of the square together on top of the larger

square as you say, “One half plus one half makes one.”







Reinforce this by saying, “Each of these is one half as

big as the whole.”







Repeat this for one third and one quarter.







Repeat all the above using the circle.







Use the Montessori Print Shop Fractions Cards to do more fractions.



Volumes & Fractions

Once your child has worked a bit with fruit and cheese,

and the Fractions Cards, you can introduce this

activity that combines fractions and an experience

with volume. You will need a measuring cup, 4

identical clear glasses, some index cards, and a

marker.
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Show your child the cup marks on a measuring cup. Have her carefully (an activity in itself) fill it

to ¼ cup – set the measuring cup on the counter to be accurate. Add some food coloring and

pour into a glass. Repeat with ½, ¾, and 1 cup. Make up signs and line up the glasses as shown

in the photo.

Now – ¼ cup added to ½ cup should equal ¾ cup, shouldn‟t it? Try it & see! Get another ¼ cup

in the first glass and add it to the ¾ cup to see if it equals 1 cup.

You can vary this in many ways – try 1/3 cup increments. How much does ¾ cup + ¾ cup

make? Help your child as needed to write out these addition problems on paper.

Get 4 identical white plastic or Styrofoam cups. Pour ¼ cup fluid into each and draw a line at

the top of the fluid line on each. Write ¼ above each line. Now, pour each into the measuring

cup and see if they equal 1 cup.



Division

Once your child has worked awhile with addition, multiplication, subtraction, and fractions, you

can do some simple division activities. Working at home with a young child, it is probably best

to keep division centered on a simple activity that illustrates the process in a concrete way:



Divvy Up

For this you will need 10 identical objects, like clothespins, quarters, etc., some index cards,

and a marker.





Tell your child, “Let‟s divide up the quarters evenly between us.”







Since there are 10 objects, write 10 on an index card.







Show your child the division sign







Write a division sign after the 10. “Since there are two of us, we will divide the 10

quarters into two groups, one for each of us. Ten divided into two groups.” Write 2 after

the division sign, and add an = sign after the 2. “Ten divided by two equals….”







Let your child divide up the quarters so you each have five. Let your child figure this out

on her own.







Write, or have your child write, 5 after the equals sign. “Ten divided by two equals five,

five is one half of ten.”







Repeat using 4,6,8,12, etc. objects. Write the problems and answers down on an index

card.



÷ and say, “This says divided by.”



For your next division activity, use the Hundred Board as an aid and divide up larger

amounts.
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Ordinal value of numbers

Ordinal value refers to the position or „place‟ of an object in a sequence. The simplest way to



introduce this is to have your child line up a series of 10 objects. Say, “We‟re going to count

these a new way.” Point to the first one on the left and say, moving your finger down the row,

“First, second, third, fourth, fifth,” up to the tenth. Now let your child count the same way,

helping her as needed if she forgets one of the positions name.





Line up different objects and let your child practice counting them by their ordinal value.







Test your child‟s understanding by asking him to point to the seventh, the second, the

fifth, etc.







The next time you are standing or parked in line somewhere with your child, ask her to

figure out what place in the line you two are, helping as needed.



Telling Time

Learning to read time on a clock is a big step towards

independence. Your child can then be responsible for getting

things done and being ready to go places by a certain time.

She can keep track of when to call home when she is at a

friend‟s house. Knowing how to tell time is a very

meaningful accomplishment!

To start these activities, your

child should have completed

and be familiar with amounts

and numerals up to 100. Time

does not involve amounts in the

traditional sense. Seconds, minutes, hours, etc., are arbitrary

units of measurement that a child becomes familiar with by

using and experiencing them.



Buy a battery operated analog clock with a white face, simple

black numerals, 60 marks for seconds & minutes, the hour numbers, and the three hands –

seconds, minutes, hours. Most office supply stores have these. This is a great first clock for a

child‟s room. It is a real clock with a moving second hand, and no distracting colors or designs.

This follows the Montessori practice of isolating the information to be communicated. Toy

clocks are fine, but a real clock is better!
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Seconds

Show your child the clock and point out the 60 marks around the edge. Tell your child, “These

marks stand for both seconds and minutes. First, we‟ll do seconds. One second is a very short

time.”

Point out the second hand to your child. When it reaches the top, start counting 1,2,3….as it ticks

off each second. Count along with your child and the second hand to 60 seconds.

Pick a time the second hand reaches the top again and let your child count the seconds by

herself. Ask your child, “How many second marks are there between the numbers?” Help your

child if needed to determine that there are 5.

Lastly, ask your child, “What can we do in one second?” Try clapping hands, jumping up and

down once, Standing up and sitting down, etc. This gives your child real world experience in

how long one second is. Try this for 5, then 10, then 15 etc. seconds so your child gets a real idea

of those time periods.



Minutes

“Now, let‟s do minutes. A minute is a lot longer than a second. 60 Seconds make 1 minute.

When the second hand goes all the way around the circle, that is one minute. Do you think we

can sit absolutely still for one minute?”



Watch quietly with your child and try not to move as you watch the second hand make a

complete revolution. Did you both make it? Try washing your hands, walking around the house,

checking the mail, getting a drink of water, etc. These experiences are very important in helping

your child understand the units of time.

Note where the minute hand is and watch the second hand go all the way around. See how far

the minute hand travels. “The 60 marks also stand for minutes. One circle around for the

second hand is 60 seconds. For the Minute Hand – point to the minute hand – that is just one

minute.” Do this again to emphasize how the minute hand only moves one mark every time the

second hand goes around 60 marks.



Hours

“When the minute hand (point to the minute hand) goes all the way around the circle, that

makes 1 hour. 60 minutes make 1 hour.” Show your child the hour hand.

Point out to your child that the written numbers on the clock stand for hours. Count to show

there are 12 hours. Ask your child what she thinks you two can do in one hour. Could you go to

the store, watch a long TV show, watch a movie, take a bath? Get your child‟s ideas.

When the clock hits any hour exactly, tell your child, “We‟re going to see how long an hour is.”

Find an errand to run, a TV show you can watch, something that might take an hour. Note

clearly with your child what number the small hand is pointing to. If, for example, it points to

the 3, tell your child, “When the small hand points to the 4 it will have been one hour.” Do your

thing together, and take a look at the clock afterwards to see if the small hand has made it to the

4. If not, keep checking on it until it has been an hour. If you went over, discuss how your

activity took more than one hour.
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Telling Time

When your child is familiar with units of time, the 3 moving hands, how they all look on the

clock, and roughly how long each unit of time is, it is time to introduce how to tell what time it

is. For right now, don‟t worry about teaching am or pm, or how there are 24 hours in a day.

We‟re going one step at a time. Those come later.



Time on the Hour

The first concept to master is what makes „_____ o‟clock‟. Take your child‟s clock off the wall

and show him how to turn the hands using the knob on the back.

Turn the knob until the clock reads 1 o‟clock. Tell your child, “When the long hand – the minute

hand – points straight up to 12, and the small hand is pointing right at 1, it is 1 o‟clock”.

Now turn the knob so the hour hand points at 2. Ask your child, “What time does the clock say

now?” Help as needed to show her that the clock is saying 2 o‟clock.

Continue around the hours this way, eventually mixing hours up out of numerical order. Remind

your child that the minute hand has always been pointing straight up to 12 as you do this. Have

your child try turning the knob and making some hour times, then asking you what they are.



Zoom in on this page on your computer. Starting top left, read all the clocks from twelve

o‟clock all the way around. Point to individual clocks and ask your child what time they say.
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Hours and Minutes

Have your child turn the knob and make the hands so the clock reads 3 o‟clock. Ask, “How

many minutes have to go by before it will be 4 o‟clock?” See what your child says, then review

that there are 60 minutes in an hour, so the minute hand will have to go all the way around

before it will be 4 o‟clock.

“What happens when only 5 minutes go by?” See if your child knows. If not, help her count off 5

minute marks and move the knob to bring the minute hand to the 1. “Now it is 5 minutes after

3 o’clock.” Have your child repeat the time. “Can you make the minute hand go another 5

minutes?” Have your child do this, help as needed to stop the hand on the 2. “How many

minutes after 3 o‟clock is it now?” If your child knows, that‟s great. If not, help her count the 10

marks then say, “It is now 10 minutes after 3 o’clock.”

Keep moving the minute hand in 5 minute increments, counting the minute marks as needed

then reading the new time at every stop. When you reach 12 say, “The minute hand has come all

the way around through 60 minutes. One hour has gone by from when the clock said 3 o‟clock.

What time is it now?” Help your child as needed to figure out that the clock reads 4 o‟clock.

Use this sequence as a practice method, trying different units of minutes. Go 10 minutes at a

time the next time, then 20, then 30. Read the time at each stop. Practice makes perfect!



Practice Telling Time

Go to homeschoolmath, or softschools, where you can generate

clock worksheets for free. Generate some worksheets for telling time

on the hours and help your child as needed to fill in the answers in

either the 3:00 or 3 o‟clock formats.

When your child is good at recognizing whole hour times, repeat the

steps under „Hours and Minutes‟ to teach your child about 30

minutes after the hour. After that, generate worksheets showing

times on the half hours and have your child practice with these.

Continue this process through quarter hour, 5 minute, and minute by minute increments.



The Clock Series from Montessori Print Shop

will help you teach your child to tell time. You

can use these as flash cards or play games

with them.



Another popular, good practice clock.
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If your child shows a great deal of interest in telling time, you can introduce the concepts of am

& pm and the 24 hour day. Otherwise, there will be plenty of time for this after your child has

started school.



This process illustrates how a complex skill can be broken down into component parts. As a

child experiences a series of small successes at each step, he gains confidence . Success

breeds success. You can use this approach with many things you want to teach your child.

Rather than trying to eat the whole apple, take it in small bites. Your child will learn easier and

feel better about it.

Developing a positive self-image is just as important as the actual skill or knowledge being

learned. A positive self-image helps a child approach new learning in the future with a positive,



can-do attitude. In most areas of life, what we think we are capable of and our attitude

determine what we will accomplish.



Using a Calendar



One of the best ways for a young child to learn about the

calendar is to simply put up a planning calendar on the

wall in her room and use it every day. Make sure the

days of the week and the numbers are clearly

displayed.



Each day, have your child make a mark, a drawing, or

some other sign on that days date. Say the day and

month every day – “Today is the 15th of June, 2011.”

You can also add in some weather information and talk about the plan for the day.

As you do this every day, your child will catch on to the progression of days of the week and

months of the year. Be sure your child‟s calendar includes major holidays. Write in all your

family birthdays and other important dates. Doing this daily will make using a calendar

second nature to your child.

Any time your child shows interest you can help him memorize the days of the week. Point to

them and have her practice reading them. Let your child practice writing them. Count through

the entire calendar to find out how many weeks there are in one year.

Another time, you can introduce the 12 months of the year and practice recognizing and writing

them. Most calendars have a page with all the months of the year that is good for this. It is

always a good activity to point out to your child how some months have 30 days, others 31, and

to learn the old rhyme: “Thirty days has September, April, June, and November. All the rest

have 31 except February, with 28 days clear, and 29 every leap year.”
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Once your child has used a calendar regularly through a couple of years she will have it down for

life. There are a thousand calendar activities, none more effective than just using one!



Using a ruler & tape measure



Whenever you need to measure something, introduce your child to the ruler. Use a 12” ruler and

show her the ruler markings that stand for inches and have her count how many inches there

are in one foot. Measuring and marking your child‟s height on a door frame is always great.

She can now go through the house measuring things if she likes. A list of objects and how long

they are makes a good sight word reading activity. Have your child estimate how long

something is just by looking at it, and check with the ruler to see how close she came.

When your child measures something that is between two inch marks in length, you can show

him the half and quarter inch marks. This is a good time to introduce Fractions – page 214.

Next, get your child a small tape measure, even a key chain size one will do – kids love these.

Let him measure everything around the house. Introduce the terms length, height, and width.

Once he has done this awhile, have a contest where you two estimate how long, high, or wide

things are and win prizes for the closest answer.

Measuring Worms. Cut pieces of colored yarn in 1,2,3,4,5,6, etc.

inch lengths. Use the numeral cards or make a quick set. Give your

child a tape measure or ruler and let her measure the yarns and

put them on the right numeral cards. Neat!

littlefamilyfun.blogspot.com



Postal scale fun



Your child has learned to tell time and work with linear measurement. A

simple 2 lb. postal scale can now provide experiences with weight.





Find a variety of small objects from around the house. Include

some large but light items (foam balls, sponge, light bulb) and

some that are small but relatively heavy (a stack of coins, rocks).

Have your child predict which ones are heavier than others and

then check her predictions using the scale. Have her write down
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the results to add language to the activity.





Play with your child at pressing on the scale and reading how much pressure you are

putting on it. Now have your child put on a blindfold or just look away as she presses

down and tries to press it down to exactly ½ pound, ¾ pound, 1 pound, etc. while you

watch the scale and tell her how she‟s doing.







Have your child estimate how many of something it will take to make one pound of that

item. You could use pencils, quarters, pieces of candy – all kinds of things. When you

find out how much it takes to make one pound, see if twice as many makes two pounds.







The next time you buy something weighing two pounds or less, check its weight on your

scale before you open it. Does it weigh what the package says?



You and your child will find many more activities of interest using this simple device.



Mancala



Age Range 4 and up

When your child is ready for this

Your child has done some counting up to 10 in the

Sorting or other activities; and can follow and learn

the rules of a simple game.



Goals of this Activity





Provide experience with counting and groups of objects







Teach your child an excellent, ancient game requiring strategy



Materials Required

A Mancala game. Nice wooden, folding Mancala game like the one pictured can be found at

most toy stores for $5-8. The one pictured cost $5 at a Toys R Us.

Some historians believe Mancala is the oldest known game in the world. It requires little

equipment and can be played anywhere. Once children learn the simple rules, it usually becomes

a big favorite. Mancala involves counting, creating groups, strategy, and determining a winner

and a loser. It is a great introduction to games for young children; and a wonderful early math

activity. Play Mancala on your computer!



Playing Mancala

There are different versions of Mancala rules. Start with the simplest rules and progress as your

child is ready. The basic rules work fine to start. Search online to find additional ways to play.
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Encourage your child to count as she drops the stones into the holes in the board. Let your child

count the stones in her Mancala – the hole at the end of the board to her right – when the game

is finished. As you play over time, your child will start to use strategy – let your child develop

this ability at his own pace.

Basic rules for Mancala:

Players sit on opposite sides of the board. The six holes in front of each player, and the larger

hole at the end to their right, called the „Mancala‟, belong to that player.





Each player puts 4 stones in each of his six bins. Each bin has 4 stones in it to start.







Players take turns. The first player picks up all the stones in any one of her bins and

starts moving to her right, counterclockwise, dropping one stone in each hole she passes,

including into her own Mancala hole.







If she has enough stones to go around the end onto her opponent‟s side, she does not

drop a stone into her opponent‟s Mancala. She just goes around the end and keeps

going, dropping one stone into each of her opponent‟s holes as she passes them until she

has no stones left.







When she has no more stones to drop, Player 2 takes her turn and does the same as

Player 1 – choose a bin, pick up all the stones, and move right (counterclockwise),

dropping one stone into each hole as she passes, including her own Mancala but not her

opponent‟s Mancala.



Getting an extra turn: If your last stone lands in your Mancala, you get to go again.

Capturing your opponent‟s stones: If your last stone lands in an empty hole on your side, you



get to take all the stone‟s in your opponent‟s hole directly opposite. You then put the one stone

on your side and your opponent‟s stones from the opposite hole that you captured into your

Mancala.





The game ends when either one of the player‟s bins are all empty.







When that happens, the other player picks up the remaining stones in her bins and puts

them into her Mancala.







Each player now counts how many stones are in their Mancala. The winner is the player

who has the most stones in their Mancala!



If you‟ve done all the Math activities to here, congratulations – you and your child

rock! The next areas to work on are larger numbers and the Decimal System,

starting with Place Values.

Keep checking the Montessori At Home! blog for more ideas.
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Reading & Writing



Shutterstock



To help your child succeed in reading, make your

home a place where reading is valued, encouraged,

and practiced. Read with your child every day. The

factor most predictive of success in learning to read

is having been read to as a child.



Photo: Julie Josey



Along with learning math, learning to read is a rite of passage for children. Once a child can

read, a great barrier to understanding the world falls. It is quite an accomplishment! As Maria

Montessori observed, nature helps children by easing them into a natural sensitive period for

learning to read and write, usually starting sometime in their fourth year. This is a natural

extension of the child‟s incredible accomplishment of learning to speak his native language

simply by listening to others.

A parent wishing to help their child learn to read encounters a confusing array of theories and

programs. Baby can read, hooked on phonics, whole language, sight words, all have their

proponents, along with books, CD‟s and videos. It can drive you crazy.
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There is good news: your child is genetically programmed to learn to read . You don‟t need to

stress about it. Reading and writing – separate accomplishments by the way - involve the same

skills for everyone. If we give a child the opportunity to learn those skills, we can be fairly certain

she will learn to read and write.

The sequence of skills shown in this book is not the classic Montessori language program. I‟m

going to show you a composite of different approaches, each used at the right time in a logical

sequence; that leads children to start reading. We used this approach with hundreds of children

over many years and found that it works very well. It is a straightforward approach very suitable

for using at home. Read over this whole section to get a feel for it. See if it makes sense to you. If

it does, I urge you to give it a try just as it is presented.



Montessori prepares your child to read and write

If you have been doing Practical Life, Sensorial, Art, Music, and Science activities with your

child, you have been preparing him to read. These activities help children develop all the

necessary skills. That is why children in Montessori preschools usually have a much easier time

learning math, reading, and writing. If you haven’t spent as much time on these activities, I

urge you to get into them. They are the best possible foundation for success in learning math

and language for children.



The Two Most Important Things You Can Do

The two most important things you can do to help your child

learn to read are:



1. Read yourself

2. Read with your child every day

Children follow our lead. If you mostly watch TV and hardly ever read, don‟t expect your child to

get excited about reading. If you don‟t read much – start today! Let your child see you reading

often. Talk with your spouse and others about what you read. Get excited about books. Read a

novel, the newspaper, and magazines. Read on your Kindle and computer. Go to the library

together. Reading should be practiced, valued, and encouraged in your family!



The single most important thing you can do to help your child

learn to read is to read with your child every day.



Read with your child every day from a variety of books your child finds interesting. Look for

award winning books, do internet searches, and encourage your child to pick out books at the

library and the bookstore. As you two read together every day, you can point out interesting

words, phrases, and sentences. If you have not laid this foundation, start reading daily with

your child today. Point out words and what they mean. When your child shows spontaneous

interest in words, start the Reading Sequence. Family reading time becomes the springboard to
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an early interest in reading. There are things you can do to make reading time the best possible

experience for your child:



Make reading time special

Make reading time a regular part of your daily routine. Let your child pick out books to read.

Read with your child close or on your lap. Make reading time a warm, loving time of fun and

discovery. Your child will associate reading with these positive feelings.



Animate the story, be dramatic

Let out your inner child as you read. Make the story come alive by changing voices with the



characters, acting out the emotions of the story, and being amazed when it takes an unexpected

turn. Be animated and excited about the story and show this in how you read it.



Encourage your child’s participation

Ask your child what he thinks is going to happen next. Have him predict what the characters will

do. Encourage your child to express ideas, questions, and observations. Create drama and

suspense by wondering along with your child about what will happen next.



Read books your child finds interesting

Your child will develop an interest in reading faster if she reads books she finds really

interesting. Let your child pick out books at the bookstore. Check out the classic books listed on

page 248. Let your child pick out what to read each day.



Read books more than once

Repetition encourages an interest in the print . This helps a child become comfortable with



reading, build a sight word vocabulary, and imprints the text in your child‟s mind.



Encourage your child to read

If your child wants to, let him take over reading a familiar book. If he veers off into his own

version, let him go. His creative energies are being stimulated. If it is a familiar book, your child

may be able to recognize some of the words.



Read from a variety of sources

Books, magazines, the computer, signs, labels, tags – every bit of information you get into your

child‟s brain registers in these early years. Let your child read the words he can and tell him

what the rest say. Reading should evolve as a natural process, not on a deadline or with any

stress. Use the opportunities around you every day to help your child learn to read.



As you read every day and do other learning activities, keep observing for signs of an increased

interest in words and numbers. That is the time to move into the Reading and Math

Sequences. Many children start the Reading and Math Sequences during their fourth year.
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Printed Materials develop reading skills

Learning to read calls into play all the abstraction skills your child has been developing in the

Sensorial section. Reading uses print, so printed materials are a great way to help your child

learn to focus attention on printed media. These skills are essential for learning to read.

Montessori Print Shop has a wide variety of beautiful and effective printable materials that will

help your child develop reading skills. Take a look at their Pre-Reading Materials and pick

those you feel would be best for your child. Here are a few I like a lot:



The Small, Medium, Large Cards are free! Have your

child lay them out left to right. Start with the largest on the

left one time, the smallest on the left the next.



Patterning Cards provide great left-to-right visual training



and require active visual discrimination to discern the

pattern and decide what comes next. A wonderful material!



What Does Not Belong? This material requires careful



attention to graphic images, as well as decision-making to

decide what picture does not belong.



It‟s not too early for Phonics Sound and Picture Sorting !

This material is a perfect lead-in to Phonics, the first step

toward reading. Review all the photos and emphasize their

starting sounds.
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Introduction to the

Three-Step Reading Sequence



The activities shown here form three steps, done in sequence. When

your child starts displaying spontaneous interest in words and what

they say, start the sequence. Here are the three steps:



1. Phonics

2. Sight Words

3. Reading!

Phonics gives your child a quick ‘hook’ into language. After just a few activities, your child can



start building and reading simple words, then simple sentences, and finally books! This gives

your child early success, which builds confidence and breaks through the barrier between your

child and written language. Once your child has done enough phonics, we move right into

helping your child recognize words on sight – the way we all read.

In the Sight Words step your child learns to recognize the most common words in children‟s

books when she sees them. This is how we all read, so we get started on it right away. By playing

games, using workbooks, the computer, and practicing regularly, your child will learn these

words and start recognizing them when he reads.

Nothing builds reading skill like Reading. Once your child has a built a foundation with the first

two steps, it is time to read and read some more from appropriate books. Help your child

establish a daily habit of reading. Make sure your child has continuous access to reading

material he finds really interesting. Have your child read out loud to you.

If these steps seem overly simple, no worries, there are more complicated methods available!

What these steps do is get your child reading – and that‟s the goal. Many programs spend time

teaching children parts of words, parts of speech, and word functions. This reading sequence lets

children absorb all that as they read.

Children who learn to read automatically learn all the different sounds letter combinations

make, and what different words do. They absorb it all just by reading. They have years in

school to identify which words are nouns and verbs, and the mechanics of sentence structure.

These skills are not necessary in the beginning to get a young child reading!

Before we start the Reading Sequence, let‟s look at how you can help your child learn to write.

Since reading and writing are different skills that overlap, they each need their own time and

practice activities to be mastered.
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Learning to Write Letters & Numerals

If your child is doing the Math and Reading Sequences, he should be learning to write letters

and numerals at the same time. To do that, he needs to be able to use a correct writing grasp.



The Importance of a Correct Writing Grasp

Learning to write letters using a proper writing grasp is the culmination of all the motor skills

your child has been developing, starting with the Practical Life activities. The Transfer

activities are probably the clearest example of how a child can progress from a primitive whole

hand grasp to the much more complicated writing grasp. See page 74.

At left is a picture of the correct writing grasp. The

thumb and first finger pinch the pencil lightly. The

second finger curls slightly under the pencil for

support.

If your child does not hold a marker or pencil in

this way, do more of the activities that help a

child develop this grasp first before your child

begins writing letters. A correct writing grasp is

important! Many of the Practical Life and Sensorial activities promote the development of a

proper writing grasp. These include:

Transfers. page 74. Give your child time to practice with all the different hand grasps, leading



up to using the small spoon, which come closest to requiring a writing grasp.

Nuts & Bolts, Pipe Building. pages 92, 94.

Sorting. page 117. Have your child use tongs, then tweezers, then a very small spoon to spoon



up one object at a time.

Play Doh. See page 83. Fantastic small muscle activity. Encourage use of all the tools.

Cutting. See page 86. Using scissors and dull knife are excellent preparation for writing.

Art activities. Using crayons, markers, and paint brushes are great opportunities for practicing



the development of a correct writing grasp.

This attaches to a pencil and helps a child develop

a correct writing grasp. If your child is having

difficulty, this may help. It is available at:

drawyourworld



If you use this device, use it only for a certain period of time. Give your child opportunities to

write without it, and eliminate it once your child is using the correct writing grasp .

Otherwise, your child might become dependent on the device.
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Shapes Tracing & Drawing

Tracing different shapes is excellent practice for writing

letters. The Geometric Shapes Cutouts on pages 268-272 can



be used for tracing. You can use these as templates and trace

them onto sturdier illustration board then cut out the board

shapes for a sturdier set of tracing shapes.

Many objects can be used for tracing to develop writing skills:

Crafts wood and picture frames. See the photos.

Jars, lids, plastic containers. Varied sizes of food jars, plastic



food containers, and their lids make excellent tracing guides.

Coins. Quarters, nickels, pennies, & dimes make great guides.

Cookie Cutters. These make all kinds of different shapes; and



can be used for outside and inside border tracing. The designs

can be colored as an art project.

Montessori schools use Metal Insets for tracing. A great home substitute

starts with Metal Insets Shapes Outlines from Montessori Print Shop.

Print two sets. Cut the inside shapes out carefully, and trace them and the

outside portion onto Illustration Board (Arts & Crafts, Office Depot), Use

shears (heavy duty scissors) to cut the final shapes & borders. Glue a

wood bead on each for a handle and you will have a beautiful set of

tracing inset shapes!



The Cornmeal Tray

A thin layer of cornmeal in a dish or round glass baking pan is an

excellent tool for practicing writing letters and numerals. The child

„writes‟ the letter or numeral with two fingers. Attempts that go wrong

can be quickly eliminated by shaking the tray. Be sure your child

follows the movement patterns shown on the Letter Tracing Guides

you print from the sites on the next page.

Letter writing practice books can be found at Walmart, Target, office



supply, and toy stores. Some of these have dry-erase pages, like the one

shown, which cost $3. Get ones that show lower case letters.

To get your child started, visit Donna Young’s incredible site.

Writing is largely a matter of practice, following these steps:



Develop correct writing grasp



Tracing



Practice numeral & letter writing
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Give your child both block and cursive style letters to practice writing, concentrating mainly on

lower case letters. Check out Donna Young‟s site below.



Free Internet Resources

Numerous internet sites offer great free printable worksheets for

letter and numeral writing practice. These sites are used by

teachers and homeschooling parents. Use Zaner-Bloser style block

lower case letters and numbers.

donna young

Give this lady a medal! Don‟t delay in going to this fabulous site. It

has most any resource imaginable for helping a child learn to write

in block and cursive styles. From the home page, click on

‘Handwriting’. Select ‘Beginning Manuscript’. This will give you access to everything from

worksheets that help your child learn to draw the lines needed for writing letters to actual letter

and numeral writing practice sheets. Everything you need is here. Absolutely wonderful!

handwritingworksheets

A fabulous resource for worksheets! Start with Multi-word or Single Word and create your own

customized worksheets for practice writing.

kidslearningstation

Here you can print out sheets for all the numerals for writing practice.

Like so many sheets, they include huge capital letters and small lower case, but that‟s ok. Just be

sure your child focuses on the lower case letters.



What about cursive writing?

Cursive writing seems in danger of becoming extinct. Most schools still

teach cursive, so it is a good idea to start with it at home early on. Cursive is

actually easier and faster to learn than printing. It develops additional small

muscle skills. Knowing cursive allows one to write a nice handwritten note

or letter. Learning cursive writing can come before learning to print block

style letters because the motions are easier to master. Print out cursive

practice sheets from the sites above and let your child give it a whirl!



Many games and workbooks show mostly capital letters. Lower case letters

make up over 95% of everything we read.

Concentrate your child’s efforts mostly on lower case letters.
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Learning to read online

A number of websites offer interactive programs that teach 3-7 yr. olds to read. Our „digital

natives‟ adapt readily to online learning. A great approach is to use learn-to-read web sites and

the activities from this book during the same time period . This gives your child computer,

hands-on, parent-interactive, and independent experiences which complement and reinforce

each other. Multiple approaches provide variety and maintain interest and enthusiasm. Using

multiple ways of teaching the same skills is called immersion.

Some online reading programs are expensive. A high price does not always mean high quality.

Based on content and value for the money, here are a few good online learn-to-read programs:



starfall

This wonderful site is mentioned often in this book. The

home page has 4 steps: ABC’s; Learn To Read; It’s

Fun To Read; and I’m Reading. Follow these step by

step as you do the Tactile Letters and sight word

activities in this book and you will have a complete early reading program at no cost! This site is

far and away the best free resource for helping young children learn to read.



readingeggs

As of November, 2011, Reading Eggs costs $50

for a 6 month subscription, and $65 for a full

year. This site offers an excellent series of

activities for teaching a young child to read. Your child will likely not need the site for longer

than a year. Teachers and parents rate this site very highly. The activities are sequential,

interactive, and fun. Reading Eggs makes a great addition to your reading activities. Be sure to

stay abreast of how your child is progressing through the activities. Try the free trial.



learntoreadfree

This is a free site with a number of fun games using

common sight words. This site can add variety and

reinforcement to your child‟s activities at home and

on other sites.



Literactive

Literactive has all kinds of wonderful games and

reading lessons – for free! Just register a username and

password and use the „Road To Reading‟, „Download Activities‟, and „Download Worksheets‟

links to find pre-reading games, phonics activities, writing practice worksheets, and more. The

activities are nicely organized into levels from pre-reading on. This is an excellent resource.



1+1+1=1

Be sure to check out this wonderful piece, titled: How Do I Teach My Child To Read?
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Now we begin the first step of the Reading Sequence: Phonics. Unlike most phonics programs,

we are only using phonics for a specific purpose: to give your child a successful start in

decoding written language. With young children, success breeds success, so we want to give

your child early success that builds enthusiasm for reading more.

Phonics allows your child to fairly quickly learn one sound for each letter, build words with

those sounds, and read words, sentences, and simple books using them. At that point,

phonics will have served its purpose and we will move on into sight words.



Phonics

Ok, let‟s get going. Your child is showing an increased interest in words when you read together

each day. What we‟re going to do first is teach her the Phonetic Sound of each letter of the

alphabet. One sound for each letter, pretty simple!

Here are the sounds you will teach your child, the Phonetic Alphabet:



a



As in apple



n



As in nut



b



As in bat



o



As in off (sounds like ‘aw’)



c



As in cat



p



As in pet



d



As in dog



q



As in quit (sounds like ‘qw’)



e



As in elephant



r



As in red



f



As in fog



s



As in sit



g



As in gum



t



As in top



h



As in hat



u



As in up (sounds like ‘uh’)



i



As in if



v



As in victory



j



As in jet



w



As in wet



k



As in Kentucky



x



As in box (sounds like ‘ks’)



l



As in lap



y



As in yellow



m



As in mat



z



As in zoo



With consonants, try not to add an ‘uh’ after the consonant sounds. Say just the one sound

itself for each letter. For example, b is as in „b‟at, not „buh‟. D is just ‟d‟, not „duh‟, etc.
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You will need a set of Montessori Sandpaper Letters (photo). At

the time of this writing, these were about $25 without a box. Your

child looks at, traces with two fingers, and says the phonetic

sound of the letter all at the same time. This provides visual,

auditory, and tactile messages, which really helps get the

information into long term memory.

The Didax Sandpaper Letters are a bit cheaper, and a satisfactory

alternative to the Montessori letters. You can try making your own

using templates, sandpaper, and probably a few pairs of scissors

(sandpaper eats them alive!). I highly recommend you simply buy a

set. You will save a lot of time and preserve your sanity as well!



Letters and sounds videos

A video of presenting the Sandpaper Letters.

A video showing the letters and their sounds. You will need to say the sounds and words with



your child.

Another video of sounds, pictures, and words.



Start by doing Three Step Lessons (p. 42) on the sounds m, a, and t:

Step 1: Identification

“This says aaa.”

Trace and say

phonetic sound

“This says mm.”

Trace and say

phonetic sound

“This says t.”

Trace and say

phonetic sound



Step 2: Recognition



Step 3: Recall



“Show me the (m,t,a).” Use

phonetic sounds. Switch

positions



“What does this

letter say?”



“Show me the (t,a,m).” Use

phonetic sounds. Switch

positions



“What does this

letter say?”



“Show me the (a,m,t).” Use

phonetic sounds. Switch

positions



“What does this

letter say?”



Remember, you are teaching your child the sound each letter makes, not the names of the

letters. If your child has trouble or cannot remember the sounds, no worries, bring the activity

to a positive conclusion and try again another day. Continue reading daily and talking about

words, letters, and the sounds they make. When your child masters those sounds, do Three Step

Lessons on these, three sounds at a time:



u b c s n h g r o e p
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Building Phonetic Words

This is a big moment! Your child can now put the sounds

she has learned together to make words. A phonetic word

uses only the single phonetic sound of each letter. There

are no silent e‟s, no blends like ee, oo, th, etc., and no long

vowel sounds. Start with „cat‟.





Have your child bring the letters c, a, & t to a mat or rug.







Ask your child, “What is the first sound our mouth makes when we say ‘cat’?”

Emphasize the „c‟ sound.







When your child figures out that you need the „c‟, have him set it on the left side of the

mat.







Ask, “What is the next sound our mouth makes when we say ‘cat’”? Separate out the

sounds when you say cat and emphasize the „a‟ sound.







When your child determines you need the „a‟ next, have her set it to the right of the „c‟.







Ask, “What is the last sound our mouth makes when we say ‘cat’”? Emphasize the „t‟

sound.







Your child sets the „t‟ to the right of the a.







Now read the word with your child: „c‟ – „a‟ – „t‟. Then faster, until your child reads, „cat‟.



Your child made his first word! Make a really big deal about this, because it is.



Now, build more words using the sounds your child knows:





Below are links to photos. Sit down at the computer with your child.







Click on each and let your child sound out the word, placing the correct sandpaper



letter for each sound from left to right to build, and then read, each word:



cat



can



cub



bug



bun



bat



sun



mug



rug



tub



hat



map



hen



nuts



pot



net



pan



cabs



mop



hog



pen



ten



cap



pug



Now it is just a matter of doing more Three Step lessons to teach your child the rest of the

phonetic alphabet. Here are more phonetic words your child can build as you progress:
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pin



pet



pit



his



cup



grab



got



flop



slip



band



leg



let



hit



hip



dust



blast



hop



soft



stamp



split



bed



wet



lips



rip



has



past



jog



cost



sand



drink



get



best



trip



lit



plan



last



dot



plastic



swim



frantic



red



west



crisp



hug



drag



snap



log



blend



pond



glob



Magnetic Lower Case Letters are a great material at this point. Your



child can build words right on the refrigerator!



Extending this activity





Print out word search games from the web sites on page 243 using words your child has

learned.







As you read daily with your child, look for opportunities to have the child sound out the

first letters of words that start with these phonetic sounds.







Have your child trace some of the words letter by letter in the cornmeal tray (p. 231), a

thin layer of cornmeal on the bottom of a small tray.







Use the internet resources listed on page 232 and print out writing practice worksheets

with words your child has made. You can also use workbooks like the one pictured on

page 231.



Sound Combinations

Now we‟ll give your child a little experience with some of the common letter combinations and

their sounds. Write out each of these letter combinations on card stock cards:



sh



ch



th



ck



ee



aw



ai



oo



ing



oy/oi



Do Three Step Lessons (p. 42) using three of these combinations at a time to teach your child

these sounds. Click on a combination to find words using it. Here are words your child can

build using these combinations and the sounds he has already learned :
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sheep



ship



chips



chop



that



then



duck



trick



click



bee



see



tree



saw



claw



rain



train



brain



food



mood



sound



hound



found



sour



flour



boy



toy



bring



sing



back



tracks



lungs



rung



fish



dish



Phonics Materials

Printed materials become even more important now. The idea is to spend as much time as

possible doing reading activities using printed images and words . That is what your child will

use when she reads, so we need to use them now! Here are more perfect materials for this from

Montessori Print Shop:

Left: Phonetics Word & Picture Cards, Real

Pictures.

Right: Ending Sound Cards. Your child

writes in the last sounds.



Left: Sentence Cards, Step 1, Set 1. These

start your child reading simple sentences.

Right: Word and Picture Match, Step 2. 72

Matching phonetic words & pictures.



Left: Sheets & Labels, Step 2, Real Pictures.

Larger phonetic words to match with

pictures.

Right: Sentence Cards, Step 2, Beginner.

Sentence reading practice using larger

words, longer sentences.
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Phonetic Reading

Now your child can read books! Phonetic Readers such as those listed below will give your child

the proud moment of reading a book on his own!

Read these books together; and also give your child independent reading time. This will help

your child get used to reading alone, allow him to practice his reading, and to start organizing

his thought patterns around material he reads independently.

The Starfall Short Vowel Pals boxed set of 16 books uses the

phonetic sounds your child has learned in easy to read stories.

These books reinforce phonics while moving your child into

reading and learning words by sight. They also have a boxed set of

15 Learn To Read books that are excellent first reading books.



Your child can read Starfall early readers online free! The ‘Learn To Read’ link takes you to



interactive stories. Help your child until she can navigate through the books. If he wants to read

alone, great! Click on words to hear them sounded out. This is ok when a child is starting out. Be

sure, however, that your child also reads the whole sentence fluently, just as in spoken

conversation. This encourages fluent reading rather than a word-by-word approach.

The Bob Books are great first reading books packed in neat little boxes.

Start out with Set #1: Beginning Readers, and progress through Sets

2 & 3, then try the sight word and other sets. You can get these for $7-12

per set on Amazon.



From the author of the Bob Books:

“Inside the colorful box, the bright red cover beckons. On the first page, the letters: M a t. Your

child says the sounds: mmmmm, aaa, ttt. Then, faster: Mat. Your youngster has read his first

word! Sam, sat and on complete the vocabulary, and suddenly your child can say, I read the

whole book! This is the magic of Bob Books. Even after many years of teaching, watching

children make that giant first step into reading still thrills me. The pride in their eyes, their

triumphant grasp of a difficult concept; the sudden understanding of how blending sounds

into words creates reading, it is one of the best lifelong gifts you can give a child.”
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Presentation and Use

Just get out these books, let your child pick one, and start reading. Let your child sound out

words one at a time if necessary. Encourage fluent reading after your child has sounded out the

words. Fluent reading flows just like spoken conversation – that is the goal.

If your child does not recognize a word and cannot sound it out on her own, offer only the

minimum assistance needed for her to get that word and continue reading. After your child can

read a book on her own, encourage recognizing the words by sight once your child has

sounded them out.

Talk about every book your child reads. Ask your child what she thinks about the story and the

characters, including what she thinks will happen next. These discussions draw a child‟s

attention into the print. Anything you can do to get your child thinking about the story while

she is reading will help your child learn to read.

Encourage your child to read each book multiple times over a period of time. This builds



reading skill and confidence. Make each experience positive, warm, loving, and comfortable.

This causes your child to associate reading with positive emotions. Hopefully, your child will

also spend time reading independently.

This is a huge step and a big accomplishment, so have fun and praise your child for his reading

efforts!

Once your child has completed all the Phonics activities and has read the first phonetic reading

books, it will be time to move smoothly into Step 2 – Sight Words.



Sight Words

Your child has now had successful early experiences with language using phonics. She has

learned to build many phonetic words and is reading the first phonetic readers. As you finish up

with the phonics activities in Step 1, it is time to gradually introduce Step 2: Sight Words.

A fellow named Edward Dolch came up with a list of 220 „service words‟ in 1936. These were the

words that appeared most often in children‟s books. The list came to be called the Dolch Words.

With modifications, it is still used today.

By learning to recognize words on sight, your child will intuitively absorb and learn letter

combination and blended sounds without having to isolate them out. That is why we move away

from phonics and into sight words. This keeps a child moving along and progressing toward

fluent reading, which is reading that sounds like spoken conversation.

While you are working on expanding your child‟s sight word vocabulary, keep up your daily

reading. This includes regular practice in reading the books from Step 1. More books will be
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recommended in the coming activities. Reading daily is the most important activity in the

process of learning to read. Nothing builds reading skill like reading.

If your child is stumped by a word when she is reading, simply tell her what it is and let her

keep on going. The goal is fluent reading. This takes awhile, and constant reinforcement and



positive support makes the difference.



Sight Word Readers & Workbooks

These excellent sight word readers and workbooks will make introducing sight words easier. Use

these during your daily reading time together.



The Funny Dolch Word Books # 1,2,& 3 are practice

readers that will entertain your child while he learns

many of the Dolch Words. $17 for the set.



25 Read and Write Mini-Books by Scholastic is a



wonderful workbook and resource. Your child can make

little books, learn sight words, decorate the books, write

in words, and then save them in a separate container to

read. $11 on Amazon.

100 Write-And-Learn Sight Word Practice Pages



from Scholastic is another excellent workbook that

includes sight word recognition, writing practice,

building sentences, and reading practice on every

page.



40 Sensational Sight Word Games by Scholastic



gives your child many entertaining ways to learn the

sight words. Very nice to have to add variety and keep

things fresh and interesting. These games will

definitely make sight words fun.
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100 Sight Word Mini-Books from Scholastic will



give your child more experience recognizing words

containing common letter combinations. Each minibook includes a word search game, writing practice,

sight word recognition, and reading practice!

These resources will help make learning sight words fun and interesting. You can play sight

word games from pages 245-246 one day; and then let your child work in one of these books the

next. Use the online resources next. Alternating sight word activities keeps things fresh and

presents the same sight words in different ways . Immersing your child in all these activities

will get her sight word vocabulary off to a great start!

Once your child has started learning sight words, do some practice with them every day.

Having a variety of activities to choose from makes this easier and more fun!

As you read every day with your child, look for the sight words your child has learned and point

them out. Make a game out of looking for them. This will draw your child‟s attention into the

print, which is your goal.



Internet Resources for Learning Sight Words

These sites contain excellent, interactive sight word activities that will propel your child into

reading. Today‟s „digital native‟ children love interactive games using the computer and

internet. Learning sight words is all about practice. These computer games should keep your

child busy! Be sure to be available in case your child has any problems making the games work.

A few of them take a little practice.



1+1+1=1

Go to the You Can Read link and check out this really nice sight word activity series. The 10 sets

cover a few sight words at a time with a variety of activities, all easy to do at home. A great

example of reinforcing learning in multiple ways.



starfall

This site is mentioned often in this book for good reason – it‟s fabulous! There are four steps,

titled ABC’s, Learn To Read, It’s Fun To Read, and I’m Reading. Each has interactive activities

that make learning to read fun. Find your child‟s level and play along! Your child will find many

favorite activities here and excellent reading practice.



quiz-tree

This is a great site with two free quick sight word games to download and other wonderful

activities at no cost. Click on English, then sight words.

Click on the ‘Free downloadable sight words software’ link to download these excellent

games. The Sight Words Buddy is a game where the child clicks on words as they are spoken.

The Sight Words Sentence Builder allows the child to drop and drag words to make sentences.

Both are wonderful resources.
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Another highly recommended activity on this site is lower on the page. There you will find lists

of Dolch Words named Pre-primer, Primer, First Grade, etc. Click on these to bring up Dolch

Word lists that allow your child to click on words and hear the words spoken. This is a great way

to reinforce learning these words. A bit further down the page are free Word Search Puzzles.



gamequarium

This page has at least 7 links to great sight word games.



yourdictionary

More than a dictionary! Many links to sites with sight word games.



bingocardcreator

Click to their Pre-Primer Sight Word Bingo Cards 1-8 to find bingo cards you can print out

free.



theschoolbell And at: theschoolbell.com

The first page has a number of word search games ready to print out. Kids love these games.

Have your child read all the words while searching and after they all are found. Add in some

practice writing to make this a full-featured activity. The second page has a number of links to

good games. This site is well worth exploring for other activities also.



familylearning

This page has numerous links to great sight word games, and a sight words video at the bottom

that goes through all the Dolch words and uses each in a sentence. Very nice.



kellyskindergarten A number of good word games.

adrianbruce Free sight word bingo game downloads.

teach-nology Word search games and bingo cards.

wordsearchcreator Free sight word search games



The Dolch Words

Here are the famous Dolch words for use in your sight word games. These form the bulk of the

sight words your child should learn. You can mix in words from the noun list as desired.



Group #1

a

come

help

jump

not

see

we



and

down

hers

little

one

the

yellow



away

find

I

look

play

three

you



big

for

in

make

red

to



blue

funny

is

me

run

two



can

go

it

my

said

up



am

brown

four



are

but

get



at

came

good



ate

did

has



be

do

he



Group #2

all

black

eat
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like

our

saw

there

was

will



must

out

say

they

well

with



new

please

she

this

went

yes



no

pretty

so

too

what



now

ran

soon

under

white



again

could

had

know

once

stop

walk



an

every

has

let

open

take

where



any

fly

her

live

over

thank

when



as

from

him

may

put

them



ask

give

how

of

round

then



around

buy

first

its

ring

their

very

would



because

call

five

made

right

these

wash

write



been

cold

found

many

sing

those

which

your



before

does

gave

off

sit

upon

why



best

don’t

goes

or

sleep

us

wish



better

draw

got

keep

myself

shall

today



bring

drink

grow

kind

never

show

together



carry

eight

hold

laugh

only

six

try



clean

fall

hot

light

own

small

warm



cut

far

hurt

long

pick

start



Group #3

after

by

going

just

old

some

think



Group #4

always

both

fast

green

pull

tell

use

work



Group #5

about

done

full

if

much

seven

ten



Noun Sight Words

Here are common nouns to include in your sight word games. Some are already in the Dolch

Words.

apple



baby



back



ball



bear



bed



bell



bird



birthday



boat



box



boy



bread



brother



cake



car



cat



chair



chicken



children



Christmas



coat



cow



day



dog
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doll



door



Duck



egg



eye



farm



farmer



father



feet



fire



fish



floor



flower



game



Garden



girl



grass



ground



Hand



Head



hill



home



horse



leg



Letter



man



men



milk



money



Morning



mother



name



nest



night



Paper



party



picture



pig



rabbit



Rain



ring



robin



school



seed



Sheep



shoe



sister



snow



song



Squirrel



stick



street



sun



table



Thing



time



top



toy



tree



Watch



water



way



wind



window



wood



Games for Learning Sight Words

Games are a great for teaching sight words. They make learning the words fun and keep things

fresh. The book 40 Sensational Sight Word Games (p. 241) is an excellent resource. Many of

the web sites listed on the p. 242-243 have fun games. Mixing all these up will keep your child

enthused about learning sight words.



THE MEMORY GAME

This classic game is described on page 127. Make a set of cards with the sight words you‟ll be

using, set them up in rows and play! Have your child say each word that is turned over as you

both play. Add more rows to make the game more challenging as needed.



FLASH CARDS

Any set of word cards can be used as flash cards. Just show them one at a time to your child and

have her say each word. Regular practice makes perfect and really reinforces getting the sight

words into your child‟s long term memory. Do a run through before bed or after your reading

time each day.



BINGO

You can easily set up a Bingo game using words. Make up boards so each board contains the

same words, but in different boxes on each board. You can make them using the Tables function

in Microsoft Word, or just draw the lines and write words in by hand. As your child learns how

to write, this can add writing practice to the activity. Here are two sample boards done using

Tables in Microsoft Word:
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and



house



bring



me



you



coat



boat



there



up



of



jump



farm



if



flower



eat



am



look



we



house



but



our



they



go



the



jump



see



they



play



cow



boat



bring



see



you



bird



she



farm



the



but



our



hand



on



said



flower



it



little



play



coat



out



of



run



it



she



apple



there



apple



run



hand



said



cow



we



go



bird



little



up



out



farm



look



said



and



me



eat



am



Make up another set of these words on individual cards. Shuffle these and let your child be the

one to pick each word and read it aloud. Using different colored highlighters, mark off each

word on your boards as they are read. You know you both have all the same words, so let your

child finish hers first so she can holler BINGO!



FILL IN THE SENTENCE

This is another good game that is fast and easy. Use individual word cards to make sentences,

but leave gaps in each sentence and have your child find a word to fill in each gap. For example:



The



is



in



the



You can have words such as man, boy, woman, girl, house, garden, boat, etc., ready for your

child to choose from to fill in the blanks.

There are many variations to this activity. Make sentences that relate directly to your family.

Make up funny sentences like, “The cow is in the boat.” Have your child pick words blindfolded

or from a mystery bag and see what happens. Always have your child reach each sentence

fluently after it is made.

WORD SEARCH GAMES

See the internet resources list on pages 242-243 for sites where

you can create free word search games using the Dolch Words.

Kids love the challenge of finding the words.

Use the workbooks, play games, do a bit of everything but do sight

word activities regularly when your child is in her sensitive period

for reading. You will see great progress!
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Reading!

Getting to this step is a great accomplishment! Your child has progressed from Phonics into

Sight Words. Hopefully, you have seen an increased interest in words when you and your child

read together every day. Your child is probably recognizing words as you read.

Your child should have learned at least 50% of the Sight Words in Step 2. Keep working on these

while your child begins early reading. Building a rich sight word vocabulary takes years , so

continuing with these activities is vital. You can continue helping your child expand his sight

word vocabulary throughout his school years.

From now on, it is a matter of finding books your child is interested in and encouraging her

reading efforts. Have her read to you from her books when you read together. Your interest and

support are vital.



Nothing builds reading skill like reading!



Books for Beginning Readers



Now that your child is ready to start reading, provide the best books possible. Books your child

has a genuine interest in will draw his attention into the print and make learning to read easier

and more fun. Do a search on Amazon for Level One Readers to start. There are more resources

below.

At first, read these books together. Help your child with any words she does not recognize. If

she gets stumped by a word, simply tell her what it is and let her keep reading . It is very

helpful to read each book multiple times. This helps your child get familiar with the text and

gain confidence in reading it. If you read any part of the text, always read in a fluent,

conversational manner. This is how you want your child to learn to read.

Don’t forget the library! Young children are really impressed with all those books. The whole



environment of a library provides great encouragement to read. As your child gains confidence,

she will probably want to read alone sometimes. This is great! Your goal is to help your child

develop an independent reading habit.



DK Readers Series

This reading series has books divided into Levels 1-4. There are different titles at each level so

your child should be able to find books that interest him. These books have good illustrations
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and stories and make excellent first reading books. Start with Level 1 and try different books to

discover those your child finds most interesting.

Search DK Readers Level 1 on Google and check out these books. Most of them cost just $3.99 in

July, 2010. I cannot recommend DK‟s website, however, as I find it hard to find what I want

there. Luckily, these readers are all over Ebay and Amazon. You will often find these at good

bookstores. Let your child pick the ones she wants.



I Can Read Series

This is another excellent series of first reading books. Check these out at icanread. They offer

books at 4 different levels, plus an earlier level called Shared Reading. They have different books

at each level, like the DK Readers. Their website is much better. They also cost about $3.99 each

online from many sources, and can often be found at bookstores right next to the DK Readers.



Good First Reading Books

Here are just a few of many excellent books for beginning readers. Many of these are classics

that have stood the test of time. These are available at most good bookstores and online at my

Amazon Store.

Kipper's A to Z: An Alphabet Adventure

The Icky Bug Alphabet Book

Eating the Alphabet

Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See?

Bubble Trouble

You Read To Me, I’ll Read To You: Very Short Stories To Read Together

Good Luck Bear

Thank you Bear

Why Mosquitoes Buzz In People’s Ears

Where’s Spot

Spot’s First Words

Rosie’s Walk

Spot Goes To School

Have You Seen My Cat?

My Mother Is Mine

Goodnight Dog

Hop On Pop

Green Eggs and Ham

Are You My Mother?

The Cat In The Hat

Horton Hears a Who

How the Grinch Stole Christmas

The Snowy Day

Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good Very Bad Day

The Rose In My Garden
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Blueberries For Sal

The Napping House

All The World

My Garden

The Giving Tree

The Big Dipper

** This is one of the “Lets Read and Find Out” Science series – a wonderful set of books!

Boo Hoo Bird

Bringing the Rain to Kapiti Plain

Terrific

At Night

Every Friday

One is a Snail, Ten is a Crab: A Counting by Feet Book

Where the Wild Things Are

The ‘How Do Dinosaurs’ series

This excellent series has titles like How Do Dinosaurs Clean Their Rooms? (Learn to Read, Say Goodnight, etc.). See

the whole collection on Amazon.

Today and Today

Curious George

Leo The Late Bloomer

Gregory, The Terrible Eater

The Day Jimmy's Boa Ate The Wash

The Ball Bounced

Animals Should Definitely Not Wear Clothing

The Jacket I Wear In the Snow

Drummer Hoff

Hattie and the Fox

More good first reader books

Good ideas for first reader books

Book suggestions and information about first reading experiences

Great free worksheets



Free children’s books online

On the Starfall site, visit their online store. Scroll down to the "I'm Reading!" Take-HomeBooklet Sets #1, 2 & 3. Click on each set and you will find links to the books for reading them

online. They even have audio! Click on the ear boxes to hear the stories read fluently. Your child

can have hours of fun reading these books online. Be sure to order a few of her favorites.

Free children‟s books to read online can be found at: magickeys Many of these are not really

great for learning to read, but they are great stories and your child can click to turn the pages
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Organic Reading & Writing



The famous book Teacher, by Sylvia Ashton-Warner, was published in

1963. Warner spent years in New Zealand teaching Maori children. She saw

that the teaching methods she brought with her were ineffective in helping

Maori children learn to read. The children had no emotional connection

with the words Warner was using.

In a stroke of creativity, Warner asked the children to tell her words from

their language that meant a lot to them. She guided the children in using

their own words and their powerful, meaningful life experiences to make

their own books. She then used these books to teach the children to read

and write.

Children learn to read faster if they are reading books they are very interested in. First



readers like the phonetic readers you used earlier hold interest because a child is learning to

read for the first time. That provides excitement and interest. Soon enough, however, once a

child has learned to read even a little, she will want to read things she is interested in.

You can do the same thing at home that Warner did! When your child tells you about an

experience they seem excited about, write down exactly what your child says. Fold paper over

and staple the crease to make books. Have your child make a drawing or two, if possible,

illustrating the experience. Use your own photos to illustrate the book. You can also find suitable

pictures on the internet and print them out. Write your child‟s words on the pages. Now your

child will have his own books about his own life!

Certain words and terms work especially well in these homemade books:





Possessive terms. I, me, mine, ours, we – possessive words make the books your own.







Emotion words. Words that express emotion – I love, we laughed, I was very surprised,



we were scared – make your child‟s homemade books come alive and recall the

experience itself.





Humor. Anything funny is good raw material.







Real people’s names. Use your family members and others real names.







Exclamation, question, and quotation marks. These help make words come alive as



your child reads.

As your child learns to write she can write the words in her books herself.

Sample titles:

We Had Big Fun Going to the Zoo!



My Scary Dream



My First Day at Day Care



Our Dog Daisy Lies On Her Back!



My Amazing Back Yard



Fish are Slimy!



The Johnson’s Take a Trip
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Homemade books ready for drawing and writing

in words. Drawings or photos can be glued onto

the covers. Photo by Marylea

pinkandgreenmama

Homemade books with 1-3 words per page.

Photo: Nicole at

activitymom



Expanding your child’s sight word vocabulary

Learning new sight words can go on our entire lives. Your child is now in a very dynamic stage of

that process, when the most new words are rapidly incorporated into his sight word vocabulary.

For a child in school, a large sight word vocabulary is a great asset.

First and foremost, continue to encourage your child to read daily from a variety of books she

finds interesting. When looking for a new book, help her find one that includes new vocabulary

and is just slightly more challenging.

Use new words yourself when talking with your child . Never think that a word is too difficult



for your child to learn. Children absorb everything. Use new words and talk about what they

mean. Use as many descriptive terms as you can when talking with your child. Instead of, “It‟s a

beautiful day”, you might say, “What an incredibly lovely, gorgeous day! The sky is a brilliant

shade of blue, the atmosphere is clean and fresh, and the sun’s rays are shining warm on our

skin.” Instead of saying, “That is a pretty tree”, you could say, “That tree has an especially

pleasing shape. It is so tall and straight. The leaves are healthy and full and a beautiful green.

The trunk looks strong and sturdy. The bark is rough and thick. What a marvelous tree!” The

more you do this the more words your child will learn. You are your child‟s best teacher.

Look up words online. Do a search on a word and check out Wikipedia. Have an online



dictionary easily accessible on the desktop. Read what different sites say about the same word.

The internet has a marvelous ability to create „instant experts‟. Your child can get so much

information on any word or topic so fast it is staggering! Good starting points:

Encyclopedia.com



Kids Britannica



Simple English Wikipedia



Merriam-Webster



Fact Monster



Library of Congress
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Continuing on



When your child has begun to read, the best activity for improving her reading skills and

comprehension is to read more. Continue your daily habit of reading together – simply let her

do more of the reading. Encourage your child to read independently every day.



Improving comprehension

Once your child is reading independently, encourage him to do so. When he finishes a book, ask

him to describe what the book was about, who his favorite characters were, and whether he liked

the book or not and why. Ask him to describe how the book started out, the middle, and the

ending. This will help you discover your child‟s level of reading comprehension: what your

child understands and retains of what he reads.



If you find that your child does not remember much about what she reads, it will be good if you

two can continue to spend more time reading together. You can talk about the book as you read.

Ask your child what she thinks will happen next, discuss the characters and the story, etc. Let

your child pick out books she is particularly interested in. This will eventually lead your child to

pay more attention to the content of the books she reads.



Encouraging fluency

Always encourage your child to read aloud in a conversational manner. If your child needs to

read certain phrases word by word to learn new words, that‟s okay. Have him reread the

sentence in a fluent manner when he has identified the words. The goal is always for a child to

read just like spoken conversation.



Here is one more excellent site with many activities that can help you insure your

child is successful in learning to read: Succeed To Read.



Sand Writing: Julie Smithey

Left: Shutterstock
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The following pages contain materials for you to print out and use with various

activities. The activity descriptions will tell you what to print.

Only the fronts of the pages have page numbers. The page numbers correspond to the



page numbers appearing in the box at the top left on the PDF toolbar.





Materials like the Geometric Shapes and Lacing Shapes can be printed onto

colorful, 65 or 67 lb. card stock, like Astrobright or equivalent. It makes sense

to buy these papers by the sheet at an office supply store copy center or a copy

shop, as you will not need many.







Materials like the Numeral Cards, Circle & Squares Grading Shapes, and others

that need more durability should be printed on heavier 110 lb, index card stock.

Again, get this by the sheet as it is very expensive even in packs of 250 sheets,

which you will not need.







Cardboard from boxes, like cereal boxes and shipping boxes works very well for

many activities. You can use a glue stick and glue on sheets of construction

paper to add color.







Keep plain index cards and black and colored markers always handy. You can

make up an incredible amount of materials for activities very quickly with these.







If you download materials from Montessori Print Shop, be sure your computer

printer is working properly and has enough ink in the cartridges.







Use self-sealing laminating pouches to laminate materials you really want to

protect. Unless you already have a heat laminator, buying one for home use with

learning activities is way overkill.
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I = Introduced the activity

Date



Activity



P = Practiced with the activity

I,P,M



Date



Practical Life



Sensorial



M = Has Mastered the activity

Activity



I,P,M
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Date



Activity



I,P,M



Date



Science



Geography & Culture



Mathematics



Activity



I,P,M
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Activities for the ‘Things to Do Can’ (or jar, box, etc) – page 65

Cut these out and place in a container.

When you need an activity idea, have your child reach in and grab one! Make your own.



Dust or polish furniture

Carry a glass of water on a tray without

dropping it

Sweep something up into a dustpan

Name all the parts of your body

Find something red, yellow, blue, orange,

green, and purple

Be totally quiet for one minute

Stand or hop on one foot for as long as you can

Check to see if the plants need watering
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Get someone a glass of water

Cut a picture out of a magazine

Check for loose knobs and tighten them

Count all the stairs in your house

Open and close a

drawer without making a sound



Hang up a towel neatly

Fold a T-shirt neatly

Put a band aid on someone

Read your favorite book
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Lacing Shapes Cutout #1

Cut these shapes and those on the next page out for use in the

Lacing activity shown on page 80.
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Lacing Shapes Cutout #2

Cut these shapes out for use in the Lacing activity shown on page 80.
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Line Cutting Copy Master: Use this as a master sheet to make copies for cutting practice (p. 88)

Make more with your child in any patterns you like!
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Cutting Shapes Copy Master #1

Use this sheet as a master for copying onto various colors of paper to use

for scissor cutting practice. Remember – thumb up when cutting with

scissors – like shaking hands.
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Cutting Shapes Copy Master #2

Use this sheet as a master for copying onto various colors of paper to use for

scissor cutting practice. Remember – thumb up when cutting with scissors –

just like when shaking hands.
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Right is tight



Left is loose



Cut these cards out for the activities on pages 92,94, and 95.

They can also be good reminders for putting lids on, p.103.
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sphere

cube

rectangular prism

ovoid

ellipsoid

triangular prism

cone

cylinder

triangular pyramid

square pyramid

Montessori Geometric Solids Name Cards

Cut these out for use with the materials on page 114.



Circles Grading Cutout / Template #1

Carefully cut out each circle on this & the next page around the

outside of the line. Use these as is or as templates & trace them

onto illustration board, then carefully cut them out again with

shears. Use for the activity on page 115.

Use for the activity on page 119
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Circles Grading Cutouts / Templates #2

Carefully cut out each circle on this & the

previous page around the outside of the line.

Use these as is or as templates & trace them

onto illustration board, then carefully cut them

out again with shears.

Use for the activity on page 115.
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square



Geometric Shapes Cutouts #1

Cut out the shapes on this &

The next 4 sheets to use

In the activity on

Page 116.

Use colored card

stock or 110lb.

Index



circle
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#2



isosceles

triangle



parallelogram
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#3



hexagon



trapezoid
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#4



right

triangle



oval
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#5



rectangle



pentagon
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Fruit Classification Activity

Cut out the names below and the next two sheets of fruit pictures

and use for a fruit types classification activity



apple

banana

orange

peach

blueberry

strawberry
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red



yellow



blue



orange



green



violet



brown



gray



white



pink



black



gold
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Taste Names for the activity on page 139



sweet

sour

salty

bitter
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Shape & Color Sets Cutouts

Cut these out carefully and use for the activity on page 144.
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Classification Cards activities on pages 180-181



sink

float

magnetic

non-magnetic
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fish

crustaceans

mammals

birds

insects

reptiles
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Small Grids Board

Cutouts

Print as many Grids

Boards as you need on

110 lb. index.

Use these for laying

out quantities in a

different way when

teaching your child

amounts up to 20.

Cut each board out

leaving a small border

around each.
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0



1



2



3



4



5



6



7



8



9



10



0-10 Numeral Card Cutouts

Use these to make numeral cards for many different activities, starting on page 196
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1 0



1



1 0



2



1 0



3



1 0



4



1 0



5



10-15 Numeral Card cutouts



Use with those on the next page for the activities on pages 200-201
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1 0



6



1 0



7



1 0



8



1 0



9



2 0

16-20 Numeral Card cutouts



Use with those on the previous page for the activities on page 200-201
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2 0



1



2 0



2



2 0



3



2 0



4



2 0



5



21-25 Numeral Card cutouts



Use with those on the next page for the activities starting on p. 202
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2 0



6



2 0



7



2 0



8



2 0



9



3 0

26-30 Numeral Card cutouts



Use with those on the previous page for the activities starting on p. 202
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3 0



4 0



3 0



4 0



3 0



4 0



3 0



4 0



3 0



4 0



Numeral Card cutouts



Use with those on the previous page for the activities starting on p. 202
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5 0



6 0



5 0



6 0



5 0



6 0



5 0



6 0



5 0



6 0



Numeral Card cutouts



Use with those on the previous page for the activities starting on p. 202
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7 0



8 0



7 0



8 0



7 0



8 0



7 0



8 0



7 0



8 0



Numeral Card cutouts



Use with those on the previous page for the activities starting on p. 202
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9 0

9 0

9 0

9 0

9 0

Numeral Card cutouts



Use with those on the previous page for the activities starting on p. 202
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10



20



70



80



30



90



40



50



60



100



Golden Bead 100 Chain Pointer Cutouts



Cut these pointer cards out carefully on the dotted lines.

These are used in the 100 Golden Bead Chain activity on page 203

Keep these in the box with your Montessori Teen Bead Bars.



1



1/2



1/2



FRACTIONS CUTOUTS #1

Cut these shapes and the ones on the next 2 pages

out to use for the activity on page 214
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1/3



1/3



1/4



1/4



1/4



1/4



1/3



FRACTIONS CUTOUTS #2

Cut out these shapes and the ones on the previous

and the next page to use for the activity on page 214

295



296



1/3



1/3



1/2



1/2



1/3



1/4



1/4



1



1/4



1/4



FRACTIONS CUTOUTS #3

Cut these shapes and the ones on the previous 2 pages out to use

for the activity on page 214
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